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Venue:
The Premier Travel Inn (Fosse Park),

Braunstone Lane East, Leicester  LE3 2FW
(See map page 2)

Cricket Memorabilia Auction
Saturday 21st  June 2014. 11am

Viewing: Friday 5pm to 8pm and Saturday 8am to 11am 

Wisdens, Football & Sporting Memorabilia Auction
Sunday 22nd June 2014. 11am

Viewing: Friday 5pm to 8pm, Saturday 8am to 11am and Sunday 8am to 11am

Approximate rate of sale – 140/160 lots per hour

** Please note we are no longer accepting commission bids by fax **

Complimentary tea, coffee & mineral water will be available.

A buyer’s premium of 19% (plus V.A.T. at 20%)
of the hammer price is payable by the buyers of
all lots.
V.A.T. lots are marked throughout the catalogue
with an asterisk after the lot number. V.A.T.
charges are reclaimable by V.A.T. registered
traders within the EEC. Purchasers outside the
EEC will be exempt from these charges subject
to proof of postage or granting of licenses.
Cheques to be made payable to "Knight’s". 
Credit cards accepted. Payments by Visa and
Access/Mastercard will be subject to a
surcharge of 3% (+ VAT) of the total amount
payable.

For full terms and conditions see page 3.
Postal bids are welcomed and should be sent
to: Knight’s Sporting Ltd, Cuckoo Cottage,
Town Green, Alby, Norwich  NR11 7PR  
Office: (01263) 768488 
Mobile: 07885 515333 
Email bids to tim@knights.co.uk

Please note: All commission bids to be
received no later than 6pm on the day prior to
the auction of the lots you are bidding on.

Auction results will be available by telephone
from the Tuesday following the auction.

Postage and packing will be charged at current
rates for all postal deliveries. Packing will be
charged at £3.00 (+ VAT) per customer. 

Please bring any items along during viewing times for a free valuation with no obligation
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LIVE TELEPHONE BIDDING
Live telephone bidding can be arranged by contacting the 
auctioneer at least two days prior to the day of auction. 

We now have a mandatory minimum lot estimate of £80.00. 
Please see conditions of sale for full details 

Please call 01263 768488 prior to 20/6/2014 to book your live telephone line.

Please note that if you need to speak to Tim Knight or a member of staff personally from the
morning of Friday 20th June please call one of the mobiles on 07885 515333 or 07718 740886.
Emails and recorded messages can be left on our normal numbers.

VAT
Knight’s would like to point out that unlike some other Auction Houses, who operate under the
Auctioneers Margin Scheme, we are V.A.T. registered under the standard V.A.T. regulations. 
V.A.T. is applied on the sale price of a lot only where the vendor is V.A.T. registered or the source of
the lot is from a non E.E.C. country. Where V.A.T. is applicable, it is denoted in the catalogue by an
asterisk after the lot number.
V.A.T. is payable on auctioneer's commission without exception. 
The VAT on commission is a charge on commission and not on the item purchased.

PREMIER

PREMIER
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CONDITIONS OF SALE
1. A buyer’s premium of 19% (plus V.A.T. @ 20%) of the hammer price is payable by the buyers of all lots.
2. Cheques to be made payable to ‘Knights Sporting Limited’.
3. Knights Sporting Ltd, Registered Office, The Thatched Gallery, The Green, Aldborough, Norwich, Norfolk. NR11 7AA
4. Postage and packing will be charged at current rates for all postal deliveries.
4a Postage and packing is subject to V.A.T. at 20%.
5. The seller warrants to the Auctioneer and to the buyer that he is the true owner or is properly authorised to sell the property by the

true owner and is able to transfer good and marketable title to the property free from any third party claim.
6. The highest bidder to be the buyer. If during the auction the Auctioneer considers that a dispute has arisen he has absolute authority 

to settle it or re-offer the lot. The Auctioneer may at his sole discretion determine the advance of bidding or refuse a bid, divide any
lot, combine any two or more lots or withdraw any lot without prior notice.

7. The buyer shall pay the price at which a lot is knocked down by the Auctioneer to the buyer (the hammer price) together with a
premium of 19% (plus V.A.T. @ 20%) of the hammer price, all of which are hereafter collectively referred to as ‘the total sum due’.
By making any bid the buyer acknowledges that his attention has been drawn to the fact that on the sale of any lot the Auctioneer
will receive from the seller commission at its usual rates in addition to the said premium of 19% (plus V.A.T. @ 20%) and assents to
the Auctioneer receiving the said commission.

8. The buyer shall forthwith upon the purchase give in his name and pay to the Auctioneer immediately after the conclusion of the
auction the total sum due.

9. If the buyer fails to pay for or take away any lot or lots the Auctioneer as agent for the seller shall be entitled after consultation with
the seller to exercise one or other of the following rights:
i) Rescind the sale of that or any other lots sold to the buyer who defaults and re-sell the lot or lots whereupon the defaulting buyer
shall pay to the Auctioneer any shortfall between the proceeds of that sale after deduction of costs of re-sale and the total sum due.
Any surplus shall belong to the seller.
ii) Proceed with damages for breach of contract.

10. Ownership of the lot purchased shall not pass to the buyer until he has paid to the Auctioneer the total sum due.
11. The seller shall be entitled to place a reserve on any lot and the Auctioneer shall have the right to bid on behalf of the seller for any

lot on which a reserve has been placed. A seller may not bid on any lot on which a reserve has been placed.
12. All unsold lots will attract a fee per lot of £10.00 + VAT.
12a. Where any lot fails to sell, the Auctioneer shall notify the seller accordingly. The seller shall make arrangements either to re-offer the

lot for sale or to collect the lot.
13. Any representation or statement by the Auctioneer in any catalogue, brochure or advertisement of forthcoming sales as to

authorship, attribution, genuineness, origin, date, age, provenance, condition or estimated selling price is a statement of opinion only.
Every person interested should exercise and rely on his own judgement as to such matters and neither the Auctioneer nor his servants
or agents are responsible for the correctness of such opinions. No warranty whatsoever is given by the Auctioneer or the seller in
respect of any lot and any express or implied warranties are hereby excluded.

14. Notwithstanding any other terms of these conditions, if within fourteen days of the sale the Auctioneer has received from the buyer
of any lot notice in writing that in his view the lot is a deliberate forgery and within fourteen days after such notification the buyer
returns the same to the Auctioneer in the same condition as at the time of the sale and satisfies the Auctioneer that considered in the
light of the entry in the catalogue the lot is a deliberate forgery then the sale of the lot will be rescinded and the purchase price of
the same refunded. ‘A deliberate forgery’ means a lot made with intent to deceive.

15. A buyer’s claim under the above condition shall be limited to the amount paid to the Auctioneer for the lot and for the purpose of
this condition the buyer shall be the person to whom the original invoice was made out by the Auctioneer.

16. Lots may be removed during the sale after full settlement.
17. All goods delivered to the Auctioneer’s premises will be deemed to be delivered for sale by auction unless otherwise stated in writing

and will be catalogued and sold at the Auctioneer’s discretion and accepted by the Auctioneer subject to all these conditions. By
delivering the goods to the Auctioneer for inclusion in his auction sales each seller acknowledges that he/she accepts and agrees to
all the conditions.

18. The Auctioneer shall remit the proceeds of the sale to the seller no later than forty days after the day of the auction provided that
the Auctioneer has received the total sum due from the buyer. In all other cases the Auctioneer will remit the proceeds of sale to the
seller within seven days of the receipt by the Auctioneer of the total sum due. The Auctioneer will not be deemed to have received
the total sum due until after any cheque delivered by the buyer has been cleared. In the event of the Auctioneer exercising his right
to rescind the sale his obligation to the seller hereunder lapses.

19. In the case of the seller withdrawing instructions to the Auctioneer to sell any lot or lots, the Auctioneer may charge a fee of the lot
withdrawn and any expenses incurred in respect of the lot or lots.

20. Live telephone bidding
i) Live telephone bidding can be arranged (subject to paragraph 20iii) below) by contacting the Auctioneer two days prior to the day
of the Auction.
ii) Knight’s have a mandatory minimum lot estimate of £80.00 on all live calls.
iii) The arrangement referred to in paragraph 20i) above will be at the buyer’s risk and no guarantee can be given by the Auctioneer
that telephone facilities will be available or working on the day of the Auction.

21. These conditions shall be governed by and construed in accordance with English Law.
Online Bidding. 

In completing the bidder registration on www.the-saleroom.com and providing your credit card details and unless alternative
arrangements are agreed with Knights Sporting Limited Ltd you: authorise Knights Sporting Limited Ltd, if they so wish, to charge the
credit card given in part or full payment, including all fees, for items successfully purchased in the auction via the-saleroom.com, and
confirm that you are authorised to provide these credit card details to Knights Sporting Limited Ltd through www.the-saleroom.com
and agree that Knights Sporting Limited Ltd are entitled to ship the goods to the card holder name and card holder address provided
in fulfilment of the sale. Please note that any lots purchased via the-saleroom.com live auction service will be subject to an additional
3% commission charge + VAT at the rate imposed on the hammer price’
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Online Bidding
Knights Sporting Limited are delighted to offer an online bidding facility at our auctions for bidders who cannot attend
the sale. Bid on lots and buy online from anywhere in the world at the click of a mouse with the-saleroom.com's Live
Auction service. 

Full details of this service can be found at www.the-saleroom.com

In completing the bidder registration on www.the-saleroom.com and providing your credit card details and unless
alternative arrangements are agreed with Knights Sporting Limited you:authorise Knights Sporting Limited, if they so
wish, to charge the credit card given in part or full payment, including all fees, for items successfully purchased in the
auction via the-saleroom.com, and confirm that you are authorised to provide these credit card details to Knights
Sporting Limited through www.the-saleroom.com and agree that Knights Sporting Limited are entitled to ship the
goods to the card holder name and card holder address provided in fulfilment of the sale.

Please note that any lots purchased via the-saleroom.com live auction service will be subject to an additional 3%
commission charge + VAT at the rate imposed on the hammer price.

KNIGHTS
Forthcoming auction dates 

2014

Cricket, Football & other Sporting Memorabilia
1st – 2nd November

Specialist Sales of Wisden Cricketers Almanacks
30th – 31st August

Entries invited

01263 768488  07885 515333
tim@knights.co.uk

www.knights.co.uk



CRICKET EPHEMERA

1 Australian tour of England 1926.
Official menu for the Dinner given to
the Australian team on the 6th
October 1926, on the return voyage
to Australia. Dinner menu with
excellent cartoon images of the lion
and the kangaroo shaking hands
with the players boarding a ‘cricket
bag’ boat for the voyage by artist F.
Gardener. to verso is a record of the
tour listing all matches played with
results, names of each of the
tourists. ‘Played 40 matches, won
12, lost 1 and drawn 27’. To lower
border of the menu is a profile image
of a man, possibly by Australian
tourist and cartoonist, Arthur Mailey.
Minor wear to extremities otherwise
in good condition £70/100

2 Hampstead Cricket Club 1908. Large
official menu for the Annual Dinner
held at The Cafe Royal on the 15th
May 1908. The menu with
caricature images of cricket scenes
including W.G. Grace (Grace Before
Meat and After Meat), a Maiden
Over, Drawing Stumps (Dentist) etc.
Speeches by E.L. Marsden
(Middlesex, 1 match) and Phillip
Trevor, Journalist and cricket author.
vertical fold, minor foxing otherwise
in good condition £30/50

3 Surrey C.C.C. Dinner menus 1954-
1962. Selection of official menus,
Championship Dinner 1954,
Championship Dinner 1959, Dinner
to the Indian team 1959, Dinner to
the South African team 1960, Dinner
to the Australian team 1961 and
Dinner to the Pakistan team 1962.
All but one with original table plans.
The Championship Dinners held at
Grosvenor House, Park Lane and the
others at ‘Armourers’ Hall’. These
were the menus of various guests
including D.A.M. Rome (Committee)
and Lord Tedder (Marshall of the
R.A.F.). G - cricket

£40/60

4 M.C.C. Bicentenary. Two official
menus for the ‘Anniversary Dinner’
held at Lord’s on 6th May 1987 and
the ‘Eve of Match Dinner’ held at the

Guildhall on 19th August 1987. VG
£25/35 

5 ‘Farewell Dinner to the Australian
Cricket Team’ 1930. Excellent and
rare 24pp menu for the dinner held
at Merchant Taylors’ Hall, London
on 8th September 1930. The front
cover and some internal pages
feature elaborate printed borders
recut on wood from a design used in
‘A Book of Hours’ by Geofroy Tory
of Paris. The menu contains
exquisite reproductions of pencil
drawings of Merchant Taylors’ Hall
and articles relating to the history of
the Company of Merchant Taylors’.
Printed by George W. Jones of
Gough Square, London. Also
includes the original folded large
format table plan. G/VG - cricket

£150/250

A very interesting document of
historical interest for location as
well as function

6 M.C.C. v Rest of the World XI
Bicentenary Match 1987. Two
official commemorative covers
signed by the twenty eight players
who were involved in the match, a
team to each cover. The drawn
match was played at Lord's on the
20th-25th August 1987. Signatures
include Gatting, Rice, Broad,
Embury, Gooch, Marshall, Crowe,
Abdul Qadir, Border, Dujon, Walsh,
Harper etc. Sold with an official
scorecard with fully printed details
and two official printed colour
photographs of the teams.  G 

£60/80

7 Australian tour of England 1953.
‘The Final Test 1953’. Official menu
for the private players Dinner held at
the Oval following the Fifth Test
Match played in August 1953.
Printed title to front, the menu to
centre pages featuring very amusing
plays on words of the players’ names
such as ‘Fishlock cakes’, ‘Hammond
eggs’, ‘Roast leg of Hutton’, ‘Plums
Warner’ etc. Hand written
annotation to top of centre pages.
Small adhesive marks to cover, other
odd minor faults otherwise in good

condition. A rare menu - cricket
£180/250

England won the Fifth Test and the
Ashes

8 Wilfred Rhodes 1877-1973 and
Herbert Sutcliffe 1894-1978. Printed
four page brochure for Wilfred
Rhodes Memorial service held at
Bramall Lane, Sheffield in 1973
(Northern Cricket Society no 17) and
‘Order of Service’ folding card for
the Memorial/Thanksgiving Services
held in 1978 in Otley for Sutcliffe. G
- cricket £30/40

9 Don Bradman 1908-2001. Original
‘Order of Service’ for the Service of
Thanksgiving’ for Bradman held in
Bowral, March 2001. VG - cricket

£20/30

10 Brian Johnston 1912-1994. Original
‘Order of Service’ and ticket for the
Service of Celebration held at
Westminster Abbey in May 1994.
VG - cricket £15/25

11 Cricketers deaths. Original ‘Order of
Service’ for the ‘Service of
Thanksgiving’ for Thomas Godfrey
Evans 1920-1999, Lord Cowdrey of
Tonbridge 1932-2000 (Colin
Cowdrey), John Brian Statham
1930-2000 and Cedric Settle
Rhoades 1920-1990 (Lancashire
Chairman 1960/70’s). Plus printed
fundraising brochure to raise funds
for a memorial to Wilf Wooller
1902-1976. Qty 5. G - cricket

£30/50

12 Cricketers deaths. Original ‘Order of
Service’ for the ‘Service of
Thanksgiving’ for Bert Avery (Essex)
1917-2002, Sir George Allen 1902-
1989, John Brian Statham 1930-
2000, David Stuart Sheppard 1929-
2005 and Cedric Settle Rhoades
1920-1990 (Lancashire Chairman
1960/70’s). Plus another Order of
Service for May Platt, service
conducted by the Lancashire C.C.C.
Chaplain. Qty 56 G - cricket£30/50

13 ‘W.G. Grace 1848-1915: to mark the
fiftieth anniversary of his death,
2October, 1965’. Andrew Neville
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Burn Sugden. Privately published
1967. Reprint of an address
delivered at a service at Elmers End
Cemetery, when a plaque was
unveiled on the grave in 1965. Sold
with ‘W.G. Grace Centenary
Souvenir Booklet 1948’. David
Moore. Printed by Partridge & Love
of Bristol. G - cricket £20/30

14 ‘The Neville Cardus Archive
Inaugural Lunch’. Official limited
edition menu for the Luncheon held
at Old Trafford on the 3rd April
2013. Limited edition 9/50. VG -
cricket £25/35

15 Lord’s & The Oval. Selection of
match tickets, swing tickets for
various enclosures etc for various
games played 1935-1974, Eton v
Harrow 1935, Oxford v Cambridge
1948, Eton v Harrow 1955, England
v South Africa 1955 & 1960,
England v Australia 1956 & 1968
and England v Pakistan 1974. G -
cricket £25/35

16 ‘Improved Cricket Bats’ 1889.
Original patent with drawings for a
design for a ‘strong solid compact
and cheaply constructed cricket bat’.
William and John Heightington.
Hand stamped patent no.18,849
and bound in hard covers. VG -
cricket £25/35

17 Cricket ephemera. Information flyer
detailing the scale of charges for the
public stands at Lord’s for ‘the more
important matches’ in 1930. Folds,
otherwise G. Sold with an
application form for the Fifth Test v
Australia at The Oval, 15th-20th
August 1953. Minor annotations,
horizontal fold and small tears,
otherwise G - cricket £20/30

18 M.C.C. tour to Australia 1970/71.
Invitation card issued by the
Australian Board of Control for
International Cricket for the Dinner
held at the South Australia Hotel,
Adelaide, 27th January 1971. Player
unknown. G/VG - cricket £20/30

19 ‘The Daily Post’. Original early
double sided broadsheet newspaper
for Wednesday 19th August 1730,
printed by S. Nevill, Ludgate. With
twelve line paragraph reporting ‘On
Monday last a great cricket match
was played at Kennington Common
between eleven young gentlemen of
London against the like number of

Surrey, it was thought to have been
one of the most compleatest
matches that ever was played. The
London side won by one notch. The
same Gentlemen played last
Monday was se’nnight in the
Artillery Ground, where the
Londoners likewise won, but we
hear the Surrey Gentlemen are
defirous of faving their credit, if
possible and it is to be played the
third time, which will be on Friday
next in the Artillery Ground’. The
newspaper has some minor wear to
edges and slight staining otherwise
in generally good condition for its
age. A rare item - cricket £60/90

20 ‘The Morning Post & Daily
Advertiser’. Original early four page
broadsheet newspaper for Saturday
23rd August 1788, printed by D.
Stuart of The Strand. With forty one
line paragraph reporting the single
wicket match between ‘Lord
Winchelsea and five of all England
against Mr Talbot and five of
Hampshire’. The match played at
Lord’s Ground, Paddington. With
printed scorecard. ‘The rain
prevented the re-commencement of
the match till about half past 3
o’clock when T. Walker went in, and
what is very remarkable, only got
five runs in 230 trulls (balls
delivered), and what is yet further
remarkable, he made only one run in
189 trulls. T. Walker is decidedly the
first bat in the kingdom-his patience
is invincible-his caution is superior to
any veteran in the field- and the
instance are very rae of his raifing
(hitting) a ball. T. Walker will
proceed in his innings this morning,
if the weather permits’. The
newspaper has some minor wear to
spine edge otherwise in good
condition for its age. A rare item -
cricket £80/120

21 ‘The Statesman’. Original early four
page broadsheet newspaper for
Thursday 8th June 1809, printed by
D. Lovell of Fleet Street. With six line
paragraph reporting the ‘Grand
match in Lord’s Ground between
eight of the Mary-Le-Bone club,
with Lambert, Beldam and H.
Bentley against eleven of England
for one thousand guineas a side was
on Monday decided in favour of the
latter, by 41 runs’. The newspaper
has some minor wear otherwise in

good condition for its age. A rare
item - cricket £50/70

The date of this match is very near
to the date of the handbill being
sold in this auction, lot 23

22 ‘All England Eleven v Twenty-Two of
the County of Buckinghamshire
1859’. Small rare original match
ticket printed on card for the match
played at Fenny Stratford on the
10th June 1859. The All England
Eleven won the match by 10
wickets, famous cricketing names
who played in the match include
George Parr, Stephenson, Hayward,
Jackson, Diver, Daft, Hirst, Clarke
etc. G/VG - cricket £60/90

The Buckinghamshire ‘22’ were
bowled out for 134 in their first
innings with Benthall top scoring
with 27, Parr taking ten wickets in
the innings and Reynolds five. In the
All England Eleven innings, Hayward
top scored with 85, out of a total of
179 with Slinn taking seven wickets.
In the Buckinghamshire second
innings, they were bowled out
cheaply for 55, Benthall, again, top
scoring with 26no, Jackson eight
and Parr seven wickets in the
innings

23 ‘Cricket. A Grand Match will be
played in Lord’s Cricket Ground. St.
Mary-Le-Bone, on Tuesday June the
13th 1809, and the following day,
between eight Gentlemen of the
Mary-bone (sic) Club, with Beldam,
Lambert and H. Bentley, against
Eleven of all England, for One
Thousand Guineas a side. The
Wickets to be pitched a Eleven
O’Clock. Players, Mary-Le-Bone:-
Lord F. Beauclerk, T. Mellish, Hon.
Gen. Bligh, Osbaldiston, T. Brown,
R. Leigh, B. Aisable, Beldam,
Lambert, H. Bentley. England :- F.
Budd, Wells, Hammond, T. Walker,
Small, Bennet, Howard, Robinson,
Hardin, Ray, Freemantle. An
alteration having taken place in the
Laws of Cricket the new laws to be
had of Mr Lord. Admittance Six-
Pence- No dogs admitted, Cricket
bats, balls & stumps sold, A
Marquee to let, will hold 100
persons’. 

Original and very early handbill for
the match played at the Lord’s Old
Ground at Dorset Fields on the 13th
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to 16th June 1809 by Craft, Printer
of Wells Street, Oxford Street,
London. The handbill measures
6.75”x7.25”. Irregular lower border,
some wear to extremities otherwise
in good condition after 205 years

A rare handbill for the match played
at The Old Ground on Dorset Fields
and one of the earliest Lord’s
handbill’s recorded and to be sold at
auction - cricket £1000/1500

All England won the match by three
wickets. Lord F. Beauclerk top
scored with 114 and Lambert made
54 in the M.C.C. second innings,
Freemantle made 54 for All England
in their first innings and Bennett
also made 54 in the second innings.
Bowling details are unclear but
Hammond took four wickets in
M.C.C. first innings. Four balls were
bowled per over in the match

The Lord’s we know today as the
home of cricket is actually the third
incarnation of Lord’s Cricket
Ground. This handbill relates to only
the 118th first class match to be
played at Lord’s since the old ground
opened in 1787 the last match
played at Dorset Square was in
1810. However, by 1809, London
was expanding rapidly and rent was
on the rise in Dorset Fields. Thomas
Lord looked elsewhere and that year
opened a new ground in the Eyre
Estate in St John’s Wood. For two
years both grounds operated along
side each other although the second
ground was unpopular, lacking in
atmosphere and a difficult landlord
who objected to the opening of a
tavern. However a stroke of luck
occurred for Lord and M.C.C. in
1812 when he discovered that the
Regent’s Canal was due to be built
straight through his unloved cricket
ground. With£4,000 in compen-
sation, he gratefully accepted
another plot of land on the Eyre
Estate, slightly further up the road in
St. John’s Wood, the current Lord’s
Cricket Ground, the first match
being played there in 1814, two
hundred years ago

24 Albert Craig. ‘To Honest George
Burton. The Popular Middlesex
Bowler’. Original broadsheet poem
in tribute to Burton sold at the
Middlesex v Surrey match played in
1889. Surrey won by six wickets.

Burton had bowled well for
Middlesex in the season to date and
Craig celebrates in typical fashion a
worth professional bowler.
Advertisement for F.H. Ayers to
verso. Minor foxing and slight wear
to page edges otherwise in good
condition. Rare - cricket £100/150

25 G.O. ‘Gubby’ Allen. Middlesex &
England 1921-1950. M.C.C. tour of
Australia 1936/37. Official players
itinerary for the tour of Australia,
front wrapper with tour title and
decoration in M.C.C. colours. This
was M.C.C. Captain, Allen’s itinerary
lists the names of the touring party,
schedule of matches, hotels and
travelling schedule, postal
information etc. Rare ‘Revised
itinerary’ sheet to back of booklet.
The itinerary loosely tipped into blue
boards with titles in gilt to spine.
Some handwritten annotation by
Allen to various pages, noted ‘Oh!
for Hutton for Worthington, Paynter
for Wyatt’. VG - cricket £100/150

26 G.O. ‘Gubby’ Allen. Middlesex &
England 1921-1950. ‘Bodyline’.
M.C.C. tour of Australia 1932/33.
Official players tour itinerary
brochure for the ‘M.C.C.
Australasian Tour 1932-33’. Title and
band in M.C.C. colours to front
cover. With team detail, fixtures &
travelling schedule, map of the
world, postal information etc  to
inside pages. This was Allen’s copy.
In blue slip case with titles in gilt to
edge. Very good condition. Rare -
cricket £250/350

The itinerary does not include Bill
Bowes name as he was a late
addition to the touring party. Allen
took forty one wickets on the tour at
an average of 23.54 and a best of 5-
69 versus New South Wales at
Sydney

27 ‘To the Admirers of the Noble Game
of Cricket’. A large, colourful and
striking printed cotton commemo-
rative handkerchief, with the
England XI of 1847 after the
watercolour by Felix to centre. Wide
red border with vignettes of the laws
of cricket, a village game and of
batsmen illustrating a variety of
strokes including Forward, Leg half
volley, Home block, The Draw etc.
Surmounted by a cricketer riding a
flying bat (mammal). Framed

27”x33”. A few tears, wear and
marks otherwise in about fair/good
condition. Rare £150/250

28 ‘The Australian Cricket Team 1909’.
Folding fixture card for the
Australian tour of England 1909.
Decorative covers, with title, with
cameo pen pictures of the players
and facsimile signatures of the
tourists to inside pages and tour
fixtures to back cover. R.F. Steel.
‘The Block’. Melbourne. Some
identification annotation to inside
marks, some minor wear and age
toning to outer covers otherwise in
good+ condition. Rare £200/300

The fixture card was probably only
presented/issued to players and
officials

29 Warwickshire C.C.C. 1903-2010.
Large file containing a collection of
cuttings, postcards, scorecards,
letters, programmes, reports, match
tickets etc, the majority facsimile
copies but with some originals.
Original items include a 4pp
souvenir pirate programme for
Warwickshire v Australians, 4th-6th
August 1948, an album page of
eleven Warwickshire signatures,
1949, including Dollery, Ord, Gove,
Townsend, Gardner, Pritchard etc,
official scorecards for Middlesex v
Warwickshire, Lord’s, 30th May- 1st
June 1951, Warwickshire v Australia
8th-10th August 1956, official
programme for the Gillette Cup Final
Sussex v Warwickshire, 7th
September 1968. A comprehensive
history of the county for the period.
G - cricket £80/120

30 Cricket World Cup Final 1999. Press
pack issued to Jim Ruston of The
Jack Russell Gallery, containing an
official programme for the Final,
Pakistan v Australia, played at Lord’s,
20th June 1999, day pass, official
scorecard, invitation to the ‘Eve of
Competition Dinner’ with covering
letter and menu, and two match
tickets. Also, a souvenir programme
for the ‘Crickathon 91 World
Trophy’. G/VG - cricket £30/40

AUTOGRAPHED CRICKET EPHEMERA

31 West Indies 1928-2012. Two red
files containing the ink signatures of
two hundred and thirty nine
cricketers out of a total of two
hundred and ninety six cricketers
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who have represented the West
Indies in Test cricket during the
period, player numbers 1-296. This
comprehensive collection of
signatures are individually signed on
white cards, some on paper pieces
laid down to card, some on pre
printed ‘West Indies Cricketer’ cards
and odd signature on press cutting.
Signatures include Browne,
Constantine, Francis, Martin, Roach,
Small, Hoad, Achong, Da Costa,
Merry, Christiani, Stollmeyer, C.B.
Clarke, Gomez, Walcott, Weekes,
Walcott, Sober, Rae, Ramadhin,
Valentine, Kanhai, Hunte, Gibbs,
Hall, Griffith, Nurse, Boyce,
Fredericks, Rowe, Headley, Roberts,
Greenidge, Croft, Garner, Marshall,
Holding, Lara, Chanderpaul, Bravo,
Ramdin, Sammy etc. Neatly
presented albums, complete with full
listing of the players. Qty 2. VG -
cricket £150/250

32 Australia 1946-2013. Two blue files
containing the ink signatures of two
hundred and sixty seven cricketers
out of a total of two hundred and
seventy four cricketers who have
represented Australia in Test cricket
during the post-war period, player
numbers 164-437 plus Don
Bradman and Lindsey Hassett. This
comprehensive collection of
signatures are individually signed on
white cards, some on paper pieces
laid down to card, some on pre
printed ‘Australian Test Cricketer’
cards and on press pictures laid
down to card. Signatures include
Bradman, I. Johnson, Lindwall,
McCool, K.Miller, W. Brown, Tallon,
Toshack, A. Morris, Tribe, Dooland,
Hassett, Johnston, Hamence,
N.Harvey, Saggers, Loxton, Iverson,
Langley, Benaud, McDonald,
Davidson, Burge, O’Neill, Hawke,
McKenzie, Lawry, I. Chappell,
Sincock, Mayne, Walters, Stackpole,
Sheahan, R. Marsh, G. Chappell,
Lillee, Massie, Thomson, Gilmour,
Pascoe, Border, Alderman, Boon, S.
Waugh, Healy, M. Taylor, Warne, M.
Waugh, McGrath, Slater, Ponting,
Lehmann, B. Lee, Gilchrist, M.
Clarke, M. Johnson, Siddle, Warner
etc. The players missing from the full
list are Wally Grout from the 1950’s
and Smith, Khawaja, Pattinson,
Hastings, Agar, Faulkner and Doolan
from 2010 onwards. Also includes

similar signatures of fifty three
players who have represented
Australia in One Day Internationals
plus the signature on piece of
C.W.Walker (1930’s). Neatly
presented albums, complete with full
listing of the players. VG - cricket

£200/300

33 England 1946-2013. Three files
containing the ink signatures of all
three hundred and eight cricketers
who have represented England in
Test cricket during the post-war
period, player numbers 311-658.
This comprehensive collection of
signatures are individually signed on
white cards, some on paper pieces
laid down to card and some on press
pictures laid down to card.
Signatures include Bedser, Ikin,
Dollery, Pope, Cranston, Young,
Laker, Wardle, Jenkins, Bailey, Close,
Shackleton, Statham, May, Kenyon,
Trueman, Tyson, Cowdrey,
Barrington, Dexter, Parfitt, Larter,
Edrich, Snow, Milburn, Knott,
Luckhurst, Greig, Gooch, Steele,
Randall, Botham, Gower, Dilley,
Lamb, Broad, Slack, Fraser, Hussain,
Hick, Gough, Cork, Hollioake,
Flintoff, Vaughan, Hoggard,
Harmison, Anderson, Pieterson, Bell,
Strauss, Cook, Swann, Root, Woakes
etc. Also includes similar signatures
of forty six players who have
represented England in One Day
Internationals in the period, but not
played Test cricket. Neatly presented
albums, complete with full listing of
the players. VG - cricket £250/350

34 South Africa 1902-2012. Blue file
containing the ink signatures of one
hundred and ninety nine cricketers
out of a total of two hundred and
sixty five cricketers who have
represented South Africa in Test
cricket during the ninety year period,
player numbers 49-313. This
comprehensive collection of
signatures are individually signed on
white cards, some on paper pieces
laid down to card, some on pre
printed ‘Test Cricketer’ cards and on
press pictures laid down to card.
Signatures include A.W.Nourse,
H.Taylor, Ward, Carter, Pegler,
Snooke, Faulkner, Kotze, Nuper,
Hearne, Cameron, Morkel, Bissett,
Christy, Dalton, Bell, A.D. Nourse,
Wade, Rowan, Melville, Harvey,
Mann, Fullerton, Dyer, Cheetham,

Mansell, McGlew, Goddard, P.
Pollock, Bland, Barlow, G. Pollock,
Bacher, B. Richards, Procter, Wessels,
Cook, Rhodes, Henry, Donald,
Cullinan, Adams, Gibbs, Kallis, S.
Pollock, Nel, Smith, Amla, Morkel
etc. Also includes similar signatures
of thirty four players who have
represented South Africa in One Day
Internationals. Neatly presented
album. VG - cricket £100/150

35 New Zealand 1930-2013. Red and
brown files containing the ink
signatures of two hundred and forty
nine cricketers out of a total of two
hundred and sixty two cricketers
who have represented New Zealand
in Test cricket during the period,
player numbers 1-262. This compre-
hensive collection of signatures are
individually signed on white cards,
some on paper pieces laid down to
card, some on pre printed ‘Test
Cricketer’ cards and on press pictures
laid down to card. Signatures include
Badcock, Dempster, Roberts, Page,
Lowry, Merritt, Henderson, Weir,
Allcock, Kerr, Cromb, Cowie,
Donnelly, Dunning, Greeman,
Newman, Burke, W. Hadlee,
Wallace, Scott, B. Sutcliffe, Cave,
Reid, Blair, Fisher, Poore, Beck, Bell,
Petrie, Sparling, Motz, Dick, Yuile,
Cunis, Pollard, Congdon, Hasting, G.
Turner, D. Hadlee, R. Hadlee, Parker,
Wadsworth, Cairns, Edgar, Wright,
Rutherford, Crowe, Watson, Jones,
Morrison, Parore, Nash, Fleming,
Germon, Vettori, Larsen, Spearman,
Sinclair, Hart, Adams, Drum, Oram,
Southee, Boult etc. Also includes
similar signatures of forty two
players who have represented New
Zealand in One Day Internationals.
Neatly presented album, complete
with full listing of the players. VG -
cricket £120/160

36 India 1932-2013. Blue and black
files containing the ink signatures of
two hundred and forty three
cricketers out of a total of two
hundred and eighty cricketers who
have represented India in Test cricket
during the period, player numbers 1-
280. This comprehensive collection
of signatures are individually signed
on white cards, some on paper
pieces laid down to card, some on
pre printed ‘Test Cricketer’ cards and
on press pictures laid down to card.
Signatures include Amar Singh,
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Colah, J. Khan, Nayudu, Nazir Ali,
Nisar, Wazir Ali, Merchant, Mustaq
Ali, C.S. Nayudu, Hazare, Hindlekar,
Ramaswami, Shinde, Modi, Umrigar,
Banerjee, Chowdhury, Roy,
Gaekwad, Apte, Ramchand, Borde,
Contractor, Baig, Prasanna, Engineer,
Patuadi, Venkat, Wadekar, Bedi,
Solkar, Madan Lal, Gavaskar,
Kirmani, Binny, Kapil Dev, Shastri,
Sidhu, Arun, Azharuddin, Srikkanth,
Tendulkar, Mongia, Prasad, Laxman,
Dravid, Ganguly, H.Singh, Sehwag,
Dhoni, Sreesanth, Raina, Rahane etc.
Also includes similar signatures of
thirty players who have represented
India in One Day Internationals and
others. Neatly presented album,
complete with full listing of the
players. VG - cricket £150/250

37 Pakistan 1952-2011. Black and blue
files containing the ink signatures of
two hundred and two cricketers out
of a total of two hundred and eight
cricketers who have represented
Pakistan in Test cricket during the
period, player numbers 1-208. This
comprehensive collection of
signatures are individually signed on
white cards, some on paper pieces
laid down to card, some on pre
printed ‘Test Cricketer’ cards and on
press pictures laid down to card.
Signatures include F. Mahmood, H.
Mohammed, I. Ahmed, I. Ali, A.
Kardar, K. Mohammed, M. Ahmed,
K. Wazir, M. Hussain, W. Hassan,
Alimuddin, Shuzauddin, M. Aslam,
N. Ul Ghani, M. Bux, W. Mathias, S.
Ahmed, S. Rehman, I. Alam, I. Butt,
M. Mohammed, A. Iqbal, M.
Farooq, M. Khan, A. Masood, W.
Bari, I. Khan, S. Nawaz, Zaheer, J.
Miandad, T. Ahmed, M. Nazar, S.
Yousuf, R. Raja, W. Akram, S. Jaffer,
W. Younis, A. Sohail, S. Mustaq, S.
Alfridi, A. Razzaq, M. Sami, S. Malik,
S. Butt, A. Rahman, S. Azmal, S.
Khan, A. Shafiq, J. Khan, A. Cheema
etc. Also includes similar signatures
of forty one players who have
represented Pakistan in One Day
Internationals plus pages from a
Pakistan Under 19 tour of England
1976, signed by thirteen players
including Miandad, Q. Omar, M.
Akhtar etc. Neatly presented albums,
complete with full listing of the
players. VG - cricket £120/160

38 England pre-war cricketers. Dark
blue file containing over fifty five

signatures, signed to copy
photographs, printed paper press
images, white cards etc of England
players. Signatures include Hardinge,
Keeton, Wellard, Hollies, Gover,
Fishlock, Carr, Root, Sandham,
Bowes, Verity, Fagg, Hardstaff,
Allom, Tate, P. Holmes, Ames,
Edrich, E. Tyldesley, Hutton,
Compton, H.Read, F.R. Brown etc.
Various sizes, some images laid
down to card. Nicely presented. G -
cricket £30/50

39 England players. Selection of fifteen
album pages, the majority all signed
by an individual cricketer with
cigarette, trade card or image of the
player laid down to page. Over thirty
signatures, many back to back,
including Staples, Gunn, Carr,
Turnbull, Ames, C.J. Barnett, L.A.
Bates, Root, Duckworth, Sibbles,
Hendren, H.E. Hammond,
Chapman, Freeman, Squires,
Sandham, Wyatt, Hearne, Durston
etc. Some duplication of signature.
Some nice ink signatures. G - cricket

£30/50

40 England player autographs. Red file
containing 118 postcard size, trade
cards, photographs, press pictures,
white cards, postcards etc, each
signed by the player featured.
Signatures include Pullar, Trott, Giles,
W.E. Russell, Woakes, Arnold, Larter,
Dewes, S. Broad, Laker, Strauss,
Graveney, Parfitt, May, Milburn,
G.Evans, Spooner, Tattersall,
Botham, C.H. Palmer, Tufnell, M.J.K.
Smith, Gower, Denness, Parkhouse,
D’Oliveira, Underwood, Knott,
Boycott, Luckhurst, Close, Bedser,
Mann, R. Hutton, Lever, Fletcher etc.
Odd duplication of signature. Some
images multi signed. G - cricket

£40/60

41 England player autographs. Brown
file containing 147 postcard size,
trade cards, photographs, press
pictures, white cards, postcards etc,
each signed by the player featured.
Signatures include Pieterson, Barber,
Swetman, Prideaux, Oakman,
Ellison, A. Cook, McConnon,
Cranston, Edrich, Doggart, Warr,
Coldwell, Watson, May, Lock,
McIntyre, Anderson, G. Jones,
Panesar, Vaughan, Flintoff,
Trescothick, Swann, Shah, C. Broad,
Collingwood, P.Richardson, Snow,

Bailey, Milton, Hilton, Laker,
Gladwin, Simpson, Flavell, Trott,
Berry etc. Odd duplication of
signature. G - cricket £40/60

42 England player autographs. Blue file
containing 134 postcard size, trade
cards, photographs, press pictures,
white cards, postcards etc, each
signed by the player featured.
Signatures include Horton, Tyson,
Evans, Willis, Amiss, Harper, Gooch,
Shuttleworth, Swann, B. Hollioake,
Hussain, C. Broad, Botham, Dilley,
Atherton, Kenyon, T. Greig, R.T.
Spooner, Lever, Harmison, Flintoff,
W. Watson, Roope, Vaughan,
Bresnan, Brearley etc. Odd
duplication of signature. G - cricket

£40/60

43 England player autographs. Green
file containing 110 postcard size,
trade cards, photographs, press
pictures, white cards, postcards etc,
each signed by the player featured.
Signatures include Collingwood,
Rashid, Hussain, Root, Knott,  W.
Place, Lowson, Underwood,
Vaughan, Parfitt, Dexter, Carberry,
Stokes, Lamb, Boycott, Onions,
Appleyard, Snow, Levett, H.D. Read,
S. Jones, Dewes, Carr, T.P.B. Smith
etc. Odd duplication of signature. G
- cricket £40/60

44 England player autographs. Brown
file containing fifty seven 8.5”x7”,
photographs, press pictures etc, each
signed by the player featured.
Signatures include Emburey, A.
Cook, Ramprakash, Willis, Snow,
Amiss, Statham, Radley, R. Hutton,
Underwood, M. Stewart, Kirkley,
Parks, Graveney, Murray, Titmus,
Thomson, Cowans, Rumsey etc.
Odd duplication of signature. G-
cricket £40/60 

45 England player autographs. Blue file
containing fifty nine 8.5”x7”, press
photographs, copy photographs,
press pictures, FDC etc, each signed
by the player featured. Signatures
include Edmonds, Panesar, Hayes,
Edrich, Hick, Colin Cowdrey, Sharpe
& Close, Statham, Illingworth, Bailey,
May, Trueman,  J.Robertson etc.
Odd duplication of signature. Some
variation in image size. G - cricket

£30/50

46 England player autographs. Blue file
containing forty three 8.5”x7”, press
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photographs, copy photographs,
press pictures, FDC etc, each signed
by the player featured. Signatures
include Tremlett, Gifford, Slack,
Broad, Morris, Boycott, Denness,
Tufnell, Malcolm, Dilley, Prior, Lamb,
F.G.Mann, Pieterson, Swann, Willey,
Cottam, Gower, Pocock etc. Odd
duplication of signature. G - cricket

£30/50

47 England player autographs. Blue file
containing thirty five 8.5”x7”, press
photographs, copy photographs,
press pictures, printed images etc,
each signed by the player featured.
Signatures include Morgan,
Mortimore, Andrew, Broad, Gough,
Headley, B.Wood, Place, Willis,
Gower, Dexter, Bailey, Trueman,
Bedser, Snow, Appleyard etc. Odd
duplication of signature. G - cricket

£30/50

48 England player autographs. Two
blue file containing 236 white cards
with various size player mono and
colour images of players attached,
each signed by the player featured.
Signatures include Doggart,
Bairstow, Barber, I.Bell, Willis,
Botham, Woolmer, Palmer, Padgett,
Dexter, Thorpe, B.Hollioake,
J.Robertson, C. Cook, Simpson,
Luckhurst, Horton, Loader, Lock,
Ikin, Bailey, Hoggard, Collingwood,
Brookes, Trueman, Crapp, Wardle,
Mann, Dollery, Laker, Cowdrey etc.
Some signed to photographs. Odd
duplication of signature. G - cricket

£30/50

49 Australian cricketers. Brown file
containing over fifty two signatures,
signed to copy photographs, printed
paper press images, copy
photographs etc of Australian
players. Signatures include
Hamence, Langley, Harvey, A.
Morris, K. Miller, Burge, McGrath,
Moody, Boon, Langer, Benaud,
Simpson, Border, Walters, McKenzie,
Hawke, O’Neill, Wood, Crawford
etc. Various sizes, many images laid
down to card. Nicely presented. G -
cricket £40/60

50 Australian Test cricketers. Green file
containing seventy three original
press photographs, copy
photographs, press pictures etc of
various Australian Test players, each
signed by the player featured.
Signatures include A. Morris, Grout,

Benaud, McCool (1946), K. Miller,
N. Harvey, B. Lee, Warne, B.
Simpson, I. Chappell, McKenzie,
Davidson, Lawry, Burke, Kline, Taber,
McDonald, Sheahan, S. Waugh,
Massie, K. Hughes, Lillee, Gilmour,
Mitchell Johnson, Hole, Slater, Wood
etc. Some duplication of signatures.
All images are approx 8.5”x6”.
Nicely presented - cricket £100/150

51 Australian Test cricketers. Maroon
file containing one hundred and fifty
six original press photographs, copy
photographs, trade cards, press
pictures etc of  Australian Test
players, each signed by the player
featured. Signatures include
Bradman (2), Warne, Thomson,
Lindwall, Ring, Hill, Border, Lillee,
Alley, Corling, Jarman, S. Waugh,
Davidson, N. Harvey, K. Miller (2),
Loxton, Burge, Hamence, Toshack,
Johnson, Stackpole, Vievers,
McGrath, Freeman, Healy, Hogg,
Katich, Slater, McKenzie, Hawke,
Massie, Alderman, Archer, Chappell,
A. Morris, Benaud, Langley, Malone,
Siddle, Haddin, Watson, Ponting,
Clarke, B. Lee etc. Some duplication
of signatures. All images are around
postcard size. Nicely presented
album. G - cricket £150/250

52 Australian Test cricketers. Dark blue
file containing one hundred and
fifteen original press photographs,
copy photographs, press pictures,
trade cards etc of  Australian Test
players, each signed by the player
featured. Signatures include Agar,
Phillips, Potter, Gleeson, Quick,
Davidson, O’Keefe, Lyon, Cowan,
Rogers, Kline, Smith, Walters, Lawry,
G. Chappell, Edwards, Hoare,
Lehmann, Langley, Booth, Border,
Tribe, Toshack, Sellars, Boon, M.
Taylor, T. Chappell, Healy, Martyn,
May, Archer etc. Some duplication of
signatures. All images are around
postcard size. Nicely presented
album. G - cricket £70/100

53 South African Test player
autographs. Red file containing 158
postcard size, press photographs,
copy photographs, press pictures,
white cards, trade cards, postcards,
notes etc, each signed by the player
featured. Signatures include Morkel,
Gibbs, Adcock, Duminy, Griffin,
Burke, Barlow, Klusener, Wade,
Rowan, Begbie, Crisp, Amla, Donald,

Cullinan, Ntini, P.Pollock, Fuller,
Tayfield, Funston, Waite, Mansell,
McGlew, Pithey, Bland, Rice, Procter,
Cronje, Lindsay, Kallis, Rhodes, Nel,
Bacher, Schultz, Henry, Fellows-
Smith, Fullerton etc. Odd duplication
of signature. Odd variation in size. G
- cricket £60/90

54 South Africa. Green file containing a
good selection of signed trade cards,
photographs, signature cards (some
with signatures on pieces, laid
down), some on press pictures etc.
Signatures include McGlew, Waite,
Rice, Cheetham, Rowan, Endean,
McLean, Nourse, Mansell, Tayfield,
Begbie, Procter, Adcock, Amla, S.
Pollock, Klusener, Barlow, Adams, P.
Pollock, Bland, Kallis, Rice, Hudson,
Cook, Donald, Cullinan, Balskas,
McCarthy, Rudolph, Cronje,
Richards, Procter, B. Richards,
Susskind etc. Over ninety five
signatures. G - cricket £40/60

55 Albert Henry Hornby. Lancashire
1899-1914. Ink signature of Hornby
on paper piece, laid down to card. G
- cricket £20/30

56 West Indies. Red file containing a
good selection of signed trade cards,
photographs, signature cards (some
with signatures on pieces, laid
down), some on press pictures etc.
Signatures include C.B. Clarke, V.
Richards, Hooper, Griffith, Boyce,
Holding, Daniel, Solomon, Julian,
Marshall, Walcott, Ramadhin, Hall,
Sobers, Carew, Nurse, Holford,
Murray, Kanhai, Richardson, Logie,
Adams, Butcher, Worrell, Arthurton,
Rowe, C. Lloyd, Patterson, Haynes,
Garner, Hall, Hunte etc. Over 195
signatures. G - cricket £60/90

57 James Graham. Duke of Montrose
1799-1874. Original signed free-
front envelope to a Mr Moore of
Sevenoaks, dated and sent from
London in 1831. Nicely signed
‘Graham’ in black ink. An early
signature of Graham. G - cricket

£20/30

James Graham played cricket for All
England v Hampshire in 1828,
scoring 2 runs. He was educated at
Eton and Cambridge and was a
Conservative politician

58 Sammy. M.J. Woods. Somerset &
England 1891-1910. Good pencil 
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signature of Woods on album page.
G - cricket £50/70

59 John Richard Mason. Kent &
England 1893-1914. Excellent ink
signature of Mason on card, dated
1911. Sold with Mockford mono
postcard of Mason. G - cricket

£40/60

60 Charles W.L. Parker. Gloucestershire
& England 1903-1935. Excellent ink
signature of Parker on car piece. VG
- cricket £20/30

61 George Joseph Thompson,
Northamptonshire & England 1905-
1922. Nice ink signature of
Thompson on paper piece. VG -
cricket £25/35

62 William Gunn. Nottinghamshire &
England 1880-1904. Excellent ink
signature of Gunn on paper piece,
laid down to card. VG - cricket

£70/100

63 Abraham Waddington. Yorkshire &
England 1919-1927. Ink signature of
Waddington on piece. G - cricket

£25/35

64 Pelham Francis Warner. Middlesex &
England 1894-1920. Excellent ink
signature of ‘Plum’ on card. VG -
cricket £30/40

65 Sir Charles Aubrey Smith. Ink
signature of Aubrey Smith on paper
piece. VG - cricket £30/40

Aubrey Smith played for England
and Sussex and captained them in
1887 and 1888. He also captained
the Shaw & Shrewsbury team to
Australia in 1887/88. He gained
fame in the 1930/40’s as an actor
based in Hollywood and appeared
in numerous films. He died in 1948.

66 Charles Burgess Fry. Sussex 1894-
1908. Excellent ink signature of Fry
on paper piece. G - cricket £30/50

67 J.B. Hobbs, Surrey & England 1905-
1934. Good ink signature of Hobbs
on paper piece, laid down to card.
VG - cricket £25/35

68 Sydney Francis Barnes,
Warwickshire, Lancashire,
Staffordshire, England & Wales
1894-1930. Ink signature, in green
ink, on paper piece, laid down to
small lined page. G - cricket £30/50

69 Frank Howe Sugg. Derbyshire,
Lancashire, Yorkshire & England

1884-1899. Ink signature, in green
ink, of Sugg on paper piece, laid
down to slightly larger piece. Rare. G
- cricket £70/100

70 Fred ‘Nutty’ Martin. Kent & England
1885-1899. Ink signature of Martin
in black ink on paper piece, laid
down to slightly larger piece. Rare. G
- cricket £50/80

71 Frank Rowbotham Foster.
Warwickshire & England 1908-1914.
Ink signature of Foster, dated 1950
on large paper piece. G - cricket

£30/50

72 A.H.H. Gilligan & A.E. Gilligan.
Sussex & England. Two attractive ink
and pencil signatures of the two
Brothers on paper piece and album
page. VG - cricket £30/40

73 Douglas Robert Jardine. Surrey &
England 1921-1933. Ink signature of
Jardine on larger irregular cut paper
piece. VG - cricket £60/90

74 K.S. Duleepsinhji. Sussex & England
1924-32. Excellent ink signature on
blue paper piece. VG - cricket

£30/40

75 Nawab of Pataudi. Oxford
University, Worcestershire, England
& India 1928-1946. Excellent ink
signature of Pataudi on card, laid
down to small lined page. VG -
cricket £30/40

Pataudi played Test cricket for both
M.C.C. and India and was a member
of  the infamous M.C.C. team who
played in the 1932/33 ‘Ashes’
series. He scored three double
centuries for Worcestershire

76 Evelyn Rockley Wilson. Yorkshire &
England 1899-1923. Nice ink
signature of Wilson on paper piece,
laid down to slightly larger piece. VG
- cricket £30/40

77 Arnold Warren. Derbyshire &
England 1897-1920. Excellent ink
signature of Warren on paper piece.
Odd faults otherwise in good
condition - cricket £30/50

78 Don Bradman. Bookplate
photograph of Bradman batting in
1930 to lower half and Herbert
Sutcliffe in 1932. Signed by both
players in blue ink. VG - cricket

£30/50

79 Walter W. Read. Surrey & England
1873-1897. Ink signature of Read
on paper piece, laid down to slightly
larger piece. Nick, with loss to
bottom half of paper piece almost
affecting signatures. Rare. G - cricket

£40/60

80 George A.E. Paine. Warwickshire &
England 1929-1947. Ink signature of
Paine on paper piece, laid down to
slightly larger lined piece. Sold with
further excellent ink signature of
R.E.S. Wyatt. Warwickshire &
England 1923-1957, being the
bottom section of a letter. G/VG -
cricket £30/50

81 Len Braund. Surrey, Somerset &
England 1896-1920, Harold
Gimblett. Somerset & England 1935-
1954 and Arthur William Wellard.
Somerset & England 1927-1950.
Excellent ink signatures of all three
players, two on pieces laid down to
cards. The Braund signature dated
1938. VG - cricket £30/50

82 Percy G.H. Fender. Sussex, Surrey &
England 1910-1935 and Andrew
Sandham. Surrey & England 1911-
1937. Two excellent ink signatures
of the two players on paper pieces.
G/VG - cricket £30/40

83 Herbert Strudwick. Surrey & England
1902-1927 and Errol R.T. Holmes.
Surrey & England 1924-1955. Two
excellent ink signatures of the two
players on album pages. G/VG -
cricket £30/50

84 Ernest G. Hayes. Surrey & England
1896-1919. Ink signature of Hayes
on paper piece, laid down to slightly
larger lined piece. G - cricket£30/40

85 Don Bradman. Excellent ink
signature of Bradman on white card.
VG - cricket £25/35

86 Don Bradman. Excellent ink
signature of Bradman on part of
headed ‘Autographs’ paper slip. VG
- cricket £25/35

87* Arthur Dick Pougher. Leicestershire
& England 1894-1901. Ink signature
of Pougher on paper piece, along
with the ink signature of a fellow
Umpire, the piece headed ‘Umpires’.
The paper piece tipped onto paper
page. Smudge to page not affecting
signature. Rare - cricket £100/150
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88 Sir Henry D.G. Leveson-Gower.
Surrey & England 1895-1920.
Excellent pencil signature on album
page. Sold with an album page
signed in pencil, one in ink by five
Surrey players including Holmes,
Hobbs, Hitch and Strudwick, plus
Parkin (Lancashire) and William
Farrington of Hitchin (?). G - cricket

£25/35

89 William Gilbert Grace.
Gloucestershire & England, 1870-
1899. Excellent ink signature of
Grace on piece. G - cricket

£100/150

90 Douglas Robert Jardine. Surrey,
Oxford University & England, 1920-
1933. ‘D.R. Jardine, Director, Ismay
Cables Ltd’ business card, very nicely
signed to verso in black ink by
Jardine. Sold with a mono bookplate
photograph of Jardine full length in
cricket attire. VG - cricket£200/300

91 John Berry ‘Jack’ Hobbs. Surrey &
England, 1905-1934. Small album
page nicely signed in black ink ‘J.B.
Hobbs (Surrey XI) Aug 1925’. Sold
with an original complete copy of
the ‘Daily Mirror’ dated Tuesday
18th August 1925, reporting on
Hobbs equalling Grace’s record of
126 first class centuries during the
match v Somerset at Taunton. G/VG
- cricket £50/80

92 Herbert Sutcliffe. Yorkshire &
England, 1919-45. Album page
nicely signed in black ink and in fun
‘Herbert Sutcliffe D.S.O. PhD’. VG -
cricket £40/60

93 George Giffen. South Australia &
Australia, 1877-1904. Part of album
page nicely signed in black ink by
Giffen and dated, in another hand,
6th May 1896. VG - cricket

£100/150

94 Frederick Robert Spofforth. New
South Wales, Victoria & Australia,
1874-88. Signature in black ink of
Spofforth on piece. Slight bleeding
of ink, otherwise VG - cricket

£500/700

95 Henry ‘Harry’ Howell. Warwickshire
& England, 1913-28. Signature in
black ink of Howell on piece. VG -
cricket £30/50

96 Sussex C.C.C. Two signatures of A.E.
Relf on piece laid down to card, and 

R.R. Relf on piece. Both signed in
pencil. G - cricket £30/40

97 Denis and Leslie Compton.
Middlesex, Arsenal & England. Two
album pages each with a newspaper
cutting photograph laid down to it
and nicely signed by each player,
good early signatures. G - cricket 

£20/30

98 John Arlott. One page handwritten
letter from Arlott to Gerald Brodribb.
The letter dated 23rd April 1963 and
sent from Arlesford, Hampshire.
Arlott refers to Brodribb’s book on
Hastings and questions how
complete Brodribb’s statistics of first-
class records are. ‘Could you
produce very complete records?.
Nothing may come of it, but it would
be interesting to know...’. Signed in
ink ‘John A’. Additional hand written
note to corner ‘P.S. Must defer
Hastings until work things out. J.A.’.
G - cricket £30/40

99 Ronnie Aird. Hampshire 1920-1938
& M.C.C. Secretary. Six page
handwritten letter on Astra Hotel,
Sydney headed paper to Pelham
‘Plum’ Warner, obviously written
whilst watching the 2nd Test match
at the Sydney Cricket Ground
reporting on his experiences on the
M.C.C. tour of 1954/55, meeting
the Prime Minister, ‘grubby sends his
love’ etc. Throughout the letter he
breaks off from his general
comments with the progress of the
Test match ‘I am writing this just
after lunch with the score at 122-5’,
‘Lindwall yorked off stump by
Tyson’, ‘It’s over, We’ve won-
Johnston caught at the wicket on the
leg side off Statham’, ‘its a great
performance, especially Tyson who
had a very nasty blow on his head
yesterday’. The letter dated 22nd
December 1954 and signed
‘Ronnie’. A very entertaining and
interesting letter full of cricket
content. VG - cricket £120/160

England won the Test by 38 runs,
May got 104 in the 2nd innings, but
Tyson with ten wickets in the match
won the Test for England

100 Lord Alverstone. President of Surrey
C.C.C. One page handwritten letter
on Government headed paper to
Robert Abel, Surrey & England
1881-1904. answering Abel’s

request for help. The letter dated
15th October 1912 and signed
Alverstone. Some wear, folds
otherwise in good condition - cricket

£60/80

101 F.S. Ashley-Cooper. Cricket historian
and statistician. Two page
handwritten letter to E.B.V.
Christian, cricket author, giving
detailed information on the lease of
Lord’s Cricket Ground in 1823. ‘...
Lord obtained his lease in 1813. He
received good notice that his second
ground would be rendered useless
by the cutting of the canal and
doubtless made his announcements
in good time. It would be necessary
for him to level the new ground,
enclose it, build a tavern etc and all
that would take time. He completed
all these things by May.... I imagine
Lord obtained the lease direct from
the Eyre Estate....’ The letter dated
1st February 1914 and signed in full
by Ashley-Cooper. Some minor
wear, minor folds otherwise in good
condition. An interesting and
opportune document, with M.C.C.
celebrating the Bicentenary of the
present Lord’s ground (3rd ground)
in 2014 £80/120

102 Karl Andre Auty of Chicago.
President of the Illinois Cricket
Association. Cricket collector and
founder of the Auty Library
dedicated to cricket. One page,
lengthy, handwritten letter on K.A.
Auty letterhead, to J.D. Coldham,
cricket author and collector on their
buying and selling books, some of
which are listed, he then goes on, in
length, with the finer details of the
transaction and asks Coldham to let
him know when other books are
available ‘Especially look out on my
behalf for 1875 Wisden- Price no
object. Prompt remittance by cable if
you so desire. Hope you are lucky in
finding one’. ‘Here is my 1953 Xmas
cricket card- over 300 mailed all over
the world’. The letter dated 10th
December 1953 and signed by Auty.
Minor foxing to page edge
otherwise in good condition - cricket

£70/100

103 Len Braund. Surrey, Somerset &
England 1896-1920. One page
handwritten letter to J.D. Coldham
reporting on his health, awaiting a
second artificial leg. Welcomes
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current success of the Surrey team
‘keeping up the old tradition of
sportsmanship’. The letter dated
20th November 1946 and nicely
signed in ink by Braund. Folds, good
- cricket £50/70

Braund was beset by ill-health in his
later life and had both legs
amputated during the Second World
War

104 J.B. ‘Jack’ Hobbs, Surrey & England
1905-1934. One page handwritten
letter to N.C.P (illau) enclosing
photographs and pleased that Bert
Oldfield obliged with signatures.
Hobbs finishes the letter by stating ‘I
may be playing at Blackheath next
Saturday week, but I am beginning
to give up hope on the 200th’. The
letter dated 3rd July 1934 and
initialed ‘J.B.H.’. G - cricket£70/100

Hobbs did’nt play at Blackheath. He
reached 196 centuries by the end of
the 1933 season, fuelling antici-
pation that he would reach 200
centuries. In 1934, he scored 624
runs at 36.70, making two further
centuries and scored his final first-
class century against Lancashire.
After this he played irregularly, and
his batting began to appear
uncomfortable. Hobbs realised his
career was over and in February
1935, he announced his retirement
leaving him on 199 centuries in his
first class career.

105 J.E.H. ‘Halford’ Hooker. New South
Wales One page handwritten airmail
letter from Hooker to Bos (L.F.
Bosworth) describing in length and
in vivid detail the last wicket stand
between Hooker and Alan Kippax
for New South Wales v Victoria. ‘It
was Xmas eve 1928 at the M.C.G.....
with only 3 wickets in hand, we
needed 320 runs, a seemingly
impossible task. We spent a very
cheerless Xmas Eve. Xmas Day was
beautiful weather and it was the first
time that 1st class cricket took place
on Xmas day.... the scoreboard
showed 9 for 113, when I joined him
(Kippax). Little did we think that we
should be partners for somewhere
around 6 hours!.... tea adjournment,
Kippax had moved to 160 odd, my
score 22, 4 runs in 2 hours.... we
took the score to 420 when I was
out for 62..... perhaps my most
cherished moment of that

memorable performance was my
good fortune in having seen such a
close-up view of one of the greatest
innings ever played. His 260 was real
gem, the champagne of cricket...’
The letter dated 26th June 1962 and
signed by Hooker. G - cricket

£80/120

Having been on 113-9, A. Kippax
and H. Hooker put on 307 for the
10th wicket for New South Wales
against Victoria at Melbourne in
1928 and the match was drawn. A
First Class Cricket Record
Partnership

106 John Crawford William MacBryan.
Somerset 1911-1931. Two page
handwritten letter from MacBryan,
on Davey & Candy Ltd headed
paper (MacBryan was a partner) to
Henry Grierson. The letter, dated 3rd
September 1956, refers to the
setting up of a golfing section for the
XL Forty Club. He refers to grubby
(Allen) seeming very keen, although
does not want any further work put
on his shoulders etc. Punch holes to
top of page otherwise in good
condition. Nicely signed by
MacBryan. G - cricket £30/40

107 Johnny W.H.T. Douglas. Essex &
England 1901-1928. One page
typewritten letter on ‘John H.
Douglas & Co’ headed paper to Lt
Col O.L. Mathias of Hove regarding
an autograph request. The letter
dated 4th January 1929 and very
nicely signed by Douglas. Small band
of the border of the letter cut away.
I assume that contained the ink
signature requested, Folds. G -
cricket £40/60

108 ‘Jack Cheetham. Western Province &
South Africa 1939-1955. One page
handwritten letter to Jack Sokell,
dated August 1955 and written on
official ‘S.A. Cricket Touring Team
Great Britain 1955’ letterhead,
thanking him for his good wishes
and compliments on the team’s
performance and regretting not
being able to send a team
photograph due to print-time
difficulties. Nicely signed ‘Jack
Cheetham’. Sold with a copy of
Cheetham’s book ‘I Declare’.
London 1955 with excellent
dustwrapper. VG - cricket £25/35

109 Pelham Francis Warner. Middlesex &
England 1894-1920. One page
typewritten letter from Warner to ‘B.
Glossop’ of Messrs. Thos. Glossop &
Sons. Warner thanks him for his
letter following a broadcast, ‘It really
is rather fun broadcasting, though
the Microphone is rather an
inanimate thing to speak into’ and
continues ‘Your stories about Charlie
Macartney…are very interesting.
What a glorious player Victor
(Trumper) was, but you can’t get
away from (Don) Bradman’s
performances, or those of Charlie
Macartney, but I place all three of
them in the same class. When
batsmen are as good as those three,
I think it is very hard to distinguish
between them.’ Some light creasing
and overall foxing. The letter dated
27th April 1942 and signed in ink by
Warner. G - cricket £50/80

110 Wilfred Rhodes. Yorkshire & England
1898-1930. One page handwritten
letter, on Bradford Cricket Club
letterhead dated 13th July 1922.
Rhodes thanks his correspondent for
a photograph of Mr. Holmes (Percy)
and himself, commenting ‘The only
thing I can say about it as that you
have moved the camera otherwise it
would have been all right. It may be
a little out of focus but very little if
any’. Very nicely signed by Rhodes.
Some light overall creasing,
otherwise in very good condition

£40/60

111 Richard Daft. Nottinghamshire.
1858-91. Hand-written three page
letter dated 2nd November 1891
regarding the writing of Daft’s
seminal book ‘Kings of Cricket’.
Having recently completed the
manuscript he states, “Acting on
your advice I added 17 pages more
describing the old players with
anecdotes etc.”. He then lists the
titles of the six chapters and
continues saying “I think I could get
£400 for the work to sell out and
out. Do you think I should be doing
right to accept this?” A fascinating
insight into the writing of this highly
significant cricket book. Light folds
and minor ink smudges with one ink
blot by Daft’s signature, otherwise
G/VG - cricket £150/250

Richard Daft was one of the finest
batsmen of his day, playing 254
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matches for Nottinghamshire
scoring 9788 runs at an average of
25.42. He wrote ‘Kings of Cricket-
Anecdotes and Reminiscences from
1858 to 1892’ the year after he
retired, which was published in
1893. By 1900 his health had deteri-
orated and he died bankrupt

112 Edward Apsey ‘Ted’ English.
Hampshire, 1898-1901. Two page
hand written letter from English to a
Mr Weston, dated 23rd April 1961,
thanking him for sending a list of the
matches English played for
Hampshire. In it he writes about
scoring 98 against Surrey to save the
match. ‘It was very sensational too.
We had lost 4 wickets for 21 runs, of
the 56 we had to get to save an
innings defeat & Richardson &
Lockwood were cock-a-hoop... but
Surrey didn’t get another wicket
until I foolishly made a wild stroke at
the last ball of the match, in an
endeavour to get my century’. An
interesting account of his short
career. With original envelope. G/VG
- cricket £50/80

At the time of his death aged 102,
Ted English was the oldest surviving
county cricketer. He played only
eighteen first class matches in his
career

113 Arthur Edward Newton. Oxford
University & Somerset, 1898-1901.
Single page hand written letter,
dated 9th June 1931, inviting H.N.E.
Alston to play in a match. ‘I
understand that you are a member
of M.C.C. and as I am running the
M.C.C. match v Taunton School on
Wednesday 17th June I shall be very
glad if you can play’. Nicely signed
by Newton. With original envelope.
G/VG - cricket £40/60

Arthur Newton was a member of
Vernon’s ‘rival’ tour to Australia in
1887/88. ‘Granny’ Alston played
just one first class match, for
Somerset in 1933

114 ‘Mr Glover’s Dinner’ 1898. Small
decorative menu with exquisite
image of a serving maid in silver to
corner. Impressive handwritten
menu to front with handwritten title
to verso. ‘Mr Glover’s Dinner.
January 28th 1898’ and signed ‘S.
Santall. Odd faults otherwise in
good+ condition - cricket £50/70

Presumably a Warwickshire cricket
function, Santall played for
Warwickshire between 1894-1914
and A.C.S. Glover played for the
county from 1895-1909 

115 Clarrie Victor Grimmett. Victoria,
South Australia & Australia 1918-
1941. ‘Farewell Dinner to the
Australian Cricket Team’ 1930.
Excellent and rare 24pp menu for
the dinner held at Merchant Taylors’
Hall, London on 8th September
1930. The front cover and some
internal pages feature elaborate
printed borders, recut on wood from
a design used in ‘A Book of Hours’
by Geofroy Tory of Paris. The menu
contains exquisite reproductions of
pencil drawings of Merchant Taylors’
Hall and articles relating to the
history of the Company of Merchant
Taylors’. Printed by George W. Jones
of Gough Square, London. The
menu is signed in pencil to the title
page and opposite front end paper
by the majority of the distinguished
guests who sat at the ‘High Table’ on
which Grimmett sat. This was
Grimmett’s menu, with name signed
to top border of front cover, his
official invitation to the Dinner and
the original folded large format table
plan are included with the menu. A
very interesting document of
historical interest for location as well
as function and is probably unique in
this signed form. G/VG - cricket

£600/900

Signatures, in table order, are Sir
Kyneston Studd, M.C.C. President &
cricketer, Maharaja Jam Sahib Of
Nawanagar- Kumar Shri Ranjitsinhji.
Sussex & England, Lord Harris, Kent
& England, C.V. Grimmett,
Australia, Viscount Hampden,
former Governor of N..S.W., A.P.F.
Chapman, Kent & England and
England Captain, General Sir W.
Braithwaite, Sir Charles Batho, Lord
Mayor 1927, Major General Sir R.
Bannatine-Allason, President of the
Royal Artillery C.C., Major General
Sir Granville de L. Ryrie, Australian
High Commissioner 1905, Sir Louis
Newton, Lord Major 1923, Sir
Jeremiah Colman, President of
Surrey C.C.C. 1916-1923 &
collector of cricket paintings, Brig-
Gen E.J. Phipps Hornby V.C.
Garrison Cricket, Alderman & Sheriff
W.P. Neal, Lord Mayor 1930, P.F.

Warner, Middlesex & former
England Captain, Sir Henry Gooch,
Chairman of London City Council,
Sir George Truscott, Lord Mayor
1905, General Sir Talbot Hobbs,
Australian Army, W.A. Oldfield,
Australia, R.H. Spooner, Lancashire
& England cricketer, A.C. MacLaren,
Lancashire & England cricketer, C.G.
Macartney, Australian cricketer, not
on the tour, S. Christopherson, Kent
& England, R.B. Jacomb, Wool
magnate, Sir Malcolm Hogg, Deputy
Chairman of the Westminster Bank,
Lord Wakefield of Hythe, Lord
Mayor 1916, Viscount Hailsham,
Lord Chancellor 1928, T.H. Howard,
New South Wales cricketer & tour
Treasurer, Viscount Ullswater,
Speaker House of Commons 1905-
1921, W.L. Kelly, Australian tour
Manager, Sir James M. Barrie,
Author of Peter Pan and cricket
lover, W.M. Woodfull, Australian
Captain. All the toast makers sat at
the High Table. Probably most
dignitaries were members of the
Merchant Taylor’s Guild. Only three
signatures are missing from the
guests sat at the High Table. Other
signatures noted include Don
Bradman and Alan Kippax of
Australia. 

116 M.C.C. tour of South Africa 1956-
57. Official ‘Victoria Falls Hotel’ two
sided card menu with typed menu to
face dated 20th November 1956
and signed to verso by sixteen
members of the touring party
including May, Insole, Compton,
Cowdrey, Laker, Statham, Tyson,
Loader, Lock, Wardle, Brown
(Manager) etc. Lacking the signature
of Parks from the full touring party.
Light crease marks otherwise in
good condition - cricket £80/120

117 Leslie E.G. Ames. Kent & England
1926-1951. XL Forty Club Christmas
card, blue ribbon tie, with cover
decorated with Old Father Time
playing cricket carrying XL banner.
Date unknown. Signed ‘Les’. VG -
cricket £25/35

118 M.C.C. tour of Australia 1928/29.
Official M.C.C. Christmas card from
the tour. With cover image of St
George & the Dragon and M.C.C.
colours. To inside a picture of the
team and the wording- ‘Xmas 1928.
Hearty Greetings for Xmas and the
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New Year from ‘A Happy Family’ in
Australia’. Sender unknown. VG -
cricket £40/60

119 Maurice Tate. Sussex & England.
1912-1937. Official M.C.C.
Christmas card from the M.C.C. tour
of South Africa 1930/31. With
‘M.C.C. South Africa 1930/31’ and
M.C.C. colours to cover. To inside a
picture of the team and the
wording- ‘With Best Christmas
Wishes from a Happy Family in
South Africa’. ‘From Maurice’ to
inside page. Some wear, folds and
creases. Fair/good condition - cricket

£30/50

120 Leslie E.G. Ames. Kent & England
1926-1951. M.C.C. tour of Australia
1936-37. Official M.C.C. Christmas
card from the tour. With cover title
and M.C.C. colours to corner. To
inside a picture of the team and the
wording- ‘With Best Wishes for a
Merry Christmas and a Happy New
Year’. Signed from ‘Les’. Good
condition - cricket £30/50

121 Douglas V.P. Wright. Kent & England
1932-1957. Official M.C.C.
Christmas card from the M.C.C. tour
of Australia and New Zealand 1950-
51. M.C.C. decoration to covers.
Signed ‘Doug’ to inner page.  Very
good condition - cricket £30/50

122 Godfrey Evans. Kent & England
1939-1967. M.C.C. tour of Australia
& New Zealand 1954/55. Official
M.C.C. Christmas card with
decorative covers and printed picture
of the team to inside pages. Signed
‘to Doug (Wright), Daf & Family
from Godfrey’ to inside. G/VG -
cricket £30/50

123 Dennis Amiss. Warwickshire &
England 1960-1987. Official MC.C.
Christmas card sent by Denness from
the tour of Australia and New
Zealand 1974/75. Signed ‘Jill,
Denness, Rebecca & Paul’ to inside
page. VG - cricket £25/35

124 Australia 1979/80. Official England
Christmas card from the tour of
Australia and India 1979/80. Signed
to inside pages by fourteen members
of the Australian team. Signatures
include I. Chappell, Border,
Thomson, Lillee, Mallett, G.
Chappell, Laird etc. Minor faults to
folding spine otherwise in good
condition - cricket £30/40

125 Alec Bedser and Mike Brearley.
Official England Christmas card from
the tour of Australia and India
1979/80. Signed and appears to
have been sent by Bedser and
Brearley  Minor faults to folding
spine otherwise in good condition -
cricket £20/30

126 Graham Gooch. Official England
Christmas card from the tour of
Australia 1994/95. Sent by Gooch to
Brenda, Keith, Neil and Greg, signed
‘Love and miss you, Graham’ G/VG
- cricket £20/30

127 England tour of Zimbabwe and New
Zealand 1996/97. Official England
Christmas card from the tour signed
by seventeen members of the
touring party. Signatures include
Gough, Thorpe, Stewart, Emburey,
Croft, Tufnell, Crawley etc. G/VG -
cricket £20/30

128 Arthur Edward Fagg. Kent &
England 1932-1957. M.C.C. tour of
Australia 1936-37. Official M.C.C.
Christmas card from the tour. With
cover title and M.C.C. colours to
corner. To inside a picture of the
team and the wording- ‘With Best
Wishes for a Merry Christmas and a
Happy New Year’. Signed from
‘Arthur Fagg, Good Luck’. Good
condition - cricket £30/50

129* West Indies Australia tour 1984/85.
Official West Indies Christmas card
from the tour with printed message
to inside. Players names printed to
back. G/VG. Rare - cricket £25/35

130 Geoff Edrich. Lancashire, 1946-58.
Official ‘Silver Jubilee Overseas
Cricket Team’ Christmas card from
the Commonwealth tour of India
1953/54. With titles and colours to
cover. To inside a picture of the team
and sent and signed Geoff. Small
tear to rear cover, odd faults,
generally good - cricket £40/60

131 Geoffrey Howard, Tour Manager of
M.C.C. Official M.C.C. Christmas
card from the M.C.C. tour of
Pakistan 1955/56. With M.C.C.
emblem, M.C.C. colours and tour
title to cover. To inside a picture of
crossed bats, stumps and ball and
the wording- ‘With all Best Wishes
for Christmas and the New Year’.
Signed ‘from all of us Geoffrey
Howard’. G/VG - cricket £40/60

132 M.C.C. tour to India, Sri Lanka &
Australia 1976/77. Official M.C.C.
Christmas card from the tour. With
M.C.C. colours and title to front, real
mono photograph of the team loose
mounted. Photograph by Bristol
Photographic Stores, Bombay.
Sender unknown. VG - cricket

£25/35

133 England tour to Australia and India
1979/80. Official England Christmas
card from the tour. With printed title
to front, copy colour photograph of
the team laid down. Signed ‘Lulu’
(David Gower). VG - cricket£25/35

134 England tour to Australia and New
Zealand 1982/83. Official England
Christmas card from the tour. With
printed title to front, copy colour
photograph of the team laid down.
Signed ‘Bernard’ (Bernard Thomas,
Physio). VG - cricket £25/35

134a Bert Oldfield. New South Wales &
Australia 1919-1938. Album page
signed by sixteen members of the
Australian touring team to England
together with handwritten note on
'Langham Hotel' letterhead, to
which the page originally was
attached. The note read 'With W.A.
Oldfield's Compliments and Best
Wishes. England 1934'. Signatures
on the album page include
Woodfull, Bradman, Chipperfield,
Ponsford, Brown, Oldfield,
Grimmett, McCabe, Darling, Kippax
etc. Sold with the Photo-Work real
photograph postcard of the 1934
team sent by Oldfield. G £150/250

135 Don Bradman. Signed menus.
Selection of four menus ‘Cricket and
the Critic’ (Authors’ Club) October
1959, signed by Jim Swanton,
‘Australian Cricket Society 11th
Annual Dinner 1988’, signed by Don
Bradman and Chris Harte, ‘England v
West Indies 1988’ Luncheon Menu
signed by Clyde Walcott and Alan
Smith and ‘Lord Taverners East
Midlands Region Inaugural Dinner’
1991, signed by Trevor Bailey and
Leslie Crowther with excellent hand
drawn cricket cartoon to inside,
signed and dated by the cartoonist.
Sold with an official menu for ‘The
Cricket Writers Club’ Dinner in
honour of the West Indies Team held
at Skinners’ Hall 1957 (unsigned).
VG £50/70
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136 Nottinghamshire. Selection including
real photograph plain back postcard
of the team of 1947, mono postcard
of J. Gunn and A.O. Jones (Star
Series), colour postcard of the
County Cricket Ground, Nottingham
(Tuck) 1906, ink signatures of
Staples, Gunn, Knowles, Vaulkhard,
Wheat, Taylor and Lilley on
snips/paper pieces laid down to
card, signed trade/Club cards of
Stemp, N.W. Hill, J.D. Clay, Corran,
P. Johnson and Peter Harvey, printed
press picture of Hadlee and Rice,
signed by both, two letters from
Tony Pawson and Peter Harvey etc.
G - cricket £30/50

137 Northamptonshire 1900’s-2000’s.
Over 120 signatures of
Northamptonshire players for the
period. Signatures signed on paper
pieces, printed press pictures, snips,
snips laid down to cards etc.
Signatures include Brookes,
Bakewell, Mustaq, Loye, Swann, W.
Walker, Timms, Fiddling, A.L. Wells,
H. Walker, Herbert, Childs-Clarke,
Pitt, Reynolds, Ramsamooj, Barrick,
Tyson, Lamb, Larkins, Steele, R.W.
Clarke, Lillee, A.E. Thomas, Nutter,
Jakeman, Livingston, A.P. Bell,
Norman, Ashenden etc. Odd
duplication. G - cricket £60/90

138 Test & County players. Five large
files containing a large quantity of
signed pre printed pages with
images of the player featured, some
signed to blank white pages.
Signatures include C. Broad, S.
Broad, Close, A. Cook, Hick, Adams,
Anderson, Childs, Butcher, Caddick,
Carberry, Bresnan, Gough, Giles, S.
Jones, Willis, Amiss, Gatting, Hussain
etc. Some duplication of signature.
Almost all the players signatures
cover the playing period of
1970’s/2000’s. G - cricket £50/80

139 Test & County players. Five large
files containing a large quantity of
signed pre printed pages with
images of the player featured, some
signed to blank white pages. Many
pages are like unofficial pre printed
‘picture’ scorecards with title of
match and players pictures below,
then signed. Most counties covered.
Some duplication of signature.
Almost all the players signatures
cover the playing period of
1970’s/2000’s. G - cricket £50/80

140 Test & County players. Ten large files
containing a large quantity of signed
press and magazine pictures
including some autograph sheets
and signed match scorecards. Most
counties covered. Some duplication
of signature. Almost all the players
signatures cover the playing period
of 1990’s/2000’s. G. In three boxes -
cricket £50/80

141 Test players. Four large files
containing a large quantity of signed
pre printed pages with images of the
player featured, autograph sheets,
some signed to blank white pages,
signed scorecards etc. Signatures
include Lara, Haynes, Chanderpaul,
Walsh, Ambrose, Holding, Valentine,
Ramadhin, Holder, B. Lee, M.
Johnson, Watson, Blewett, Hussey,
Langer, Fleming, A. Adams, Arafat,
Muralitharan, Intikhab, Wasim
Akram, F. Engineer, De Silva,
Jayasuriya, Klusener, Steak, Foster,
R. Smith, Fraser, Malcolm, Nash,
Pollock, Donald etc. Some
duplication of signature. Almost all
the players signatures cover the
playing period of 1970’s/2000’s. G -
cricket £50/80

142 England Test players. Three large
files containing biographical printed
notes and pieces, many either signed
to the biography or on paper or card
piece. Plus odd letter, signed
postcard, autograph sheet, signed
print etc. Over 200 signatures
include P.Sharpe, Boycott, I.
Thomson, Denness, B. Knight,
Edrich, Underwood, Amiss, Willis,
Knott, Pocock, Luckhurst, A.Greig,
Gooch, Woolmer, Botham, Gatting,
Gower, Lamb, I. Greig, Lock,
Trueman, Barrington, Tyson, Dexter,
Parfitt etc. Some duplication.  Two of
the files becoming disbound. G -
cricket £50/70

143 England Test players. Red file
containing biographical printed
notes and pieces, many either signed
to the biography or on paper or card
piece. Plus odd signed letter,
autograph sheet, trade card etc.
Over ninety five signatures including
Hutton, Edrich, Bedser, Tiger Smith,
Evans, C. Palmer, Poole, N.D.
Howard, May, Lowson, Graveney,
Statham, Trueman, Warr, Sheppard,
Shackleton, Parkhouse, Kenyon, L.
Jackson, T. Bailey, Jenkins, Crapp,

Laker, R. Howorth, Brookes, Place,
Sellers, Bowes etc. Some duplication
of signatures. G - cricket £50/70

144 England Test players. Navy blue file
containing biographical printed
notes and pieces, many either signed
to the biography or on paper or card
piece. Plus odd signed  postcard,
album page etc. Over sixty
signatures including Woolley, P.
Holmes, Larwood, Wyatt, Ames,
Voce, L.J. Townsend, G.O. Allen,
Bakewell, Paynter, Bowes, Walters,
Jas Langridge, Gover, Valentine,
Levett, Robins, Dollery, Fishlock,
Hutton, Edrich, Washbrook, Copson,
Mitchell-Innes, A.E.R. Gilligan, Relf,
F.H. Gillingham, Bowley, Lupton,
Macauley, C.I.V. Smith, Perks etc.
Some duplication of signatures. G -
cricket £60/90

145 England Test players. Grey file
containing biographical printed
notes and pieces, many either signed
to the biography or on paper or card
piece. Plus odd signed  postcard,
album page etc. Over sixty
signatures including Farnes, A.
Wood, W. Barber, Legge, Ashdown,
Mann, G.L. Raphael (Middlesex, one
match 1928), J. O’Connor, Dolphin,
R. Spooner, Paynter, Clay, Carr,
Wellard, T.S. Worthington, Goddard,
Warner, Haig, Hearne, Root, M.S.
Nichols, H.D. Read, Levett, Ames,
Freeman, Todd, Woolley, Bryan,
Calthorpe etc. Some duplication of
signatures. G - cricket £60/90

146 England Test players. Red file
containing biographical printed
notes and pieces, many either signed
to the biography or on paper or card
piece. Plus odd signed  postcard,
album page etc. Over seventy
signatures including Ducat, Dipper,
T.L.Richmond, A.E. Russell, G.
Brown, Alfred Evans, W.G. Quaife,
G. Street, J. Sharp, W.E. Astill, J.
Hardstaff (Snr), N. Haig, Sinfield,
Hopwood, Sandham, Mann, Larkins,
Dilley, Appleyard, R. Hutton, etc.
Some duplication of signatures. G -
cricket £60/90

147 Australia Test players. Grey file
containing over one hundred
signatures of Australian players,
signed to printed press pictures, pre
printed cards, trade cards etc.
Signatures include Warne, Benaud,
S. Waugh, M. Waugh, Katich,
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Lindwall, K.Miller, Hammence,
Johnston, MacGill, Hussey,
Lehmann, Symonds, Boon, B.
Simpson, Slater, Taylor, McGrath,
Healy, Blewett, Bevan, Lillee etc. Plus
official autograph sheets for the
1975 and 1977 tours of England and
Young Australia to England 1995,
are included, both fully signed but
the 1975 sheet has been trimmed
and has tape repair, the 1977 in
good condition. Some duplication of
signatures. G - cricket £70/100

148 Cricket autographs Large ledger
lined book profusely signed to inside
pages, mainly by county or country,
and to laid down press pictures by
players from the 1970/80’s etc.
Signatures include P.Kirsten,
Hendrick, Miller, Lever, Cordle,
Underwood, Woolmer, Selvey,
Radley, Lamb, Sarfraz, Randall, Rice,
Botham, Richards, Imran Khan,
Boycott, G. Turner, Hadlee, Cosier,
Border, K. Hughes, A. Roberts,
C.Loyd, C. King, Greenidge etc. Odd
duplication of signatures. a little
scrappy, some pictures detached.
Sold with two small autograph
books containing the signatures of
various teams and players
1970’s/90’s including Brearley,
Woolmer, Gower, A.Roberts, Broad,
Gooch etc. Very mixed condition

£25/35

149 Glamorgan (8), Gloucestershire (6) &
Somerset (12). Twenty six ink and
pencil signatures on paper
pieces/snips. Signatures include Hills,
Devereux, D. Davies, T. Arnott, Ford,
Bloodworth, Barnett, Parker,
Cranfield, Langdale, Alley,
Stephenson, Buse, Coope, Earle,
Hazell, Andrews etc. G - cricket

£25/35

150 Australian tour to England, 1956.
Collection of ephemera, forming a
nice display, relating to the
Australian touring party. Includes an
official autograph sheet fully signed
by all seventeen members of the
touring party. Signatures include
Johnson (Captain), Miller, Benaud,
Burge, Craig, Davidson, Lindwall,
Wilson etc. Also includes a copy of
the official tour souvenir guide
‘Cricketers of Australia’ by Gordon
Ross, a cutting from the News
Chronicle dated 9th February 1956,
a mono real photograph postcard of

the team and a mono photograph of
the players on board the liner
‘Himalaya’. Attractively mounted in
window mounts, framed and glazed,
overall 22.5”x33”. G/VG - cricket

£70/100

151 John Berry ‘Jack’ Hobbs, Surrey &
England 1905-1934. An interesting
archive of ephemera relating to
Hobbs. The collection includes
scorecards, hand written notes, a
number of hand drawn radial
scorecharts, two of which are signed
in ink by Hobbs, correspondence etc.
The three scorecards are for matches
in which Hobbs played for Surrey at
The Oval, v Essex, June 1932, Hobbs
scoring 113 and 119no, v West
Indies 1933, Hobbs 221 and v
Somerset 1933, Hobbs 117. The
hand written notes provide a
detailed summary of events such as
the fall of a wicket, bowling change
etc and the time they occurred, and,
along with the radial scorecharts,
were recorded as play progressed.
The correspondence includes letters
to a Mrs Eleanor Lechmere-Ortel in
the 1960s, who appears to have
been a great admirer and friend of
Hobbs. ‘I remembered about Jack
Hobbs’ headaches... he might do
well as he had been lying down in a
dark room’. She also recalls ‘In 1934
Don Bradman was playing at
Folkestone in a Festival match
against an England XI... at one time
he made 67 off 17 balls, including 30
- 3 sixes and 3 fours - off Tich
Freeman. One 6 went through the
corrugated tin roof at square leg &
the hole was there for years’. Also
includes a mono real photograph
postcard of a display celebrating
Hobbs’ batting records, addressed to
Hobbs, and an unsigned person-
alised Christmas card from ‘Sir Jack
and Lady Hobbs’. G - cricket

£150/250

152 County cricket autographs 1901-
1902. Leather ‘Autograph Album’
signed to inside pages by forty nine
players, who it appears according to
the annotation,, mainly played for
their county against Sussex at
Brighton in the period. Signatures
are E.M. Dawson (Surrey 1900-
1903), A. Mold, W. Hibbert,
J.Hallows, C. Smith, W.R. Cuttell, J.
Sharp, S. Webb and A. Ward, all of
Lancashire (13th August Brighton),

C.B. Fry, A.E. Relf and Joseph Bean
of Sussex, E. Wainwright, D.
Denton, J.T. Brown, George Hirst,
T.L. Taylor, E. Smith, W. Rhodes and
Lord Hawke of Yorkshire, E.H. Killick,
J. Vine, C. Bland, G. Brann, F.W. Tate
and F.H. Gresson of Sussex, J.T.
Hearne, J.T. Rawlin, G.W. Beldam,
G.MacGregor and Douglas of
Middlesex, F.W. Marlow, Ranjitsinhji,
H. Butt, P.H. Latham of Sussex,
Richard Gorton Barlow (Lancashire &
England 1871-1891) and Henry
Wood (Kent, Surrey & England
1876-1900) who were umpiring the
Sussex v Middlesex match, C.F.
Corden and F. Pearson of
Worcestershire, B.O. Corbett of
Derbyshire, W.W. Armstrong, A.J.
Hopkins, M.A. Noble and Clem Hill
of the touring Australian team 1902
(Noble made 284 in the match and
Armstrong 172), Charles L.A. Smith
of Sussex, W.A. Lockwood, Leveson
-Gower, R. Abel and Tom Richardson
of Surrey. The signatures signed in
pencil and crayon, some breaking to
autograph book. Each page
measures 3.5”x4.5”. The book
belonged to a Mr Malleson of
Brighton. A nice collection of early
signatures £250/350

153 Yorkshire c1920’s. Autograph book
signed containing fifteen pencil and
one ink signature of Yorkshire
players from the period. Signatures
include Henry D. Badger (Yorkshire,
2 matches 1921/22- ink signature
on single page), Macaulay (signed
twice), J.S. Stephenson (17
matches), Dolphin (signed twice), E.
Smith, Leyland, Mitchell, Robinson,
Lupton, Oldroyd, W. Rhodes, Hirst
and Denton Other signatures in the
book include Leveson Gower,
J.Ryder, Tate, Stevens, G.O. Allen,
Gilligan, Townsend, Wyatt etc. The
book breaking apart, odd page
loose. G - cricket £40/60

154 Cricket 1955. Autograph album
containing several ink signatures of
the South Africans of 1955 and
others. Plus a loose strip of
signatures of the Surrey
Championship winning side (12
sigs). Nineteen signatures in total
including Goddard, I. Smith,
Surridge, May, Laker, Bedser, Loader,
Barrington, Lock, Laker etc. G -
cricket £30/40
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155 M.C.C. tour of South Africa 1930-
1931. A page taken from a
scrapbook containing six original
photographs taken on the tour by
Maurice Turnbull, Glamorgan &
England 1924-1939. The
photographs feature Captain, A.P.F.
Chapman, Maurice Tate, J.C. White
& Hendren (dressed in sailors hats),
Chapman and Peebles walking out
to bat, a group shot featuring
Peebles, Wyatt, Allom, Tate, Allom,
Leyland, Voce, Chapman and
Duckworth and the last one of the
team on the field. The page nicely
signed by twelve members of the
touring party in ink. Signatures are
Chapman, Farrimond, Leyland,
Allom, Hammond, Turnbull (signed
twice), Duckworth, White, Hendren,
Tate, Peebles and Bill Voce. The page
measures 10”x8”. Tear to top border
of page otherwise in good condition
- cricket £100/150

156 England v Australia. A rare piece of
M.C.C. ribbon, with bands of yellow,
red and navy blue colours of M.C.C.,
probably to be used as a hat band
(or possibly a belt) signed by the
1903-4 M.C.C. team to Australia.
Fourteen signatures, Warner (Cpt),
Hayward, Foster, Bosanquet,
Tyldesley, Hirst, Knight, Braund,
Rhodes, Lilley, Relf, Arnold, Fielder
and Strudwick and also signed by
members of the Australian Test
teams who played them on the tour.
Twelve signatures, Noble (Cpt),
Trumper, Cotter, McAllister, McLeod,
Trumble, Armstrong, Howell,
Gregory, Hill, Cotter and Hopkins,
plus the signature of John Murdoch,
The belt was probably signed at the
4th Test Match at Sydney, ten of the
team have signed the ribbon, but
Armstrong and Howell did not play
in the match and lacking the
signature of Kelly from the team. An
interesting piece of early Ashes
history. Folds otherwise in very good
condition - cricket £500/700

157 Captain Edward George Wynyard,
Hampshire & England 1894-1912.
Original ‘Post Office Telegraphs’
telegram from Russell Bencraft,
Captain of Hampshire to Wynyard.
‘Congratulations on your selection
for England from the Hampshire
eleven. Bencraft’. The telegram
dated 1st August 1896 Laid to

paper, small tear to right edge,
otherwise G - cricket £60/80

Wynyard made his Test debut for
England v Australia in the Third and
deciding Test played at the Oval in
August 1896, helping England to
victory in the match and the series.
Russell Bencraft played for
Hampshire and held almost every
office for the County side including,
as Honorary Secretary, saving them
from near extinction in 1879, and
attaining first class status in 1894 as
Captain

158 England v Australia at Lord’s 1930.
Official complimentary press ticket
for the Test match. The ticket in light
blue with black lettering has details
and inscription ‘Lord’s Cricket
Ground. Admit Reporter of The
Cricketer’. Signed by Pelham ‘Plum’
Warner, editor, on behalf of the
Cricketer magazine. Hand
annotation in red ‘Block B’ and in
black ‘Row 10’, Vertical fold and
small nick, slight fading, otherwise
good condition. Rare £30/50

AUTOGRAPH SHEETS, ALBUM
PAGES

159 Somerset C.C.C. 1899. Faintly lined
sheet, mounted to larger card, very
attractively signed in black ink by
fourteen members of the Somerset
team. Signatures are Sammy Woods
(Cpt), H.T. Stanley (died, aged 27 in
the Boer War), Bernard, Wickham,
Grant (5 games only), Bucknell (10
games only), Robson, Cranfield (died
aged 34), Lewis, Gill, Trask, Hill,
Nicholls and Newton. Excellent
condition. An early rare set of
Somerset signatures - cricket 

£250/350

This was the team who lost to Kent
at Tonbridge on June 8th-10th
1899. Woods made 111 in
Somerset’s first inning. Somerset
joined the County Championship in
1891

160 Somerset C.C.C. 1900/1901.
Attractive album page very nicely
signed in black ink by eleven
members of the Somerset team.
Signatures are Sammy Woods (Cpt),
Hill, Hyman, Tyler, Chidgey, Robson,
Cranfield, L.C. Palairet, Dunlop, Gill
and Bernard. Good/very good cond.
An early rare set of Somerset
signatures - cricket £240/280

Chidgey only played one match in
1900 for Somerset v Gloucestershire
at Bath, August 1900.
Gloucestershire won by one wicket.
Ten of these players played in the
game, the exception being Bernard
(possibly 12th man). Daniell was the
11th man

161 Somerset C.C.C. 1909. Two small
album card pages very nicely signed
in black ink by ten members of the
Somerset team. Signatures are John
Daniell (Cpt), Woods, Hill, Bisgood,
Poyntz, Greswell, Chidgey, Hardy,
Robson (to verso) and Prince
Navayan. Minor foxing otherwise in
good+ condition - cricket £100/150 

Prince Navayan has signed the sheet
with full title ‘H. Narayan of Cooch
Behar’. Very rare to see. He played
only four matches for Somerset. F.P.
Hardy is quite a rare signature, he
committed suicide in 1916 aged 35.
If the both pages of autographs were
obtained at the same time, the
signatures were obtained at Bath
versus the Australians in June 1909

162 Somerset C.C.C. 1912. Large album
page very nicely signed in pencil by
eleven members of the Somerset
team. Signatures are John Daniell
(Cpt), Captain E.D. Tillard (9
matches), L.C.J. Sutton (17
matches), Braund, Bridge, E. Robson,
Hardy, Chidgey, Bisgood, Gresswell
and Bajana. Good/very good
condition - cricket £80/120

163 Somerset C.C.C. 1920. Large album
page very nicely signed in ink by the
eleven who played Leicestershire in
June 1920. Signatures include
Daniell (Capt), White, Lyon,
Spurway (23 matches only), Bishop
(2 matches only), Foy (only 21
matches), Foy, Braund, Bajana etc.
Good/very good condition - cricket 

£50/70

164 Somerset C.C.C. 1921. Large album
page nicely signed in ink by the
eleven who played Australia in
August 1921, losing by an innings
and 58 runs. Signatures include
Daniell (Capt), Lyon, Rippon,
Johnson, MacBryan, Lowry,
Wharton (ii matches only), White,
Considine etc. Page a little browned,
folds otherwise in good condition -
cricket £60/90

The signatures were collected by the
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landlady of the Great Western
Hotel, Taunton

165 Somerset C.C.C. 1922. Large album
page nicely signed in ink by the
eleven who played Leicestershire in
June 1922. Signatures include
Daniell (Capt), Johnson, Blaikie (9
matches), Key (8 matches),
MacBryan, Young, Marshall, Hunt,
Robson etc. Good/very good
condition - cricket £50/70

166 Somersetshire 1924. Large album
page signed by the Somersetshire
team of 1924. Eleven signatures,
nicely signed in pencil, including
Johnson, White, Lyon, Young,
MacBryan, Considine, W.F.Q.
Shulham (6 matches only, rare),
Winter, Hunt etc. VG - cricket 

£40/60

167 Somersetshire 1930. Large album
page very nicely signed by the
Somerset team of 1930 in ink.
Eleven signatures including White
(Cpt), Northway (17 matches),
Pratten (12 matches), Case,
Burrough, F.S. Lee, J.W. Lee, Wellard
etc. VG - cricket £40/60

168 Somersetshire 1930. Album page
very nicely signed by the Somerset
team of 1930 in ink. Twelve
signatures including White (Cpt),
Longrigg, Andrews, Hunt, Luckes,
J.W. Lee, E.J.H. Hart (3 matches
only), Case etc. VG - cricket £40/60

This was the team who played
Nottinghamshire in May 1930.
Nottinghamshire won by an innings
and 45 runs

169 Lancashire C.C.C. 1933. Album page
nicely signed in ink by eleven
members of the team. Signatures
include Eckersley (Capt), Duckworth,
Paynter, Iddon, Hopwood, Sibbles,
Horrocks (15 matches only),
Washbrook, Parkinson etc. G/VG -
cricket £30/50

170 Lancashire C.C.C. 1936/37. Album
page nicely signed in ink by twelve
members of the team. Signatures
include Lister (Capt), Duckworth,
Paynter, Phillipson, Pollard,
Washbrook, Sibbles, Oldfield, Nutter
etc. G/VG - cricket £30/50

171 Lancashire C.C.C. 1938. Large
album page nicely signed in ink by
fourteen members of the team.
Signatures include Lister (Capt),

Paynter, Farrimond, Nutter,
Wilkinson, C. Rhodes (only eight
matches), Iddon, Duckworth,
Duckworth etc. To reverse are
twelve signatures of the
Nottinghamshire team of 1938
including Heane (Capt), Hardstaff,
Keeton, Wheat, D. Jones, Voce,
Gunn etc. Vertical fold otherwise in
good condition - cricket £30/50

172 Lancashire 1927. Album page, laid
down to card, signed by twelve
members of the team in ink, one in
pencil. Signatures include L. Green
(Cpt), Hallows, Makepeace,
Eckersley, M.L. Taylor, L. Horridge (3
matches) etc. G - cricket £25/35

173 Northamptonshire 1931. Small
album page laid down to larger page
signed in pencil by nine players who
played in the match v Essex at
Leyton, 30th May-2nd June 1931.
Signatures include Timms, Bakewell,
Cox Bellamy, Matthews, Rothschild.
Also includes the rare signature of
C.E. Buller. G/VG - cricket £20/30

This match was the only first class
game in which Charles Buller
played. Essex won by 105 runs

174 Northamptonshire c1938. Two
album pages signed by
Northamptonshire players of the
period. One page signed to both
sides. Signatures include Timms,
Partridge, Dunkley, Greenwood,
David, O’Brien, Buswell. Twenty two
signatures in pencil (some
duplicates), one in ink of O’Brien. G
- cricket £20/30

175 Northamptonshire 1951. Large
album page signed in ink to one side
by ten Northamptonshire players,
and to the verso twelve Middlesex
players. Northamptonshire
signatures include Brookes, Fiddling,
Broderick, Starkie, Davis, Barrick etc.
Middlesex signatures include Edrich,
D. Compton, L. Compton, Titmus,
Bennett, Brown etc.
Northamptonshire signatures
generally, good, the Middlesex
signatures affected by the signatures
on the other side - cricket £20/30

176 Northamptonshire c1935. Album
page signed in ink by ten members
of the team plus the signature of
C.W. Clark, signed to cigarette card
and laid down to corner of page.
Signatures include Tebbitt,

Matthews, Timms, Bellamy,
Partridge, Perkins etc. G - cricket

£20/30

177 Northamptonshire 1954. Official
autograph sheet laid down to larger
page,  signed in ink by sixteen
Northamptonshire players.
Signatures include Brookes, Archer,
Tyson, Starkie, Clarke, Hogan,
Grearley, Reynolds, Lightfoot etc.
Odd faults including old tape repair
affecting the signature of Starkie,
otherwise G - cricket £15/25

178 Northamptonshire 1928. Small
album page signed in ink by ten
members of the team. Signatures
include Jupp (Cpt), Timms, Hawtin,
W.C. Brown, Clark, Bellamy,
Woolley, Nicholson etc. G/VG -
cricket £25/35

179 Northamptonshire 1953. Album
page signed in ink by fifteen
Northamptonshire players.
Signatures include Brown, Nutter,
Broderick, Greasley, Tyson, Starkie,
Tribe, Barrick etc. The signatures in
good condition, but crowded -
cricket £20/30

180 Warwickshire. Official Warwickshire
C.C.C. compliment slip signed by
twelve members of the team c1968.
Signatures include Jameson,
Abberley, Smith, Brown, Kanhai,
Gibbs, Hemmings etc. Sold with an
official autograph sheet fully signed
by the Warwickshire team of 1982.
Twenty one signatures including
Willis (Cpt), Amiss, Kallicharran,
Humpage, Lloyd, Cumbes, Hogg,
Ibadulla, Small etc. Folds, minor
wear otherwise in good condition -
cricket £25/35

181 Warwickshire 1955. Album page
signed in ink by twelve members of
the team. Signatures include T.
Dollery, Gardner, Wolton,
Townsend, Horner, Hollies,
Bannister, Thompson, K. Dollery,
Spooner etc. G - cricket £25/35

182 Sussex 1950/51. Album page signed
in ink by twelve members of the
team. Signatures include Langridge,
Oakes, Doggart, Cox, Parks, Webb
etc. G - cricket £20/30

183 Surrey 1948. Long album page
nicely signed in ink by twelve
members of the team. Signatures
include Barton, Laker, Barling,
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Bedser, Squires, McIntyre, Fishlock,
Watts, Fletcher etc. VG - cricket

£25/35

184 Surrey ‘County Champions 1952-
1958’. Official autograph sheet
signed by thirteen members of the
Surrey team of 1958. Signatures
include Constable, Lock, Barrington,
Edrich, Loader, Gibson, Long, Storey
etc. G - cricket £25/35

185 ‘Surrey C.C.C. Championship
County 1952-8’. Large official
autograph sheet with printed names
of thirty two players involved in
Surrey’s run of seven consecutive
County Championship wins. Signed
by twenty four of the players.
Signatures include Lock, A. Bedser, E.
Bedser, Edrich, Fletcher, Kelleher,
Loader. Stewart, May, Surridge,
Subba Row. G/VG - cricket £40/60

186 Middlesex and Surrey c1935. Album
page nicely signed in ink to one side
by thirteen members of the
Middlesex team, to the other side by
twelve members of the Surrey team.
Middlesex signatures include Robins,
Hulme, Price, Human, Young, Sims,
Hendren etc. Surrey signatures
include Holmes, Fender, Whitfield,
Watts, Gregory, Fishlock, Barling,
Squires etc. Ink smudge to signature
of Squires, otherwise VG - cricket

£30/40

187 ‘Australian Cricket Team. Summer
1921’. Album page nicely signed in
ink by fourteen members of the
touring party including Armstrong
(Cpt), Mailey, Collins, Hendry,
Bardsley, Gregory, Macartney,
McDonald, Carter, Mayne, Pellew,
Oldfield etc. The page laid down to
slightly larger page with handwritten
title to top border otherwise in good
condition. 6”x8”. The page
mounted with photographic image
of the team with further title above.
G - cricket £150/250

188 Surrey C.C.C. 2nd XI, 1966. Album
page laid down to larger page with
ten signatures, including Taylor,
Waller, Hooper, Finlay, Roope,
Jackman etc. To the verso, three
pieces laid down, signed by Mike
Shrimpton of New Zealand, Gerry
Warr of Queensland and Sher
Mohamed of Indian Universities.
Also another page with three
newspaper cuttings of Australian

cricketers, each signed by the player.
Signatures are Bob Cowper, Ray
Reynolds and Terry Lee. G - cricket

£20/30

189 Australia 1948. Official autograph
sheet for the Australian touring team
to England 1948. Eighteen
signatures including Bradman,
Harvey, Miller, Hassett, Lindwall,
Johnson, Toshack, Brown, Morris,
Loxton etc. Barnes hand stamped as
usual. Sheet in only fair to good
condition with some wear to
extremities, folds and splits resulting
in some small small holes etc. Laid
down to card and mounted - cricket

£100/150

190 Australian Cricket Tour to England
1926. Two joined album pages nicely
signed in ink by sixteen members of
the touring party including Collins
(Cpt), Hendry, Ryder, Mailey,
Bardsley, Gregory, Macartney,
Grimmett, Oldfield, Ponsford,
Woodfull, Ellis, Richardson, Everett
etc. The joined page laid down to
slightly larger page with handwritten
title to top border otherwise in good
condition. 3.5”x8”. The page
mounted with photographic image
of the team, appears to have been
signed by Ponsford in later years,
with further title above. Odd faults
to pages, slight damage to paper
affecting the signatures of Mailey,
Richardson and Andrews otherwise
in good condition - cricket£100/150

191 Australian Cricket Tour to England
1934. Album pages nicely signed in
ink by fifteen members of the
touring party including Woodfull
(Cpt), Bradman, McCabe, Kippax,
Brown, Bromley, Darling, Oldfield,
Chipperfield, O’Reilly, Grimmett,
Ponsford, Barnett etc. 4”x6”. The
page mounted with photographic
image of the team with further title
above. Odd very minor faults to
page otherwise in good condition -
cricket £120/160

192* ‘The Australian Cricket Team in Year
1899’. A large card page taken from
an autograph album signed in ink by
all fourteen of the Australian touring
team to England. The signatures are
on two small paper sheets laid down
neatly to the card page. Signatures
are Joe Darling (Captain), V.T.
Trumper, S.E. Gregory, E. Jones, J.J.
Kelly, A.E. Johns, Clem Hill, M.A.

Noble, J. Worrall, W.P. Howell, F.
Laver, H. Trumble, C. E. McLeod and
F.A. Iredale. Small tear to edge of
card page to right hand side
otherwise in good/very good
condition. An excellent complete
collection of signatures from this
early Australian tour. Very rare

£2500/3500

To verso are seven signatures of the
Essex team of 1901

The Australians of 1899 lost only
three matches on the tour (Essex,
Kent and Surrey), drawing four Tests
and winning the 2nd Test at Lords
by 10 wickets to win the Ashes.
Darling, Gregory, Kelly, Iredale and
Trumper all had good tours with
Darling topping the average with
almost 2000 runs at 41.29, Trumper
scored three centuries on the tour
including 300 not out against Sussex
at Hove, Trumble, Howell and Jones
took over 390 wickets between
them, Howell taking all ten against
Surrey.

1899 was the first time in England
that five Test matches were played
and the English team were chosen
by a selection committee for the first
time in this year 

193 Australian tour of England 1968.
Official autograph sheet fully signed
in ink by all seventeen members of
the touring party including Lawry, I.
Chappell, Cowper, Hawke, Gleeson,
Mallett, McKenzie, Walters etc.
Folds otherwise in good condition -
cricket £40/50

194 England v Australia, 5th Test, The
Oval 1938. Two large album pages
containing the ink signatures of both
the England and Australian teams
who played in the match. The
England page signed by fifteen
players plus Umpire Frank Walden
and by thirteen of the Australian
team. Signatures include Hammond,
Hutton, Farnes, Paynter, Verity,
Bowes, Edrich, Wood, Bradman,
McCabe, Barnes, O’Reilly, Fingleton,
Chipperfield, Fleetwood-Smith,
Ward, McCormick etc. The sheets
are presented in a attractive large
display and window mounted with a
full set of fifty Players ‘Cricketers
1938’ cigarette cards with title to top
border and a copy of the scorecard.
Overall 45”x26”. Slight faults to the
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autograph pages otherwise in good
condition. An impressive display -
cricket £150/250

England won by an Innings and 579
runs. In this game Len Hutton made
the world record score of 364 in
England first innings. Neither
Bradman or Fingleton batted in the
match, both ‘absent hurt’. The
signatures on both pages were
probably obtained by Frank
Waldenas each is initialled ‘F.W.’

195 England and Australia signatures.
Thirteen pages each individually
signed by players, the majority in
later years. Signatures include
Parkhouse, Loader, Burge, Hole,
McDonald, A.J.Richardson, Mackay
(2), Sam Loxton, Archer, A.
Sandham etc. G/VG - cricket£40/60

196 'Bodyline'. Three signatures of
Harold Larwood, Bill Voce and
Freddie Brown. The Brown and Voce
signatures on cards, the Larwood
signature, signed in the 1930's, on a
paper piece laid to small album page.
G/VG - cricket £30/50

197 Don Bradman. Small album page
nicely signed in black ink by
Bradman. G - cricket £30/50

198 Yorkshire 1938. Album page signed
in pencil by eight members of the
team. Signatures include Sutcliffe,
Hutton, Verity, Mitchell, Leyland,
Wood etc. G - cricket £20/30

199 Yorkshire 1935. Album page signed
by twelve members of the team in
pencil, one in ink. Signatures include
Sellers (Cpt), Leyland, Verity, Wood,
Gibb, H. Fisher, Bowes, Hutton, C.
Turner etc. G - cricket £25/35

200 Nottinghamshire 1929. Album page
nicely signed by eleven members of
the team in ink. Signatures include
Carr (Cpt), Whysall, A.Staples, S.J.
Staples, Gunn (signed twice),
Payton, Lilley, Voce, Walker etc.
Eight signatures of Sunderland F.C.
players to verso. VG - cricket

£25/35

201 Kent c1948. Large card signed by
thirteen members of the team in ink
and pencil. Signatures include J.W.
Martin, Ames, Todd, Evans, Wright,
Dovey, Lewis, A.W.H. Mallett etc.
Odd faults, good - cricket £25/35

202 Derbyshire 1950. Large album page
signed in pencil by fourteen
members of the team. Signatures
include Vaulkhard (Cpt), Elliott, Kelly,
Hamer, Revell Rhodes, Jackson,
Townsend, Marsh etc. G - cricket

£25/35

203 Hampshire 1934. Album page
signed in ink by eleven members of
the team. Signatures include
Tennyson (Cpt), Boyes, Moore,
Mead, Arnold, Pothecary, McCorkell
etc. G/VG - cricket £25/35

204 Derbyshire 1948. Long album page
nicely signed in ink by eleven
members of the team. Signatures
include Elliott, Pope, D.C. Brook-
Taylor, Dawkes, Jackson, Gladwin
etc. VG - cricket £25/35

205 Essex 1948. Long album page nicely
signed in ink by fifteen members of
the team. Signatures include Pearce,
W.B. Morris, E. Price, Greensmith,
R.F.T. Paterson, Vigar, Avery, V.J.
Evans etc. VG - cricket £25/35

206 Glamorgan 1948. Long album page
nicely signed in ink by eleven
members of the team. Signatures
include Wooller, Emerys-Davies,
Watkins, Haydn Davies, Parkhouse,
Eaglestone etc. VG - cricket £25/35

207 Gloucestershire 1948. Long album
page nicely signed in ink and pencil
by twelve members of the team.
Signatures include Allen, Lambert,
Crapp, Cook, Emmett, Graveney,
Wilcox, Cranfield etc. VG - cricket

£20/30

208 Hampshire 1948. Long album page
nicely signed in ink by eleven
members of the team. Signatures
include Eagar, Knott, Arnold,
Shackleton, Bailey, J.E. Manners, 
Dawson, Harrison etc. VG - cricket

£25/35

209 Leicestershire 1948. Long album
page nicely signed in ink by thirteen
members of the team. Signatures
include Berry, Jackson, M.W.
Etherington (6 matches), Sperry,
Prentice, Tompkin etc. VG - cricket

£25/35

210 Somerset 1948. Long album page
nicely signed in ink by eleven
members of the team. Signatures
include Luckes, Wellard, Coope,
Lawrence, A. Vikery (6 matches),
Tremlett etc. VG - cricket £25/35

211 Middlesex C.C.C. 1966. Eleven
signatures on pieces laid down to
two larger pages. Nicely signed.
Signatures are Gale, Bick, Hooker,
Smith, Titmus, Murray, Radley,
Clifton, Clark, Parfitt and Stewart.
G/VG £25/35 

212 Nottinghamshire C.C.C. c1948/50.
Album page signed in ink by twelve
members of the team. Signatures
include Hardstaff Snr, Poole,
Simpson, Harris, Winrow, Sime etc.
Also includes the rarer signature of
Flint signed in his later years. G -
cricket £20/30

Benjamin Flint played only thirteen
first class matches for Notts from
1919-20

213 Autograph sheets 1990/2000’s. Four
large files containing a large quantity
of unofficial and some official
autograph sheets. Includes some
signed official scorecards from the
period as well. The majority of
counties covered, odd signed
photograph and press picture. Plus
some match tickets, unsigned. G -
cricket £50/80

214 County autograph sheets 1970’s/
2000’s. Selection of twenty three
official autograph sheets for the
period including Gloucestershire
c1979, Hampshire mid 1970’s,
Middlesex late 1970’s,
Worcestershire 1975, Trevor Jesty
Benefit Year 1982, Middlesex 1985
etc. The majority 1990’s/2000’s.
Also New Zealand tour of England
1999 (21 signatures). Odd faults
otherwise in good condition - cricket

£30/50

215 B.B.C. Commentary team 1984.
‘B.B.C. headed page signed by nine
of the team including Trueman,
Johnston, Frindall, Martin-Jenkins,
Lewis, Blofeld, Mosey, Bailey and
Tony Cozier. Sold with letter dated
1984, addressed and commented on
by Brian Johnston. VG - cricket

£20/30

216 England v India 1952. Small
autograph book nicely signed in ink
by sixteen members of the Indian
team and the England team who
played in the 3rd Test, Old Trafford
on the 17th-19th July 1952.
Signatures include Hazare, Roy,
Umrigar, Ramchand, Sen, Gaekwad,
Hutton, Ikin, Laker, Trueman,
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Sheppard, May, Lock, Evans etc. VG
- cricket £70/100

England won the Test by an innings
and 207 runs with Hutton making
104 and Trueman taking 8-31 in the
Indian first innings

217 ‘India Winners. Prudential World
Cup 1983. Silver Jubilee
Celebration’. Large official
autograph sheet signed by fourteen
members of the team. Signatures
include Kapil Dev, Armanath, Binny,
Gavaskar, Kirmani, Srikanth, Shastri,
Sharma etc. Rare. VG - cricket 

£40/60

218 South African Fezelas tour of
England 1961. Album page nicely
signed by thirteen members of the
touring party. Signatures include
McLean, Barlow, Lindsay, Bland,
Pollock, Fullerton, Rushmere etc. G
- cricket £25/35

219 South Africa 1947. Album page
signed in ink by twelve members of
the team. Signatures include
Melville, Payn, Dyer, Lindsay,
Begbie, Fullerton, Rowan, Viljoen,
Nourse etc. To verso are ten
signatures of the New Zealand
touring team to England 1949. G -
cricket £30/40

220 South Africa 1935. Trimmed album
page containing eleven ink
signatures of the 1935 touring team
to England. Signatures include
Wade, Cameron, Rowan, Bell,
Mitchell, Langton, Balaskas etc. The
page is mounted with a further small
album page which appears to have
copy facsimile signatures and images
of the 1935 team. G - cricket

£30/50

221 Eastern Province c1956/57. Official
‘Eastern Province’ letterhead nicely
signed by twelve members of the
South African Test team who played
England in the 5th Test at Port
Elizabeth. Signatures include Waite,
Adcock, Pithey, Heine, Duckworth,
Tayfield (signed twice), Endean,
Goddard, McLean etc. Folds, VG -
cricket £25/35

South Africa won by 58 runs

222 South Africa 1947. Album page
nicely signed by seventeen members
of the touring party including
Viljeon, Melville, Mitchell, Payn,
Mann, Lindsay, Fullerton, Harris etc.

Also appears to have been signed by
Ian Chappell (?). G - cricket £25/35

223 New Zealand 1973 tour of England.
Unofficial autograph sheet signed by
thirteen members of the touring
party including Turner, Hadlee,
Collinge, Hastings, Pollard, Parker
etc. G - cricket £10/15

224 New Zealand tour of England 1949.
Irregular cut lined page, laid down to
slightly large page, signed by sixteen
members of the touring party
including Hadlee, Reid, Scott,
Donnelly, Cave, Wallace, Sutcliffe
etc. G - cricket £20/30

225 West Indies 1928. Album page
signed in ink and pencil by sixteen
members of the touring party.
Signatures include Nunes (Cpt),
Small, Bartlett, Brown, Rae, Martin,
St Hill, Wight, Griffith, Scott,
Constantine, Neblett etc. Some
staining to page otherwise in good
condition - cricket £40/60 

226 West Indies tours of the United
Kingdom 1973 and 1976. Official
autograph sheets fully signed, the
1973 sheet by eighteen players plus
Ron Headley and Garry Sobers, the
1976 sheet signed by nineteen
players. Some folds, odd faults
otherwise in good condition - cricket

£30/50

227 England v West Indies 1973 and
England v Australia 1977. Official
autograph sheets for the first Test at
the Oval 1973 and the 2nd Test at
Old Trafford 1977. Both sheets
signed by eleven members of the
team including Illingworth, Amiss,
Greig, Hayes, Knott, Roope, Snow,
Randall, Old, Willis etc. Folds, odd
faults otherwise in good condition -
cricket £20/30

228 M.C.C. 1956-57. Official autograph
sheet for the M.C.C. tour of South
Africa 1956-57. Fully signed in ink
by seventeen members of the
touring party. Signatures include
May, Insole, Compton, Cowdrey,
Laker, Statham, Tyson, Loader, Lock,
Wardle, Brown (Manager) etc. Light
fold marks otherwise in good
condition - cricket £40/60

229* World team 1978-79. Official World
Series Cricket autograph sheet for
the World team. Eighteen signatures
including Greig, Iqbal, Zaheer, Imran

Khan, Knott, Miandad, Sarfraz, Rice,
B. Richards, Snow etc. Lacking Eddie
Barlow from the full squad. Sold with
various ephemera from the series, a
players itinerary from the 1977-78
series, player unknown, a ‘World
Series cricket’ souvenir 33.3 rpm
blue record and a 1978/79 fixture
list. All in very good condition -
cricket £50/80

CRICKET PHOTOGRAPHS

230 Frank Stanley Jackson. Yorkshire &
England 1890-1907. Excellent mono
cabinet card/mounted photograph
of Jackson, wearing Yorkshire cap, at
the crease and attempting a big hit
to leg. Very nicely signed to lower
left hand corner by Jackson in black
ink and dated 1905. 5.5”x7.25”. A
wonderful image in very good
condition - cricket £200/300

231 Kumar Shri Ranjitsinhji. Sussex &
England. 1895-1920. Original sepia
cabinet card photograph of
Ranjitsinhji standing at the wicket as
if he is the non-striker with bat in
crease. Photograph by E. Hawkins &
Co of Brighton. Advertising to verso.
An excellent image. Card measures
approx 4.25”x6.5”. Minor bumping
to top corners otherwise in
good/very good condition - cricket

£140/180

232* Alec Hearne. Kent & England 1884-
1906. Original sepia cabinet card
photograph of Hearne pictured in
Kent cap and tie. Photograph by
Elliott & Fry of Baker Street with
advertisement to verso. Excellent
image. The card measures approx
4.25”x6.5”. Very minor marks
otherwise in good condition - cricket

£100/150

233 William Gilbert Grace,
Gloucestershire, London County &
England 1870-1908. Original sepia
cabinet card photograph of Grace
posed standing, three quarter
length, holding a cricket bat under
his arm. Photograph by Barrauds of
London. Photographers name and
address printed to lower border. The
photograph measures 4.25”x6.5”.
Minor fading and age toning to
photograph, some adhesive marks to
advertisement on verso, otherwise in
very good condition - cricket

£250/350
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234 William Justice Ford. Middlesex
C.C.C. 1879-1894. Original cabinet
card photograph of Ford, half
length, wearing suit and tie.
Photograph by Dickinson of New
Bond Street, London. Minor wear
and age toning to borders otherwise
in good condition - cricket £70/100

W.J. Ford was regarded second only
to C.I. Thornton as a hitter. A noted
writer on cricket, his works included
Histories of Middlesex C.C.C. and
Cambridge University C.C.

235 M.C.C. tour of Australia 1907/08.
Pair of original sepia stereoscopic
action photographs of the Australia
v England Test match played at
Melbourne in 1908. The photograph
show the two batsmen running
between the wickets and a fielder
throwing in to the wicket keeper,
scoreboard to background. The two
very similar photographs are laid
down to card mount to enable 2
dimensional images to become 3
dimensional images by looking
through a special stereoscope
viewer. The photographs by
Underwood & Underwood
Publishers. ‘The photographs each
measure 3”x3.25” and overall on
card mount 7”x3.5”. VG. Rare -
cricket £100/150

236 England v Australia 1920/21.
Original official photograph of the
ship R.M.S. Osterley, by Exchange
Studios of Pitt Street, Sydney, the
ship that took the M.C.C. team to
Australia in 1920/21. The
photograph laid down to mount and
the borders of the mount signed in
black ink by all seventeen members
of the M.C.C. team and by fifteen
members of the Australian team.
Signatures including the two
Managers, include Johnny Douglas
and Warwick Armstrong, the two
Captains, Collins, Mailey, Macartney,
Gregory, Taylor, Oldfield, McDonald,
Bardsley, Ryder, Andrews, Mayne,
Fender, Woolley, Rhodes, Hobbs,
Howell, Dolphin, Waddington,
Makepeace, Hearne, Hendren Parkin
etc. Some damage to corners
affecting three of the Australian
signatures. Minor damage also over
the signature of the M.C.C. manager
Toone. Some scratching and slight
damage to the image, some age
toning to mount otherwise in

generally good condition. Overall
approx 13.25”x8”. Rare - cricket

£250/350

237 No lot

238 M.C.C. tour of 1909/1910. Official
photograph of the ‘Union Castle
Line to South Africa’ R.M.S. Saxon
(12,385 tons) which took the
M.C.C. team from Southampton
Docks on the 6th November 1909 to
Cape Town arriving on the 23rd
November. The image is signed in
ink to the skyline and below the
water line by all fourteen members
of the M.C.C. party. Signatures
include Leveson-Gower (Cpt), Fane,
Simpson-Hayward, Wynyard, Bird,
Tufnell, Hobbs, Strudwick, Woolley,
Denton, Buckenham, Verity etc.
Fading to some extent to all
signatures, some worse than others.
The signatures of Verity and Rhodes
are the worse and are barely legible.
Enid Leveson-Gower (Wife) has also
signed the photograph. The
photograph measures 14”x11.5”
overall. Rare - cricket £80/120

South Africa won the series by three
rubbers to two

239 The 19th Australians. Australian tour
of England 1938. Exceptionally large
team photograph of the Australian
touring party wearing cricket attire
and all dressed in their tour blazers.
The photograph, by Sport &
General, is laid down to official
photographers mount with title to
top border and to lower border, the
printed names of the team including
the Manager and scorer. The side
borders are signed by all eighteen
players and management featured
and include Bradman, McCabe,
Barnes, O’Reilly, Hassett, Fingleton,
McCormick, White, Chipperfield,
Barnett, Fleet-wood-Smith, Brown
etc. Some light fading to two
signatures. The photograph
measures 24”x18” and overall
31”x24.5”. Some slight staining to
photograph otherwise good, the
mount has some scuffing and
damage affecting three of the
signatures without loss. Tape repairs
to back of mount card. Overall good
condition - cricket £400/600

The Australian side won twenty
games, drew thirteen and lost only
two game with one game

abandoned. The Test ended one
game each. The outstanding
performance of Don Bradman was
again the highlight of the tour. From
26 innings he scored 2429 runs with
a highest score of 278 and an
average of 115.66 with 13 hundreds
and 8 fifties. Remarkable!

240* Australian tour of England 1948.
Original official mono photograph of
the Australian team, standing and
seated in rows, wearing tour blazers.
The photograph laid down to official
photographers mount. Printed title
to top border and players’ names to
lower border. Signed to mount by all
nineteen members of the touring
party including Johnson (Manager)
and Ferguson (Scorer). Players’
signatures include Bradman
(Captain), Hassett, Ring, Saggers,
Lindwall, Tallon, Loxton etc. Hand
written dedication incorporating the
title, ‘With best wishes from the
(20th Australian Team to Great
Britain, 1948) with hearty (?) thanks
for what you have done. Keith
Johnson 21/9/48’. Photograph by
Sport & General Press Agency. The
photograph measures 11.75”x9”.
Mounted, framed and glazed,
overall 25”x16.5”. The signatures
and dedication are badly faded, but
legible. Some staining to mount
affecting the photograph, but a nice
image. G - cricket £150/250

241 England v Australia 1953. Original
mono panoramic view comprising
two joined photographs of a large
Oval crowd on the pitch after
England’s Ashes win in the fifth and
final Test played 15th-19th August
1953. The photograph measures
18”x7.5”. Excellent image. VG -
cricket £50/70

England won the Test by eight
wickets to clinch the Ashes series 1-
0

242 ‘Australian Cricketers at Lord’s
1899’. Excellent carte de visite mono
photograph of the 1899 touring
team to England by the London
Stereoscopic Company. Players
include Kelly, Trumper, Laver,
Trumble, Noble, Jones, Hill, Gregory
etc. Printed player details to verso.
Very minor marks otherwise in
good/very good condition. Rare -
cricket £180/250
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243 Somerset v Glamorgan, 23rd, 25th,
26th June 1934. Excellent wide
angle mono photograph of the two
teams, sitting and standing, before
the pavilion, wearing cricket attire
and an assortment club blazers, with
members of the crowd behind them.
The match was played at Downside
School, Stratton-on-the-Fosse (Near
to Radstock, Bath). This was the only
first class cricket match to be played
at the School. Players featured in the
photograph include Arthur Wellard,
Ingle (Cpt), Luckes, Cameron, Lee,
Hazell, Case, Turnbull (Cpt), Dyson,
D.E. Davies, Clay, Glover, Roberts,
Smart, Ling etc. The photograph
measures approx 21”x13”. An
excellent photographic image -
cricket £100/150

The match was drawn, for Somerset,
Wellard made 44 and Cameron 41
with Wellard taking six wickets in
the match and Cameron taking 6-
143 in Glamorgan’s first innings. For
Glamorgan, D.E. Davies made 84 &
57, Glover 62 (batting at number
11) and Glover took 5-88 in
Somerset’s first innings

244 Yorkshire C.C.C. c1939. Excellent
sepia photograph of the Yorkshire
team at the Dolman Long’s ground
at Middlesborough, the eleven of
the team, dressed in cricket attire,
are sitting on chairs on the front row
with other players and officials in
suits behind them in two rows.
Many of the suited gentlemen have
Yorkshire roses to their lapels.
Players include Sellers, Hutton,
Verity, Sutcliffe, Leyland, Bowes,
Wood etc. The photograph mounted
to photograph card. Overall 11”x8”.
G - cricket £40/60

245* Gentlemen of England 1884.
Original sepia photograph of the
team who played Australia at the
Kennington Oval, June 26th-28th
1884, standing and seated, in rows
wearing blazers, caps and cricket
attire. The photograph laid down to
official photographers mount with
title and players names to lower
border. Players include W.G. Grace,
Lord Harris, Steel, Christopherson,
W.W.Read, Lucas, C.T. Studd, W.E.
Roller, Diver, F.T. Welman etc. The
photograph measures approx
11.5”x 9.25”. Overmounted.
Overall 11.5”x9.5”. Photograph

appears to be by by E. Hawkins & Co
of Brighton. Some scuffing and
scratching to image and darkening
to mount card otherwise in good
condition. An early excellent image -
cricket £200/300

Australia won the match by 46 runs.
Christopherson took eleven wickets
in the match, including 8-78 in the
Australian first innings, Spofforth
won the match for Australia in the
second inning by taking 7-68 to add
to his 4-94 in the first inning. W.G.
Grace top scored in the match with
107

246* Albert Neilson Hornby, Lancashire &
England 1867-1899. Large and
impressive original photograph of
Hornby in studio pose wearing
striped blazer and tie, holding a
cricket bat. The photograph, by E.
Hawkins & Compy of Brighton, laid
down to original photographers
mount. Photographers name and
address to lower border. The
photograph measures 9.25”x11.75”
and overall 13.25”x17”. Small piece
of mount missing to lower left hand
border and wear with small loss to
top right hand corner, slight fading
and age toning to image and mount
otherwise in good condition.
Excellent image. G/VG - cricket

£100/150

247 Vernon Tickell Hill. Somerset 1891-
1912. Excellent mounted
photograph of Hill posed at the
wicket, wearing cap. The
photograph laid down to photog-
raphers mount and signed to lower
border. G - cricket £60/80

248 Ivo Bligh’s Tour to Australia
1882/83. Victorian XI v Ivo Bligh’s
Team, 9th-12th March1883 at
Melbourne Cricket Ground. Original
large sepia photograph of the
Victoria team, standing and seated in
rows cricket attire, some wearing
caps and blazers. The photograph,
by Tuttle & Co of Melbourne, laid
down to official photographers
mount. Players featured on the
photograph include Bonnor,
Blackham, Boyle, Midwinter,
McDonnell, Palmer, Horan etc. The
photograph measures 21”x15.5”,
overall 23.5”x19”. Foxing and wear
damage to image otherwise G. A
rare early image - cricket £300/500

Victoria won the match by an
innings and 73 runs, this being the
last match of the tour, which was
famous for the presentation to Bligh
of the Ashes in the famous urn 

249* Australian tour of England 1938.
Large official mono photograph of
the Australian touring team to
England 1938, standing and seated
in rows, wearing cricket attire. The
photograph laid down to original
photographers mount with printed
title to top border ‘Australian Cricket
Team 1938’ and signed by all
eighteen members of the touring
party to lower border including the
Manager, Jeanes and Baggage
Master, Ferguson. Signatures include
Don Bradman, McCabe, Barnes,
Brown, O’Reilly, Barnett,
Chipperfield, Hassett, Fingleton,
Fleetwood-Smith, McCormick,
Badcock, Walker, Waite etc.
Handwritten dedication from Ben
Barnett ‘To Pat, With kind regards
and grateful thanks, Ben 1938’ to
top left hand corner of mount. The
photograph measures 10.5”x8” and
overall approx  17.5”x14.5”.
Excellent image. VG - cricket

£400/600

The series was drawn one Test each,
with three drawn

250 Australian tour of England 1930.
Five original mono press
photographs from the match played
v Essex at Leyton, 7th-9th May
1930. Photographs feature Ponsford
being stumped by Sheffield off
Hipkin, Macartney scoring a century,
Woodfull being bowled by Palmer
etc. All photographs 6.5”x4.75”.
Odd faults, otherwise G - cricket

£30/50

Australia beat Essex by 207 runs,
Palmer taking 5/40 for Essex in
Australia’s first innings and
Hornibrook taking ten wickets in the
match for Australia

251 William Gilbert Grace,
Gloucestershire, London County &
England 1870-1908. Mono original
photograph of Grace walking out to
bat. 5.5”x7.5”. Mounted overall
8.5”x11”. Excellent image. Some
scratches to original negative,
otherwise G/VG - cricket £100/150

252 William Gilbert Grace,
Gloucestershire, London County &
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England 1870-1908. Original mono
photograph of Grace arranging his
kit in the rough and ready changing
room at Cumberland Lodge,
Windsor, with A.J. Webbe and Jack
Mason, for the match between
Albert, Duke of Schleswig-Holstein’s
XI v Charterhouse in 1911. The
photograph measures 8”x6.25”.
Small loss to top right hand corner,
otherwise in good condition. Rare -
cricket £350/500

253 South Africa v England 1928. Fourth
Test, Johannesburg, 29th January-
2nd February 1928. Excellent
original early wide angle mono
action photograph of Denijs Morkel
taking a fine catch at slip to dismiss
Tyldesley off the bowling of Nupen,
watched on by Bissett, Cameron,
Vincent, Nicholson and the umpire,
Page. From the Morkel collection.
Ink annotations of players’ names
and title. Small tear to top edge, pin
holes to corners, otherwise G/VG -
cricket £60/80

South Africa beat England by four
wickets

254 Reg Perks. Worcestershire & England
1930-1955. Mono head and
shoulders photograph of Perks,
nicely signed in ink to image. The
image cut from a larger photograph
by A.Wilkes of West Bromwich.
2.5”x3.5”. G £20/30

255 Frederick John Durston. Middlesex &
England 1919-1933. Postcard size
press photograph of Durston, full
length, at the wicket, wearing
Middlesex cap and holding cricket
ball. Signed by Durston, some fading
to signature. G - cricket £20/30

256 Fred Trueman. Yorkshire & England.
Small candid photograph of
Trueman in suit carrying his cricket
bag, bat and attire and standing
against a high wall, possibly the back
of a cricket ground. Signed by
Trueman. G £15/25

257 Leicestershire & Yorkshire circa late
1960’s. Selection of eight mono
candid photographs taken at a
match during the period. Each
photograph signed by the player
featured. Signatures are Boycott,
Tolchard, Birkenshaw, Don Wilson,
Old, Illingworth, Hampshire and
Barry Knight. Approx 3.5”x4.75”, a
larger. VG - cricket £25/35

258 Player photographs. Selection of
eight press photographs of various
sizes, each signed by the player
featured, mostly head and shoulders
images. Signatures are T.
Greenhough, D. Insole, W. Watson,
J. Ikin, T. Cartwright, N. Cowans,
Griffith and a youthful Dennis Amiss.
Smallest photograph is 3.75”x4.5”.
G - cricket £25/35

259 West Indies. Four mono press
photographs of Garry Sobers,
Desmond Haynes, Andy Roberts and
Basil Butcher. Each signed by the
player featured. 6”x8”. VG - cricket

£30/50

260 India. Selection of six mono press
photographs of prominent Indian
Test players, head and shoulders,
from the 1960/70’s. Each
photograph signed by the player
featured. Signatures are Madan Lal,
Vensarkar, Prasanna, Kirmani and
two, different, press photographs of
Ajit Wadekar. 5”x8”. Photographs
stamped to back ‘T.T. Lovesey. Hon
Secretary Civil Service ABA’. G -
cricket £50/70

261 India tour to England 1952. Original
mono ‘Sport & General’ press
photographs of ‘new portraits’ taken
on the tourists’ arrival in England,
comprising head and shoulders
images of the players wearing India
sweaters, and posed action shots.
Players include Hazare (Captain),
Divecha, Gaekwad, Sen, Adhikari,
Manjrekar etc 4”x6”. Qty 31. Sold
with an original mono press
photograph of Roy and Sarwate
walking out to bat against the Indian
Gymkana Club at Osterley,
Middlesex, 30th April 1952, 6”x8”.
Also two original mono press
photographs of Tahmane from the
1959 tour of England. G/VG -
cricket £130/160

262 India tour to England 1967. Original
mono ‘Sport & General’ press
photographs of ‘new portraits’ taken
of the full touring party on their
arrival in England, comprising head
and shoulders images of the players
wearing India sweaters. Photographs
include The Nawab of Pataudi
(Captain), Wadekar, Engineer, Borde,
Mohol, Chandresekhar, Tarapore
(Manager) etc. 4”x6”. Qty 17. VG -
cricket £60/80

263 India 1980s. Original mono press
photographs of Indian players from
various tournaments. Players
featured include Kapil Dev,
Azharuddin, Vengsarkar, Shastri,
Armanath etc. Various sizes. Qty 19.
G/VG - cricket £25/35

264 West Indies. Blue file containing over
135 postcard size, press
photographs, copy photographs,
album page, press pictures &
cuttings, some laid down to cards
etc, each signed by the player
featured. Signatures include Lara,
Ramadhin, Weekes, Worrell, Hunte,
Holder, Marshall, Watson, C.B.
Clarke, Gibbs, Fredericks, Headley,
Sobers, Rowe, Best, Dujon, Holford,
Phillip, Gomez, E.A.V. Williams,
Christiani, Kanhai. Walsh, Goddard,
Pierre, Legall, H.H.H. Johnson,
Nurse, Harper, Sarwan, Greenidge,
McMorris, C.B. Williams, G. Headley,
Powell, Edwards, Daniel, Bravo,
Chanderpaul, Ramdin, Simmons,
Baichan, Hinds, Sammy, Logie etc.
Odd variation in size, odd
duplication of signature. VG - cricket

£150/250 

265 County players. Red album
containing various photographs of
county and some Test players,
almost all signed by the player
featured. Signatures include
Perryman, Maynard, Ferreira,
Westwood, Botha, Trego, Chilton,
Lloyds, Popplewell, Denning,
Moseley, Dredge, C. Wells, Bedser,
Barrington etc. Mainly modern,
good Warwickshire, Somerset,
Durham interest. Over forty five
signatures. G - cricket £25/35

266 New Zealand. Black file containing
over 155 postcard size, press
photographs, copy photographs,
album page, press pictures &
cuttings, some laid down to cards
etc, each signed by the player
featured. Signatures include Oram,
R.Hadlee, Dowling, Petrie, Fleming,
Nash, Astle, C. Cairns, Harris,
Wallace, Donnelly, Howarth, Guy,
Hastings, Meuli, Cave, D. Hadlee,
Pollard, Burgess, Congdon, Germon,
Yuile, Scott, Blair, Coney, Reid,
Parker, G. Turner, D.L. Freeman,
Vivian, Edgar, Vettori, Morrison,
Greatbatch, Crowe etc. Some
photographs larger, odd duplication
of signature. VG - cricket £100/150
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267 India. Brown file containing over 140
postcard size, press photographs,
copy photographs, press pictures &
cuttings, some laid down to cards,
trade card etc, each signed by the
player featured. Signatures include
Pataudi, Azharuddin, Habahajan,
Sreesenth, Kohli, Shastri, Tendulkar
(2), Borde, Sehwag, Madan Lal,
Dhoni, Engineer, Gaekwad, Kumble,
Prasad, Raina, Desai, Gavaskar, Kapil
Dev, Vengsarkhar, Mustaq Ali,
Nayudu, Ganguly, Dravid, Srinath,
Hazare, Wadekar, Muddiah,
Nadkarni, Merchant, Prasanna etc.
Odd duplication of signature. VG -
cricket £80/120

268 Test & County players. Over two
hundred and forty unofficial colour
photographs, mainly postcard size of
cricketers, all signed by the player
featured, covering the period
1970/2000’s. Includes some
trade/club photographs. Signatures
include Flintoff, Vaughan, Knott,
Trescothick, Strauss, Stewart,
Atherton, R. Smith, Collingwood,
Bell, Anderson, Irani, Hick,
Harmison, C. Lewis, N. Knight,
Fairbrother, Emburey, Cork, Giles,
Gallian etc. Sold with a blue file
containing twenty six limited edition
(of 100) C.M.S. Autocards, each
signed by the player featured
including J. Jones, Jameson,
Shuttleworth, Pullar, Close, Engineer,
Humpage, B. Wood, Graveney,
Frindall, Snow, Larter, R. Headley,
Radley etc. G - cricket £70/100

269 Len Hutton. Excellent mono
photograph of Hutton, wearing
M.C.C. touring blazer, and his Wife
walking around the pitch with the
general public during a break in play
at Scarborough 1953. Nicely signed
in ink by Hutton. 6.5”x8”. VG -
cricket £30/50

270 William Edward Alley. New South
Wales 1945-1948 and Somerset
1957-1968. Large collection of
original photographs taken during
his playing career with New South
Wales, Somerset, Taverners, Colne,
Whitbread Wanderers,
Commonwealth etc. Good selection
including images of the teams,
grounds, action shots, crowds,
sightseeing, receiving awards, East
Africa tour, Umpiring etc. Plus
various advertising signs for his book

‘My incredible Innings’ and an
impressive studio colour photograph
of Alley, full length in cricket attire
wearing N.S.W. blazer, signed by the
photographer to mount. G - cricket

£50/70

271 Sonny Ramadhin. Trinidad,
Lancashire & West Indies 1949-
1965. Mono postcard size press
photograph of Ramadhin bowling
for the West Indies in 1957. Signed
in ink by Ramadhin. G  -cricket

£20/30

272 Australian tour of England 1948.
Impressive mono press photograph
of Keith Miller and Ron Hammence
walking out to bat at a packed
Bramall Lane cricket ground in 1948.
8”x10”. Excellent image. Miller
made 20 & 0 and Hammence made
48 & 6* in the match. VG - cricket

£30/50

273 England tour of Australia 1986/87.
Official tour colour photograph of
the England team in tour blazers.
Photograph laid down to official
photographers mount with title to
top and names of team printed
below. Nicely signed in ink by
seventeen members of the touring
party to the borders. Signatures
include Gatting, Botham, Lamb,
Broad, Dilley, Gower, French, Small,
Emburey etc. Presented to players
and officials only. 14.5”x13.”. G/VG
- cricket £50/70

274 England tour of Australia 1986/87.
Official tour colour photograph of
the England team in tour blazers.
Photograph laid down to official
photographers mount with title to
top and names of team printed
below. Nicely signed in ink by
seventeen members of the touring
party to the borders. Signatures
include Gatting, Botham, Lamb,
Broad, Dilley, Gower, French, Small,
Emburey etc. Presented to players
and officials only. 14.5”x13.”. G/VG
- cricket £50/70

275 Brian Close. Selection of ten
photographs of Close, in later life.
Mainly taken whilst playing golf.
Some well known faces appear in
the images. Mainly 10”x8”. G -
cricket £15/25

276 Gentlemen v Player 1962. Original
mono press photograph of David
Sheppard driving a ball from

Shackleton. Signed in ink by
Sheppard and slip Phil Sharpe.
8”x6”. G - cricket £25/35

277 Signed press photographs
1950/70’s. Four photographs
featuring Geoff Arnold, Pat Pock,
Arthur McIntyre and Colin Cowdrey.
All nicely signed by the player
featured. Mainly 6”x8”. Some
fading to the signature of  McIntyre
otherwise in good condition - cricket

£25/35

278 Arthur Edward Fagg. Kent &
England 1932-1957. Excellent, head
and shoulders, original mono press
photograph of Fagg, nicely signed in
blue ink. 10”x8”. VG - cricket

£30/40

279 Signed press photographs. Four
excellent signed press photographs
of Curtly Ambrose, Alec Stewart,
Graham Thorpe and Dickie Bird.
10”x8”. Sold with a excellent copy
photograph of the Bedser Twins at
the oval, signed by both and a FDC
signed by Colin Cowdrey. VG -
cricket £30/40

280 ‘Sir Richard Hadlee. First bowler to
capture 400 test wickets’. Mono
photograph of Hadlee claiming his
400th wicket, Sanjay Manrejkar who
was bowled for four. The
photograph features Hadlee,
Manrejkar, Woorkeri Raman, wicket
keeper and slip, Ian Smith and Mark
Greatbatch and Umpire Steve
Woodwood. Signed by all six. The
photograph mounted with title to
top and signed by Hadlee to lower
border. G  - cricket £30/50

281 Australia v England, Lord’s 22-27
June 1989. Original ‘Allsport’ mono
press photograph of Allan Border
throwing his bat in disgust having
been caught by substitute fielder,
Robin Sims, off the bowling of Foster
in Australia’s second innings. Signed
to the front by twelve members of
the Australian squad. Signatures
include Border, Lawson, Healy,
Taylor, S. Waugh, Alderman,
Rackemann etc. 10”x8”. G/VG -
cricket £60/80

Australia won the Second Test by six
wickets

282 West Indies 1966. Original ‘Press
Association’ mono press photograph
of Sir Learie Constantine in conver-
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sation with Conrad Hunte during a
rain interruption in the match v
Oxford university at The Parks,
Oxford, 9th May 1966. 8”x10”.
Excellent image. G/VG - cricket

£30/50

283 Frederick Sewards Trueman.
Yorkshire & England 1949-1968.
Excellent oversize copy photograph
of Trueman holding the ball with
which he set the world record in
1963. Signed and annotated by
Trueman ‘With the World Record
ball, Fred Trueman’. Trueman passed
the previous record of 242 set by
Brian Statham by having New
Zealand opener W.R. Playle caught
by Ken Barrington. Trueman went on
to take nine wickets in the match.
16”x12”. VG - cricket £40/60

284 Brian Lara. Large colour copy
photograph showing Lara hitting the
final four off the bowling of John
Morris to bring up his record score of
501no for Warwickshire v Durham in
1994. Signed by Lara in black ink.
15”x10.5”. VG - cricket £50/70

285 Jack Hobbs and Herbert Sutcliffe.
Mono copy photograph of Hobbs
and Sutcliffe, half length in cricket
attire. Nice image. 12”x9.5”. Sold
with two album pages nicely signed
in black ink, each with a personal
message, ‘May you live as long as
you want to. Yours sincerely, Herbert
Sutcliffe 14-10-28’ and ‘Always play
the game. J.B. Hobbs’. The album
pages came out of an autograph
book, which were signed by the two
players whilst travelling on the ship
to Australia for the M.C.C. 1928/29
tour G/VG - cricket £70/90

286 Dennis Compton and Bill Edrich.
Excellent over size mono copy
photograph of Compton and Edrich
tossing up at the start of Compton’s
benefit match played at Highbury,
12th August 1949. Excellent image.
15”x12”. Sold with an album page
signed in ink by Compton and E.R.T.
Holmes, and another album page
signed by Edrich with laid down
photograph and caption. G/VG -
cricket £60/80

287 Garfield St Aubrun Sobers. Barbados,
Nottinghamshire, South Australia &
West Indies. Copy mono
photograph of Sobers in bowling
action. Nicely signed in black ink by

Sobers. 10”x7”. G/VG - cricket
£40/60

288 England v South Africa, 1994.
Official colour press photograph of
Devon Malcolm having bowled Allan
Donald to take his ninth wicket
during the Test match played at The
Oval in 1994. Signed by Malcolm
and Donald with inscription 9-57.
10”x7”. Excellent image. VG -
cricket £30/40

England won by eight wickets with
Malcolm taking 9/57

289 Australia v England, 1995. Official
colour press photograph of Mark
Taylor and Michael Slater walking off
the pitch in the third Test at Sydney
in 1995. Signed by Taylor and Slater.
10”x8”. Excellent image, the two
players appear to be synchronized
with bats, pads, bodies inline. VG -
cricket £30/40

The match was drawn with Taylor
scoring 113 and Slater 103 in
Australia’s second innings

290 West Indies v England, 1994. Official
colour press photograph of Michael
Atherton and Alec Stewart at the
wicket in a break between overs in
the first Test against West Indies in
1994. Signed by Atherton and
Stewart. 10”x8”. Excellent image.
VG - cricket £30/40

West Indies won the match by eight
wickets

291 England v Rest of the World XI,
1970. Official mono press
photograph of Intikhab Alam batting
with Alan Knott behind the stumps
in the third ‘Test’ at Edgbaston in
1970. Signed by Intikhab and Knott.
10”x8”. Excellent image. Some
creasing, otherwise G - cricket

£30/40

The Rest of the World XI won the
match by five wickets

292 England v Australia, 1972. Official
mono press photograph during the
fourth Test played at Headingley, of
Illingworth taking a good catch to
dismiss Sheahan for a duck off the
bowling of Underwood, watched on
by Parfitt and Knott. Signed by all
five featured players. 10”x8”.
Excellent image. Minor creasing,
otherwise G - cricket £40/60

England won by nine wickets,
Underwood taking ten wickets in
the match

293 Harold Larwood. Excellent oversize
mono copy photograph of Harold
Larwood in cricket attire, signing
autographs for a group of boys.
16”x12”. Excellent image. Sold with
a small card signed by Larwood,
suitable for framing. VG - cricket

£30/40

294 Australia v England, 1995. Colour
copy photograph at the fourth Test
at Adelaide, 30th January 1995, with
the scoreboard and large crowd in
the background, taken at the
moment when Devon Malcolm
trapped Peter McIntyre LBW for
nought to win the match for
England. Signed to photographer’s
mount in pencil by Graham Gooch
(England Captain) and McIntyre
with the witty comment ‘Aussie
Umpires?’ 8.5”x6”. Mounted,
framed and glazed overall
13”x11.5”. G - cricket £30/40

295 Ian Terence Botham. Durham,
Queensland, Somerset,
Worcestershire and England, 1974-
1993. Large colour proof for a
limited edition poster of Botham
bowling Terry Alderman for a duck
to win the fourth Test v Australia at
Edgbaston, 2nd August 1981.
Signed to lower border by Botham.
Overall 25”x18”. G/VG - cricket

£40/60

296 South Africa 1940s. Two official
mono photographs of the South
African party vs England 1948/49
and Australia 1949/50, seated and
standing in rows wearing cricket
attire. The photographs 14.5”x9”,
with titles and players names to
upper and lower borders, laid down
to photographer’s mounts, overall
20”x15.5”. Some faults, one with
mount loss otherwise in good
condition - cricket £30/50

297 South Africa 1950s. Two official
mono photographs of the South
African party vs England 1956/57,
and the ‘Springboks’ team for the
1st Test vs England, December 1956,
seated and standing in rows wearing
cricket attire. The photographs, with
titles and players names to upper
and lower borders, laid down to
photographer’s mounts. Various
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sizes, some faults including one with
mount loss otherwise in good
condition - cricket £30/50

298 Centenary Test Match. England v
Australia 1980. Official colour
photograph of all invited guests, the
England and Australia players, past
and present, seated and standing in
rows at Lord’s, 28th August-2nd
September 1980. Mounted, framed
and glazed with a rarer key
identifying all the participants,
produced by Wisden Cricket
Monthly. Overall 17”x25.5”. G

£20/30

299 Sir Leonard Hutton. Yorkshire &
England, 1934-55. Original mono
photograph of Hutton, seated in
batting attire. The photograph,
signed by Hutton, measures
7.5”x9.25”. Mounted with printed
caption in window below, framed
and glazed, overall 17.5”x24.5”. A
nice image. VG - cricket £50/80

300 Cricket at Lord’s, 1960s. A collection
of mono original press photographs
featuring matches played at Lord’s.
Various teams represented including
M.C.C., Public Schools, Young
Professionals, Varsity matches etc.
All photographs 8”x6”. Qty 75. G -
cricket £25/35

301 Teams at Lord’s, 1960s-1980s. A
collection of colour and mono
mainly copy photographs. Various
teams represented, mainly
Middlesex, and some representative
teams. Various sizes. Some
duplication. Qty 18. G. Sold with a
cutting from the Supplement to
Sports Pictures, c1920, of the
Middlesex team, in poor condition -
cricket £30/40

302 Middlesex C.C.C. at Lord’s, 1950s-
1960s. A collection of mono mainly
original press photographs of
matches played at Lord’s. The
majority feature Middlesex,
including v Lancashire 1951, v
Hampshire 1965, v Sussex 1965, v
Gloucestershire 1965, v Yorkshire
1965, v Worcestershire 1966 etc.
Includes one photograph of R.W.A.
Dermot (M.C.C.) being bowled by
S.G. Russell (Cambridge University),
1967, signed by Dermot. Varying
condition, many with pin holes,
otherwise generally G. Qty 37 -
cricket £30/50

303 M.C.C. tour to Australia 1954/55.
Original oversize mono press
photograph of Davidson of Australia
brilliantly being caught by Evans off
the bowling off Statham. Taken
during Australia’s second innings
during the Second Test at Sydney,
17th-22nd December 1954. Some
creasing to corners and tears,
otherwise G. 12”x11” - cricket

£30/40

England beat Australia by 38 runs

304 M.C.C. tours 1950/51 and 1954/55.
Two official mono photographs (one
original) of the two touring parties,
seated and standing in rows in
M.C.C. blazers. Small loss to corner
and top edge and creasing to the
1950/51. The 1954/55 copy
photograph in good condition. Qty
2 - cricket £25/35

305 Northamptonshire and South
Africans 1924. Official mono
photograph of the two teams and
officials, seated and standing in rows
in caps and blazers. The photograph
taken for the match played at
Northampton, 5th & 7th July 1924.
South African players featured
include Taylor (Captain), Deane,
Nourse, Pegler, Nupen etc.
Northamptonshire players include
Bull (Captain), Bagnall, Wright,
Woolley, Bellamy, Thomas, Tyler etc.
The photograph laid to official
photographer’s mount with printed
players’ names and title to lower
border by S.H. Green of
Northampton. Minor silvering to
image, damage and loss to mount
corners and lower edge. Nice image.
Sold with two more original mono
photographs of teams laid to
photographer’s mounts. One of
London L.V. v Northampton L.V.
1938, the other of Woolwich
Garrison C.C., 1943. Qty 3 - cricket

£50/70

South Africa won the match by an
innings and 136 runs

306 William Gilbert Grace,
Gloucestershire, London County &
England 1870-1908. Large mono
printed cabinet style card of Grace in
batting pose with bat half raised.
Photograph by Hudson & Kearns of
London. Gilt to edge of cabinet card,
which measures 7”x10”. Odd faults,
otherwise in generally good

condition. Also an excellent mono
copy photograph of Grace standing
with Murdoch and Ranjitsinjhi, and a
page from The Tatler, 1st July 1925,
titled ‘The Colossi of Runs’ featuring
photographs of Hobbs and Grace.
Also an original front page of ‘The
Graphic’ 26th August, 1893, of
England v Australia at The Oval,
with an illustration by Paul Renouard
of Grace walking through the crowd
at lunch on the first day having
scored 63no. Significant loss to top
right corner. Sold with reproduction
and facsimile prints of the same
cover and another facsimile of the
27th April 1895 front cover featuring
the F.A. Cup Final at Crystal Palace.
G - cricket £25/35

307 Cricket photographs. Six small
original candid sepia photographs.
One with Hobbs in the foreground
and Hirst standing in the
background c1909. Four laid down
to album page featuring Bradman
and Woodfull c1930. G - cricket

£30/50

308 Cricket photographs c1920s. Ten
candid sepia photographs, the
majority taken on board a ship,
possibly on the tour to Australia
1924/25. Players featured include
Woolley, Hearne and Howell. The
laid down to album pages, various
sizes. Sold with an ‘Indian Posts and
Telegraphs Department’ telegram
sent by Bill Hitch ‘Best wishes to you
all. Billitch’. Stamped and dated
‘Bombay’, 5th January, 1933. G -
cricket £40/60

309 Arthur Percy Frank Chapman. Kent,
Cambridge University & England,
1920-1939. Small sepia cameo
photograph of Chapman and two
others walking across a cricket
outfield. G - cricket £20/30

310 M.C.C. tour of Australia 1932/33.
‘Bodyline tour’. Small sepia candid
photograph of ‘Plum’ Warner, joint
manager of the Ashes Tour. With an
inscription in ink to verso ‘English
Council Bye Law. No 3 or 4 no less.
Take away those “Ashes”. To Mr P.F.
Warner with best wishes from
Gilbert Unsworth 4-1-33’. G -
cricket £20/30

Unsworth was a journalist and
author who apparently wrote a book
on Bodyline
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311 ‘The Worlds Record Bats’. Original
sepia photograph showing the face
and reverse of two bats. Profusely
inscribed in ink by the then owner of
the bats. One being the bat used by
Tom Hayward to score the record
aggregate of 3518 runs in the 1906
season, the other used by Jack
Hobbs in the 1925 season when he
passed W.G. Grace’s record of
centuries and C.B. Fry’s record of
thirteen centuries scored in one
season. Both bats pictured have
been prodigiously signed. ‘Every
holder of a World Record has signed
the autographs in my presence’. To
the verso is a typed list, laid down, of
‘A few of the more illustrious
autographs on these bats’.
6”x8.25”. Rare. VG - cricket£60/80

312 The evolution of cricket bat design.
Original educational sepia
photograph published by The
Council of Industrial Design to
promote the Design Centre ‘Sports
and Leisure’ Exhibition, 27th-30th
May 1966. The picture shows four
bats from the eighteenth century to
1960s, one being the bat Garry
Sobers used to score his record
365no for West Indies v Pakistan in
1958. 6.5”x8.5”. Sold with an
original mono photograph of an
antique bat and ball, laid to card and
signed in pencil J.K. Pritchard,
Winchester. Overall 8.5”x10.5”. G -
cricket £30/50

313 Middlesex C.C.C ‘County
Champions’ v The Rest, 1921. Six
original sepia photographs of the
match in progress at the Oval, 13th-
15th September 1921, taken from
the stands. Pencil inscription to the
verso of one photograph reads
‘Hobbs gets 100 for Rest v
Champion County, Oval’. The
photographs, each 3.5”x5.75”, a
little faded with odd faults,
otherwise G - cricket £60/80

The match was drawn, with Hobbs
scoring 215 in his innings for The
Rest

314 Don Bradman. New South Wales,
South Australia & Australia 1927-
1949. Original bookplate
photograph from a Sport and
General Supplement of Bradman
standing full length in batting attire.
Minor ageing, otherwise VG.
Excellent image - cricket £40/60

This was the first printed picture of
Bradman issued just before his first
Test appearance in 1928

315 Test and county cricketers.
Collection of twenty colour press
and other photographs, each signed
by the player featured. Signatures
include Tremlett, Swann, Cork, J.
Adams, Fraser, Such, Giles, Butcher,
Knight, Thorpe etc. Mainly 8”x10”.
G - cricket £25/35

316 Cricket photographs. Selection of
twenty colour photographs of
mainly English cricketers. All
individually signed by the player
featured. Signatures include
Tremlett, Stewart, Benjamin, Croft,
Athey, Stewart, Tufnell, Trescothick
etc. Some ‘copy’ photographs.
Mainly 10”x8”. G/VG £30/50

317 Cricket photographs. Selection of
twenty colour photographs of
English cricketers. All individually
signed by the player featured.
Signatures include Ramprakash,
Cork, Solanki, Tufnell, Giles, Thorpe,
Fraser, Headley, Kirtley etc. Some
‘copy’ photographs. Mainly 10”x8”.
G/VG £30/50

318 Cricket photographs. Selection of
twenty colour photographs of
English cricketers. All individually
signed by the player featured.
Signatures include Mullalley, Pringle,
Headley, Rhodes, Bairstow, Ilott,
Cork, Watkin, Ealham, Bailey etc.
Some ‘copy’ photographs. Mainly
10”x8”. G/VG - cricket £30/50

319 Cricket photographs. Selection of
twenty colour photographs of
mainly English cricketers. All
individually signed by the player
featured. Signatures include
Trescothick, Cork, Thorpe, White,
Flower, Fraser, Solanki, Malcolm,
Ealham, Stewart, Croft etc. Some
‘copy’ photographs. 10”x8”. G/VG
- cricket £30/50

320 Cricket photographs. Selection of
twenty mono press photographs of
English cricketers. All individually
signed by the player featured.
Signatures include Tufnell, Malcolm,
De Freitas, Capel, Jarvis, Stewart,
Ramprakash, Athey, Pringle,
Atherton etc. Some ‘copy’
photographs. Mainly 8.5”x7”.
G/VG - cricket £30/50

321 Cricket photographs. Selection of
five colour photographs of
Australian cricketers. All individually
signed by the player featured.
Signatures are Slater, Clark,
Nicholson, Boon and Foster. Two
‘copy’ photographs. Various sizes.
G/VG - cricket £30/40

322 Cricket photographs. Selection of
five colour photographs of South
African cricketers. All individually
signed by the player featured.
Signatures are Prince, Rudolph, De
Bruyn, Cullinan and Amla. Majority
‘copy’ photographs. Mainly 10”x8”.
G/VG - cricket £15/25

323 Cricket photographs. Selection of
over one hundred colour
photographs of mainly English
cricketers. Players include Botham,
Lamb, Russell, Gooch, Atherton,
Stewart, Gower etc. Some ‘copy’
photographs. Mainly 10”x8”. G/VG
- cricket £40/60

324 Cricket photographs. Selection of
forty five mainly colour photographs
of South African cricketers. Players
include Donald, Kallis, Smith,
McMillan, Adams, Tait, Richardson,
Cronje, De Villiers etc. Some ‘copy’
photographs. Mainly 10”x8”. G/VG
- cricket £20/30

325 Cricket photographs. Selection of
fifty colour press photographs of
England on tour in Australia
1998/99. Players include Gough,
Atherton, Stewart, Ramprakash,
Mullally, Knight, Fraser, Cork, Tudor,
Crawley, Thorpe, Such etc. 6”x8”.
G/VG - cricket £30/50

326 England v Australia, 1993. Original
mono press photograph, by Patrick
Eagar, of the England team at Lord’s,
seated and standing in rows in
cricket attire. Signed to front in ink
by ten players. Signatures are
Stewart, Smith, Gatting, De Freitas,
Tufnell, Atherton, Lewis, Caddick,
Hick and Such. Lacking the signature
of Gooch. 10”x8”. G/VG - cricket

£30/40

327 England v New Zealand, 1994.
Original mono press photograph, by
Patrick Eagar, of the England team at
Trent Bridge, seated and standing in
rows in cricket attire. Signed to front
in ink by all eleven players.
Signatures are Atherton (Captain),
Gooch, Stewart, Smith, Malcolm,
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Rhodes, Such, Hick, Fraser, White
and De Freitas. 10”x8”. G/VG -
cricket £30/40

328 England v Australia, 1997. Original
colour press photograph, by Patrick
Eagar, of the England team at
Edgbaston, seated and standing in
rows in cricket attire. Signed to front
in ink by all eleven players.
Signatures are Atherton (Captain),
Stewart, Hussain, Malcolm, Thorpe,
Ealham, Croft, Caddick, Crawley,
Butcher and Gough. 11.75”x8”.
G/VG - cricket £30/40

329 England v West Indies, 1995.
Original mono press photograph, by
Patrick Eagar, of the England squad
at Lord’s, seated and standing in
rows in cricket attire. Signed to front
in ink by all thirteen players.
Signatures are Atherton (Captain),
Emburey, Russell, Hick, Smith,
Gough, Watkinson, Crawley, Fraser,
Cork, Knight, Thorpe and White.
10”x8”. G/VG - cricket £30/40

330 England v India, 1996. Original
mono press photograph, , by Patrick
Eagar, of the England team at
Edgbaston, seated and standing in
rows in cricket attire. Signed to front
in ink by all eleven players.
Signatures are Atherton (Captain),
Hick, Russell, Thorpe, Lewis, Knight,
Cork, Irani, Mullally, Hussain and
Patel. 10”x8”. G/VG £30/40

331 England 1996. Official colour team
photograph of the England tour of
India and Pakistan for the World Cup
1996. Photograph laid down to
official photographers mount with
title to top and names of team
printed below. Framed and glazed,
overall 17”x12.5”.  cricket £20/30

332 England v Australia, 1972. Official
mono press photograph of the
England team seated and standing in
rows in cricket attire at The Oval,
10th-16th August 1972. The
photograph by Central Press Photos
is signed to face by all eleven
members of the England team.
Signatures are Illingworth, Edrich,
Snow, D’Oliveira, Parfitt, Hampshire,
Arnold, Greig, Underwood, Wood
and Knott. 8”x6”. Minor creasing to
corners, otherwise G/VG £60/80

333 England v Australia, 1977. Original
mono press photograph, by Patrick
Eagar, of the England team for the

first Test match played at Lord’s,
seated and standing in rows in
cricket attire. Signed to verso by all
twelve players. Signatures include
Brearley (Captain), Willis, Old,
Woolmer, Amiss, Randall, Knott etc.
10”x8”. Odd faults, otherwise G -
cricket £30/40

The match was drawn, Willis taking
7/78 for England in Australia’s first
innings

334 England 2001. Colour copy
photograph of the England one day
international squad, seated and
standing in rows in cricket attire.
Signed to the photograph by all
eighteen members of the players
and officials. Signatures include
Stewart, Thorpe, Gough, Knight,
Caddick, Vaughan, Croft, Cork,
Trescothick, B. Hollioake etc.
10”x8”. G/VG - cricket £30/50

335 ‘All England, August 13th at
Kennington Oval’. Original sepia
albumen photograph of the All
England team with title to lower
border. Possibly the 1888 team that
played v Australia. Oblong printed
border. Overall 6.5”x4”. G - cricket

£40/60

336 ‘Yorkshire 1893’. Original sepia
albumen photograph of the
Yorkshire team with title and players
names printed to lower border.
‘Taken from a photograph by E.
Hawkins of Brighton’. Overall
6.5”x4.25”. G - cricket £40/60

337 ‘Ashes Stars 2010/2011’. Three
large advertising posters featuring
England cricketers, the first entitled
‘England Test Match Stars’ features
Prior, Cook and Trott’, the second
features ‘Graeme Swann. World
Number 1 Bowler 2011’ and the
third ‘Pace Attack’ features Finn,
Tremlett and Bresnan’. All images by
Getty Images. All three measure
27”x20”. Foam backed. Produced
by Sports Spectrum. VG - cricket

£20/30

338 England v South Africa, Lord’s 1994.
‘South Africa’s Return to the Home
of Cricket’. Joint team colour
photograph of the England and
South African teams at Lord’s.
Signed by both teams. Thirty one
signatures in pencil including Gooch,
Atherton, Gough, Hick, Fraser,
Wessels, Kirsten, Rhodes, Cronje,

Cullinan etc. 23”x12”. G/VG -
cricket £30/50

CRICKET POSTCARDS, CIGARETTE &
TRADE CARDS

339 England. Signed cigarette cards.
Selection of eight Players ‘Cricketers
1938’ cigarette cards each signed by
the player featured.
Players/signatures are Verity,
Washbrook, Yardley, Hardstaff,
Wellard, C.I.J. Smith, J. Sims and
Denis Compton. Some adhesive
marks to some card backs otherwise
in good condition - cricket £40/60

340 England. Signed cigarette cards.
Selection of nine Players ‘Cricketers
1938’ cigarette cards each signed by
the player featured.
Players/signatures are C.J. Barnett,
Wyatt, Copson, D. Smith, W.J.
Edrich, Hardstaff, Ames, K. Farnes
and R. Perks. Some adhesive marks
to some card backs otherwise in
good condition - cricket £40/60

341 England. Signed cigarette cards.
Selection of fifteen Players
‘Cricketers 1934’ cigarette cards
each signed by the player featured.
Players/signatures are T.B. Mitchell,
Ames, J.H. Parks, Paynter, E.W.
Clark, Bakewell, C.F. Walters,
Keeton, Wellard, James Langridge,
L. Berry, L.F. Townsend, Pothercary,
J. Arnold and E.W. Dawson. Some
adhesive marks to odd card back
otherwise in good condition - cricket

£50/70

342 England. Signed cigarette cards.
Selection of seven Daily Herald
‘Cricketers’ 1954 trade cards each
signed by the player featured.
Players/signatures are N. Oldfield,
Jas Langridge, Hollies, Yardley, F.R.
Brown, Doug Wright and
Washbrook. G - cricket £30/40

343 England. Signed cigarette cards.
Selection of twelve Turf ‘Famous
Cricketers’ 1950 cigarette cards each
signed by the player featured.
Players/signatures are Hutton,
Gimblett, Fishlock, Hollies, Tom
Goddard, D. Wright, Tom Pritchard,
Greives, J. Walsh, K. Graveney, E.
Bedser and Broderick. Nine of the
cards trimmed to borders, one
heavily, adhesive marks to card
backs otherwise in good condition -
cricket £30/50
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344 Signed trade cards. Selection of
sixteen ‘County Cricketer’ trade
cards, issued by Rover, Wizard &
Adventure c1958, each signed by
the player featured.
Players/signatures are Barrick, D.
Bennett, R.C. Wilson, Bomber Wells,
J.R. Gray, Suttle, P.B. Wight, J.V.
Wilson, Horner, P. Arnold, D.
Compton, B. Taylor, K. Preston,
Hedges, D.J. Shepherd and
Washbrook. G - cricket £30/50

345 Signed cigarette/trade cards.
Selection of eleven various cigarette
and trade cards, Players ‘Cricketers
1938’, Ogdens ‘Prominent
Cricketers of 1938’, Will’s ‘Cricketers
1928’, Carreras ‘Cricketers’ 1934
etc, each signed by the player
featured. Players/signatures are
Keeton, Washbrook, Hardstaff,
Duleepsinhji, Paynter, W. Edrich,
G.O. Allen, T.B. Mitchell, H.
Larwood, A.E.R. Gilligan, G. Geary
and H. Elliott. Some adhesive marks
to odd card back otherwise in good
condition - cricket £30/50

346 Signed cigarette/trade cards.
Selection of eleven various cigarette
and trade cards, Players ‘Cricketers
1934 & 1938’, ‘The World’s Best
Cricketers’ issued by Rover, Wizard
etc, ‘Kane 1956 Cricketers’ etc, each
signed by the player featured.
Players/signatures are McCorkell,
Marlar, Mitchell-Innes, Bannister,
Sainsbury, D. Compton, Washbrook
(2), D. Hughes, A.E.R. Gilligan and
James Langridge. Adhesive marks to
one card back, two cards trimmed
otherwise in good condition - cricket

£25/35

347 Australia. Signed trade cards.
Selection of nine trade cards each
signed by the player featured.
Players/signatures are Meuleman,
W. Johnston, Hamence, C.
McDonald, N. Harvey (2), A.
Davidson, I. Craig and R.Benaud.
Cards are ‘Leading Cricketers’
Weeties Crispies Vita-Brits 1948 and
‘1956 Cricketers’ Kane. Odd faults
otherwise in good condition - cricket

£30/50

348 Australia. Signed trade cards.
Selection of ten trade cards each
signed by the player featured.
Players/signatures are N. Harvey, C.
McDonald, Davidson (2), Burge, I.
Craig, G. Langley, Tribe (2) and

W.Lawry. Cards are ‘The World’s
Best Cricketers’ issued by Rover,
Wizard etc, ‘Test Cricketers’ Barratt,
‘Famous Sportsman’ Barratt,
‘Famous Cricketers’ Clevedon
Confectionery etc. Odd faults
otherwise in good condition - cricket

£30/50

349 Australia. Signed trade cards.
Selection of eight trade cards each
signed by the player featured.
Players/signatures are R. Benaud, I.
Johnson, D. Lillee, A. Morris, J. De
Courcy, K. Hughes, R. Benaud and
A. Davidson. Cards include ‘The
World’s Best Cricketers’ issued by
Rover, Wizard etc, ‘1956 Cricketers’
Kane, ‘Test Cricketers’ Morning
Foods, ‘Popular Cricketers’ Kiddy’s
Favourites Ltd, ‘World’s Great
Cricketers’ Hobbypress Guides etc.
Odd faults otherwise in good
condition - cricket £30/50

350 Australia. Signed trade cards.
Selection of twenty one ‘Butter Em
Up’ cricket trade cards c1983/84,
each signed by the player featured.
Players/signatures are Pascoe,
Rackemann, Thomson, Hogg,
Alderman, Wessels, MacLeay,
Wood, Lawson, Yallop, K. Hughes
(2), T. Chappell, R. Marsh, Dyson,
Darling, G. Chappell, Ritchie, Bright,
Laird and Wellham - cricket £30/50

351 Australia. Signed trade cards.
Selection of sixteen ‘FAI’ cricket
trade cards c1980/90’s, each signed
by the player featured.
Players/signatures include Boon, M.
Hughes, P. Taylor, Border, Alderman,
M. Waugh, I. Healy, S. Waugh, D.
Jones, Lawson, Siddons, O’Donnell
etc. Sold with eight ‘Armona
Collector Cards Series III (1980’s)
each signed by the player features.
Signatures are Dymock, Malone, G.
Chappell, Pascoe, Mallett, M.
Walker, Yallop and Toohey. Qty 24.
G - cricket £30/50

352 Australia 1970’s/2000‘s. Signed
trade cards. Blue file containing 120
various trade cards, each signed by
the player featured.
Players/signatures include M.
Clarke, M. Johnson, Border,
McKenzie, Rackemann, S. Waugh,
M. Waugh, G. Chappell, Tribe,
Connolly, Redpath, C.Miller, Pascoe,
Walters, B. Simpson, Dyer, Hogg,
Gillespie, Hussey, Bright, Darling,

MacGill, Haddin, B. Lee, Katich,
Slater, Gilchrist, Hayden, Whitney,
M. Hughes, Warne, Thomson,
R.Marsh, Langer, Ponting, Benaud,
Jarman, Healy etc. Card series
include Scanlens, Futera, A&BC,
Topps, County Print, Select etc. Odd
duplication of signature. G - cricket

£80/120

353 Australia. Heritage ‘Great Australian
Cricketers’ Series One. Fifty four
sepia and colour collectors cards,
from the full set of sixty cards
featuring Australian cricketers. The
cards were produced by Futera in
1996 and are limited to 500 sets. All
fifty four cards have been signed by
the player featured. Signatures
include Brown, Toshack, Hamence,
Harvey, I. Johnson, A.Morris,
Tribe,Hamence, Ring, W. Johnston,
McDonald, Booth, O’Neill, Gleeson,
Lawry, O’Neill, Davidson, Loxton,
Hawke, McKenzie, Stackpole etc.
The missing cards are numbers 2, 11,
13, 26, 43 and 53. The cards are
various limited edition numbers. VG
- cricket £200/300

354 Signed trade cards. Selection of
twenty three ‘World’s Best
Cricketers’ trade cards, issued by
Rover, Wizard & Adventure c1958,
each signed by the player featured.
Players/signatures are May,
Simpson, Wardle, Statham, Lock,
Cowdrey, Robertson, Evans,
McConnon, Spooner, P.Richardson,
L. Jackson, Parks, Milton, Tyson,
Titmus, Insole, Shackleton,
Appleyard, Trueman, Palmer,
Tattersall and A. Watkins. G - cricket

£50/70

355 Signed trade cards. Selection of
thirteen ‘County Cricketer’ trade
cards, issued by Rover, Wizard &
Adventure c1958, each signed by
the player featured.
Players/signatures are Carr, C. Cook,
Lowson, Oakman, Bailey, Wardle,
Insole, Watson, Illingworth, D.V.
Smith, N.I.Thomson, Horton and
M.J.K. Smith. Some adhesive marks
to backs, odd faults, good - cricket

£30/50

356 Signed trade cards. Selection of
nineteen ‘Cricketer’ colour trade
cards issued by A&BC c1950/60’s,
each signed by the player featured.
Players/signatures are Insole,
Trueman, Tyson, Bailey, A. Watkins,
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Illingworth, Subba Row, Horton,
Titmus, Bedser, Moss, Oakman,
Tattersall, K. Andrew, M.J.K. Smith,
Shackleton, Close, Simpson and
Parks . G - cricket £30/50

357 ‘Carrs Sports’. Cricket card series
1967. Nine cards, from the set of
twenty colour cards, each signed by
the player featured. Signatures are
G. Sobers, T. Graveney, J.Parks, B.
Simpson (Aust), B.Close, C.
Cowdrey, J. Murray, C. Bland and
E.R. Dexter. G £30/50

358 ‘County Cricketers 1990’. Twenty
colour collector cards from the set of
fifty, issued by County Print Services,
each signed by the player featured.
Signatures include Rhodes, Gooch,
C. Broad, Ramprakash, Blakey, Hick,
Fraser, Watkinson, Foster, Munton,
Benson, J. Morris etc. Adhesive
marks to back of cards at top and
bottom otherwise in good condition.
One card duplicated - cricket

£25/35

359 ‘1956 Cricketers’, 1st & 2nd series.
Eleven colour and mono collector
cards from the sets of fifty, issued by
Kane Products, each signed by the
player featured. Signatures are
Titmus, R.T.Simpson (2), Trueman,
Watkins, Tyson, Graveney, T. Bailey,
Appleyard, Evans, P.Richardson and
Brian Close. Adhesive marks to back
of one card otherwise in good
condition - cricket £30/40

360 ‘Cricket’, 2nd Series. Twenty four
colour collector cards from a set of
fifty, issued by Geo Bassett & Co,
each signed by the player featured.
Signatures include Denness, Gooch,
Botham, Taylor, Balderstone,
Edmonds, Larkins, Radley, Willis,
Brearley, Old, Jesty, Randall, Gower,
Lever etc. G - cricket £30/40

361 South Africa 1931. ‘Springbok
Rugby & Cricket Teams 1931’. The
United Tobacco Co Ltd, Cape Town.
Twelve cards of South African
cricketers from the rare set of forty
seven cigarette cards of South
African rugby and cricket players,
each signed by the player featured.
Signatures are A.J. Bell, S.H. Curnow,
B. Mitchell, K.G. Viljoen, C.L.
Vincent, X. Balaskas, D.P.B. Morkel,
J.A.J. Christy, S.F. Steyn, L. Brown,
E.A. Van Der Merwe and H.W.
Taylor. Some wear to card

extremities, handwritten annotation
and staining to the face of the
Christy card, Adhesive marks to
verso of the Taylor card otherwise in
good condition. Rare in this signed
form £60/90

362 West Indies Test Cricketers. Eleven
trade cards, each signed by the
player featured. Signatures are E.
Weekes, J. Hendriks, V. Richards, C.
Lloyd, Garner, J. Shepherd, Bishop,
Logie, R.E. Marshall and Harper.
Cards include Stimorol, Cricket 83,
County Print, ‘World’s Best
Cricketers’, Texaco etc. G £30/40

363 ‘West Indies Test Cricketers’.
Fourteen colour cards from various
series of cards produced by County
Print Services, each signed by the
player featured. Signatures are
Ambrose, Bishop, C. Lloyd, Hooper,
V. Richards, C. King, Boyce,
Fredericks, J. Shepherd, Holder,
Headley, Murray, Simmons and
Harper. VG - cricket £30/50

364 India. Green file containing a good
selection of signed trade cards, press
and copy photographs, signature
cards (some with signatures on
pieces, laid down), some on press
pictures etc. Signatures include
Mustaq Ali, Contractor, Bolde, Bedi,
Gavaskar, Umrigar, Engineer,
Srinath, Kirmani, Gaekwad, Mantri,
Roy, Azharuddin, Ganguly, Prasad,
Kapil Dev, Shastri, Kumble, Dravid
etc. Over fifty five signatures. Plus
two team photographs of the Indian
teams of 1946 and 1959. G - cricket

£40/60

365 Signed trade cards. Selection of nine
‘Cricketer’ colour trade cards issued
by A&BC c1950/60’s, each signed
by the player featured.
Players/signatures are B. Taylor, E.
Bedser, V. Wilson, N. Horner, R.
Marlar (signed to back), C. Ingleby-
MacKenzie, L. Harrison, D. Shepherd
and J. Pretlove. Sold with two ‘1961
Test Series’ A&BC cards of D.C.
Morgan and H. Horton, both signed,
the Horton card laid down to card.
Plus thirteen more modern trade
cards, the majority signed by the
player featured including N. Hill,
P.Marner, E. Meads, C. Ingleby-
MacKenzie, D. Ufton, C. Lloyd, A.
Metcalfe, W. Sutcliffe, V. Wilson, B.
Stott, M. Cowan etc. G - cricket

£25/35 

366 New Zealand. Famous
Cricketers/Classic Cricket Postcards’.
Eight colour and mono postcards of
New Zealand Test cricketers, each
signed by the player featured.
Signatures are G. Turner, M. Crowe,
Astle, S. Bond, M. Richardson, A.
Adams, S. Styris and D. Tuffey.  VG -
cricket £25/35

367 ‘New Zealand Cricketers 1958’
(Master Vending). Nine colour cards
from the set of sixteen trade cards,
each signed by the player featured.
Signatures are MacGibbon, Hayes,
Alabaster, Petrie, Sparling, Reid,
Ward, Blair and D’Arcy.G £30/50

368 ‘New Zealand Test Cricketers’. Seven
colour cards from various series of
cards produced by County Print
Services, each signed by the player
featured. Signatures are O’Sullivan,
Patel, M. Crowe, G. Turner, Parker, J.
Wright and R. Hadlee. VG - cricket 

£25/35

369 New Zealand. Green file containing
a good selection of signed trade
cards, press and copy photographs,
signature cards (some with
signatures on pieces, laid down),
some on press pictures etc.
Signatures include B. Taylor, Pollard,
Dowling, Patel, Nash, Edgar,
L.Cairns, Chatfield, R. Hadlee, I.
Smith, Bracewell, Astle, Coney,
Greatbatch, G. Turner, Crowe, W.
Hadlee, Cowie, Rabone, Reid, C.
Cairns, Cunis, Cave, Pollard,
Sparling, Playle, B. Sutcliffe, Moir,
Hastings, Congdon, Fleming,
Morrison, Nash, Parore, Donnelly,
Alabaster etc. Over one hundred
signatures. G - cricket £50/80

370 Pakistan Test Cricketers’. Seven
colour cards from various series of
cards produced by County Print
Services, each signed by the player
featured. Signatures are Mustaq
Mohammad, Zaheer Abbas, Majid
Khan, Sadiq Mohammad, Asif Iqbal,
Javed Miandad and Sarfraz Nawaz .
VG - cricket £25/35

371 Pakistan. Green file containing a
good selection of signed trade cards,
press and copy photographs,
signature cards (some with
signatures on pieces, laid down),
some on press pictures etc.
Signatures include A. Butt, S.
Ahmad, Anwar, Ibadulla, W.Younis,
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Alfridi, W. Akram, Y. Ahmed, I.
Alam, Zaheer, Imran Khan, Razzak,
S. Akhtar, Latiff, Nazir, Alimuddin, H.
Mohammad, Malik, M. Mohammad,
W. Bari, A. Qadir, J. Miandad, I.
Ahmed, A. Iqbal, M. Khan, S.
Mohammad, A. Masood etc. Over
seventy five signatures. G - cricket

£50/80

372 Pakistan. Red file containing over
150 postcard size, press
photographs, copy photographs,
press pictures & cuttings, some laid
down to cards etc, each signed by
the player featured. Signatures
include Riaz, K. Akmal, Gul, Kaneria,
Uoussef, Z. Iqbal, S. Anwar, I. Nazir,
A. Khan, W. Bari, H. Mohammad, I.
Faqik, T. Umar, S. Yousuf, M. Sami,
S. Alfridi, A. Iqbal, S. Mahmood, S.
Jaffer, Alimuddin, I. Khan, M. Khan,
Nazir, Zaheer, I. Alam, A. Sohail, W.
Younis, M. Mohammad, Y. Ahmed,
Alim-Ud-Din, Burki, I. Qasim, A.
Gul, Y. Khan, Sarfraz, Saqlain,
W.Akram, I. Ul Haq, N. Ashraf etc.
Odd duplication of signature. VG -
cricket £80/120

373 Pakistan. Green file containing over
75 postcard size, press photographs,
copy photographs etc, each signed
by the player featured. Signatures
include A. Iqbal, Miandad, A.
Masood, M. Kahal, A. Rehman, R.
Raja, I. Khan, M. Mohammad,
Ibadulla, Ifran, U. Amin, S. Nawaz,
A. Rauf, A. Qadir, I. Butt, W. Akram,
S. Mohammad, S. Butt, Zaheer, W.
Mohammad, A. Shafique, R. Alfridi,
S. Malik, T. Ali, F. Zaman, Rehamn, S.
Ahmed, L. Ali, S. Akhtar, M. Sami
etc. Odd duplication of signature.
VG - cricket £50/80

374 ‘Cricket Autograph Collectors Cards’
County Print Services 1990’s. Official
cream file containing 216 colour
cards, with over 210 signed by the
player featured. Signatures include
Cork, Hussain, Kasprowicz, Walsh,
Gower, Wasim Akram, Haynes,
Ambrose, Cairns, Adams, Lara,
Richardson, Fowler, Larkins, Gooch,
Broad, Hooper, Atherton, Lamb,
Curran, Mustaq Ahmed, Cuffy,
Waqar Younis, Donald, Gough etc.
The album contains an almost
complete set of the cards, unsigned.
Three of the cards have laid down
signatures to cards. Very good
condition - cricket £100/150

375 Douglas Robert Jardine. Surrey &
England 1921-1933. ‘Zat’ card series
(presented in Boy’s Mag) 1930.
Mono trade card signed in ink by
Jardine. G - cricket £40/60

376 Francis Thomas Mann. Middlesex &
England 1909-1931. Excellent
signed mono ‘Chums Cricketers’
1923 trade card of Mann. Signed in
black ink. Sold with a further A&BC
mono trade card of Bill Edrich of
Middlesex, signed in ink by Edrich.
Qty 2. G/VG - cricket £30/40

377 Arthur Percy Frank Chapman. Kent
& England 1924-1938. ‘Famous Test
Cricketers’. J. Millhoff & Co 1928.
Real photograph cigarette card,
nicely signed in ink to face by
Chapman. Larger ‘medium’ size
cards. Number 3 of 27 cards. G -
cricket £30/50

378 Robin Walter Vivian Robins.
Middlesex & England 1925-1951.
Ardath photocards c1930’s. Real
photograph cigarette card, nicely
signed in ink to face by Robins. G -
cricket £25/35

379 George Brown. Hampshire &
England 1908-1933. Mono trade
card of Brown, head and shoulders,
wearing Hampshire cap, signed in
ink by Brown. The card ‘Presented
with ‘The Vanguard’ (D.C.
Thomson) c1923/24. G - cricket

£25/35

380 John Gunn. Nottinghamshire &
England 1896-1925. Sepia trade
card of Gunn, head and shoulders,
wearing Nottinghamshire cap,
signed in ink by Gunn and dated
1924. The card ‘Presented with
‘Boys Magazine’ c1922. G - cricket

£25/35

381 Percy Holmes. Yorkshire & England
1913-1933. Sepia real photograph
trade card of Holmes, in batting
pose, wearing Yorkshire cap, signed
in ink by Holmes. The card given
away with Boy’s Realm ‘Famous
Cricketers’ 1922. Card no 7. G -
cricket £20/30

382 Abraham ‘Abe’ Waddington,
Yorkshire & England 1919-1927.
Mono real photograph trade card of
Waddington, head and shoulders,
wearing Yorkshire cap, signed in ink
by Waddington. The card by ‘Chums
Cricketers’ 1923. Card no 15. G -
cricket £20/30

383 Bill Bowes. Yorkshire & England
1929-1947. Colour Ardath ‘Cricket,
Tennis & Golf Celebrities’ 1935
cigarette card of Bowes, head and
shoulders, signed in ink by Bowes.
Card no 7. Good condition. Sold
with a further real photograph
cigarette card of Maurice Leyland of
Yorkshire, in batting pose, wearing
Yorkshire cap, signed in ink by
Leyland. Wills ‘Cricket Season 1928-
29’. Some creasing, faults. Qty 2 -
cricket £25/35

384 Alexander Stuart Kennedy.
Hampshire & England 1907-1936.
Mono Gallaher ‘Famous Cricketers’
cigarette card of Kennedy, in
bowling pose, signed in ink by
Kennedy. Card no 45. G - cricket

£15/25

385 Vallance W.C. Jupp. Sussex,
Northamptonshire & England 1909-
1938. Mono real photograph trade
card of Jupp, in bowling pose,
wearing Northamptonshire cap,
signed in ink by Jupp. Godfrey
Phillips ‘Cricketers’ 1924. G - cricket

£25/35

386 Maurice Tate. Sussex & England.
1912-1937. Mono ‘real photograph’
postcard size trade card of Tate, full
length, in batting pose. Nicely signed
in black ink by Tate. Card no. 82c.
Minor age toning otherwise in good
condition - cricket £30/50

387 Robert Allnutt Haywood.
Northamptonshire 1908-1924.
Godfrey Phillips real photograph
‘Series of Cricketers’ brown back
1924 cigarette card of Haywood,
nicely signed in ink to face. VG -
cricket £25/35

388 Frederick Ingram Walden.
Northamptonshire 1910-1929.
Godfrey Phillips real photograph
‘Series of Cricketers’ brown back
1924 cigarette card of Walden,
nicely signed in ink to face. VG -
cricket £25/35

389 Les G. Berry. Leicestershire 1924-
1951. Players 1934 cigarette card of
Berry, signed in ink. G - cricket

£20/30

390 ‘Derbyshire Test Cricketers’. Ten
cards from the set of twenty five
colour trade cards of Derbyshire
cricketers produced by County Print
Services, each signed by the player
featured. Signatures are Jackson,
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Carr, Mitchell, Hendrick, Barnett, B.
Wood, Taylor, Ward, Miller and
Malcolm. G - cricket £25/35

391 ‘Essex Test Cricketers’. Ten cards
from the set of twenty five colour
trade cards of Essex cricketers
produced by County Print Services,
each signed by the player featured.
Signatures are Hobbs, Bailey, Insole,
Lever, Hussain, Gooch, Foster,
Fletcher, Pringle and Childs . The
card of Bailey signed to verso. VG -
cricket £25/35

392 ‘Glamorgan Test Cricketers’. Ten
cards from the set of twenty five
colour trade cards of Glamorgan
cricketers produced by County Print
Services, each signed by the player
featured. Signatures are I.J.Jones,
Morris, Butcher, Watkin, Maynard,
Watkins, Walker, Lewis, A. Jones and
McConnon. VG - cricket £25/35

393 ‘Gloucestershire Test Cricketers’. Five
cards from the set of twenty five
colour trade cards of Gloucestershire
cricketers produced by County Print
Services, each signed by the player
featured. Signatures are D.R. Smith,
Athey, Milton, Mortimore and R.A.
Allen. VG - cricket £10/20

394 ‘Hampshire Test Cricketers’. Seven
cards from the set of twenty five
colour trade cards of Hampshire
cricketers produced by County Print
Services, each signed by the player
featured. Signatures are D.W. White,
R. Smith, Stephenson, Shackleton,
Terry, C. Smith and Cottam. VG -
cricket £15/25

395 ‘Kent Test Cricketers’. Nine cards
from the set of twenty five colour
trade cards of Kent cricketers
produced by County Print Services,
each signed by the player featured.
Signatures are Ellison, Dilley, Knott,
Denness, Luckhurst, Woolmer,
Tavare, Underwood and Chris
Cowdrey. VG - cricket £25/35

396 ‘Lancashire Test Cricketers’. Six cards
from the set of twenty five colour
trade cards of Lancashire cricketers
produced by County Print Services,
each signed by the player featured.
Signatures are Fowler, Fairbrother,
Tattersall, Atherton, Pullar and Lever.
VG - cricket £15/25

397 ‘Leicestershire Test Cricketers’.
Twelve cards from the set of twenty

five colour trade cards of
Leicestershire cricketers produced by
County Print Services, each signed
by the player featured. Signatures
are Birkenshaw, Palmer, Defreitas,
Balderstone, L. Taylor, Agnew,
Willey, Cook, Gower, Higgs,
Tolchard and Whittaker. VG - cricket 

£25/35

398 ‘Middlesex Test Cricketers’. Eleven
cards from the set of twenty five
colour trade cards of Middlesex
cricketers produced by County Print
Services, each signed by the player
featured. Signatures are Fraser,
Gatting, Emburey, F.G. Mann,
Titmus, Parfitt, Brearley, J.
Robertson, Murray, Downton and
Tufnell. VG - cricket £25/35

399 ‘Northamptonshire Test Cricketers’.
Twelve cards from the set of twenty
five colour trade cards of
Northamptonshire cricketers
produced by County Print Services,
each signed by the player featured.
Signatures are Andrew, Bailey,
Brookes, Larter, Larkins, Capel,
Subba Row, Steele, Lamb, Tyson,
Prideaux and Cook. VG - cricket 

£25/35

400 ‘Nottinghamshire Test Cricketers’.
Seven cards from the set of twenty
five colour trade cards of
Nottinghamshire cricketers produced
by County Print Services, each
signed by the player featured.
Signatures are Hemmings, Robinson,
B.C. Broad, Randall, Simpson, French
and Bolus. VG - cricket £15/25

401 ‘Somerset Test Cricketers’. Five cards
from the set of twenty five colour
trade cards of Somerset cricketers
produced by County Print Services,
each signed by the player featured.
Signatures are Mallender, Marks,
Caddick, Rose and Rumsey. VG -
cricket £10/20

402 ‘Sussex Test Cricketers’. Nine cards
from the set of twenty five colour
trade cards of Sussex cricketers
produced by County Print Services,
each signed by the player featured.
Signatures are Greig, D.V. Smith,
Thompson, Snow, Parks, Dexter,
Sheppard, Doggart and Oakman.
VG - cricket £25/35

403 ‘Surrey Test Cricketers’. Nine cards
from the set of twenty five colour
trade cards of Surrey cricketers

produced by County Print Services,
each signed by the player featured.
Signatures are Thorpe, Stewart,
Loader, Arnold, Pocock, Stewart,
Edrich, A.Bedser and Roope. VG -
cricket £25/35

404 ‘Warwickshire Test Cricketers’.
Seven cards from the set of twenty
five colour trade cards of
Warwickshire cricketers produced by
County Print Services, each signed
by the player featured. Signatures
are Amiss, Cartwright, Jameson,
M.J.K. Smith, Willis, D.J. Brown and
A.C. Smith. VG - cricket £15/25

405 ‘Worcestershire Test Cricketers’.
Nine cards from the set of twenty
five colour trade cards of
Worcestershire cricketers produced
by County Print Services, each
signed by the player featured.
Signatures are Flavell, Hick, Curtis,
Radford, D’Oliveira, Gifford,
Rhodes, Graveney and Horton. VG -
cricket £25/35

406 ‘Yorkshire Test Cricketers’. Seven
cards from the set of twenty five
colour trade cards of Yorkshire
cricketers produced by County Print
Services, each signed by the player
featured. Signatures are Old,
Moxon, Trueman, Close, Boycott,
Illingworth and Sharpe. VG - cricket 

£20/30

407 ‘Lancashire Test Cricketers’. Official
album containing a full set of twenty
five colour trade cards produced by
County Print Services, six have been
signed by the player featured.
Signatures are Fowler, Statham,
Fairbrother, Atherton, Wasim Akram
and Lever. The Atherton, Akram and
Fairbrother cards signed to verso. VG
- cricket £15/25

408 Graeme Beard and Steve Rixon.
Australian Tourists 1981. Cornhill
Insurance cards. Each signed in ink
by the player featured. The Rixon
card signed in slightly thicker pen. G
- cricket £30/50

409 John Lever. Cornhill Insurance card.
Series ‘A’. Signed by Lever. G/VG -
cricket £20/30

410 Derek Underwood. Cornhill
Insurance card. Series ‘A’. Signed by
Underwood. Minor creasing and
wear to card otherwise in good
condition - cricket £15/25
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411 Graham Stevenson. Cornhill
Insurance card. Series ‘B’. Signed by
Stevenson. Minor creasing and wear
to card otherwise in good condition -
cricket £10/20

412 Cornhill Insurance cards. Series ‘C’.
Twenty seven signed colour cards
from series ‘C’. Cards are Downton,
Jarvis, Fowler, Cook (2, different),
Broad, Whittaker, Athey, Robinson,
Gatting, A. Lloyd, Ellison (2,
different), Childs, Willis, Allott, L.
Taylor, Lamb, Gower (2, different),
French, Edmonds, Larkins,
Fairbrother, Capel, Pocock and
Willey. Faults to odd card, good -
cricket £50/70

413 Cornhill Insurance cards. Series ‘D’.
Four signed colour cards from series
‘D’. Cards are Stephenson, Small,
Moxon and G.Thomas. Plus three
signed cards which appear to be
copies of Tavare, Newport and
Curtis. G - cricket £20/30

414 Cornhill Insurance cards. Series ‘E’.
Thirteen signed colour cards from
series ‘E’. Cards are Bailey, Lawrence,
Malcolm, Russell, R. Smith, Fraser,
Defreitas, Stewart, Munton,
Atherton, Bicknell, Hemmings &
Williams. Plus two signed cards
which appear to be copies of Morris
and Watkin. G - cricket £25/35

415 Cornhill Insurance cards. Series ‘G’.
Fifteen signed colour cards from
series ‘G’. Cards are Lathwell,
Pringle, Emburey, Illott (2, different),
Maynard, Hussain, Such, McCague,
Foster, Gooch, Watkin, Malcolm,
Illingworth and Thorpe. Sold with a
signed Series ‘F’ card of Ian Botham.
Qty 16. G - cricket £25/35

416 Cornhill Insurance cards. Series ‘H’.
Eighteen signed colour cards from
series ‘H’. Cards are Udal, Reeve,
Defreitas, Gooch, Smith, Benjamin,
Fletcher, R.Illingworth, Rhodes,
Taylor, Crawley, Bolus, Ramprakash,
Ilott, Salisbury, Titmus, Stewart and
Tufnell. G  - cricket £30/50

417 Cornhill Insurance cards. Series ‘I’.
Twenty six signed colour cards from
series ‘I’. Cards are A.Hollioake,
Ealham, Gallian, Patel, Hick, Irani,
Cork, Hick, Fraser, Russell, S.Brown,
B.Taylor, Watkinson, Lewis, Mullally,
Gough (2, each different), Atherton
(2), Croft, Caddick, Hussain, Knight,

White, Martin and Wells. G - cricket 
£30/50

418 Cornhill Insurance cards. Series ‘J’.
Twenty one signed colour cards from
series ‘J’. Cards are Silverwood,
Knight, Ramprakash, Headley,
Flintoff, Gough, Hick, Cork, Butcher,
D.Lloyd, Caddick, Croft, Tudor,
Stewart, A.Hollioake, Maddy, Habib,
James, B.Hollioake, Crawley and
Ealham. G - cricket £30/50

419 Cornhill Insurance cards. Series ‘K’.
Fourteen signed colour cards from
series ‘K’. Cards are Vaughan,
Gough (two, each different),
Ramprakash, Stewart, Cork,
Headley, Flintoff, Trescothick,
Schofield, Knight, Hoggard, Giddins
and Croft. G - cricket £25/35

420 ‘World of Cricket 83’. Seventy five
Panini colour trade cards of players,
each signed by the player featured.
Signatures include B. Wood,
D.Steele, Boycott, Slack, D. Bairstow,
Old, Gower, C. Broad, Brearley,
Dilley, Gooch, Fletcher, Lever,
Moxon, Randall, Radley,
Underwood, Willis etc. Some cards
laid down to white cards with titles
below. In black folder. G £40/60

421 South Africa. Selection of eleven
trade cards, each signed hy the
player featured. Signatures are T.
Goddard and J. McGlew (‘World
Best Cricketers’, Bacher, Bland,
Lindsay, Van Der Merwe, Barlow and
G. Pollock (County Print), J. Cook
(County Cricketers 1990), Le Roux
(World of Cricket 83) and Wessels
(Bassett). G  - cricket £25/35

422 Cornhill cards. Collection of forty
seven colour cards, each signed by
the player featured. Various series,
two series C cards of Fowler and
Pocock noted. Sold with a mixed
collection of signed fourteen
Classic/T.C.C.B./Sky postcards
including Botham, Willis, Anderson,
Key, Cork, Foster etc. G/VG - cricket

£30/50

423 Keith Miller, Australia. ‘International
Cricketers/ Classic Cricket
Postcards’. Postcard number 93,
signed to the face by Miller. VG

£20/30

424 Keith Miller, Australia. ‘Cricket Hall
of Fame Series’ mono trade card of

Miller, getting out of a London taxi,
issued by M.R.R. Ltd signed to the
face by Miller. VG £20/30

425 M.R.R. Ltd. ‘Cricket Hall of Fame
Series’ etc. Sixteen mono postcards,
each signed by the player featured.
Signatures are Close, The Bedser
Twins, Graveney, Denness, Gower
(2, different), Gooch, Randall,
Gatting, Brearley, Colin Cowdrey,
Sheppard, Boycott, Willis, Dexter
and Illingworth. VG £30/50

426 J/V series postcards. Collection of
seventeen signed mono and colour
postcards of mainly Test players,
each signed by the player featured.
Players are Underwood, Boycott,
Edrich, Willis, Illingworth, Snow,
D’Oliveira, Amiss, Knott (2,
different), Botham (2, different, one
colour/one mono), Gower, Gatting,
Lamb (2) and Broad. G/VG - cricket

£30/50

427 ‘International Cricketers/T.C.C.B/
Classic Cricket Postcards’. Collection
of thirty seven cards each signed by
the player featured. Signatures
include Botham (2, different), J.
Edrich, S. Jones, Graveney, Willis,
Knight, Vaughan, Flintoff, Caddick
(2), Hoggard, Dawson, Croft,
Mahmood, Fraser, Cork, Foster,
Thorpe, Udal, Atherton, White,
Malcolm etc. Odd duplication. Sold
with six further modern postcards,
each signed by the player featured
including Malcolm, Reeve, Chris
Cowdrey, Larkins, Gooch etc, mainly
Stamp Publicity colour cards VG

£50/70

428 Brian Lara, Malcom Marshall and
Courtney Walsh. Three mono
M.R.R. Ltd ‘Cricket Hall of Fame’
postcards, each signed by the player
featured. VG - cricket £30/50

429 West Indies. International
Cricketers/T.C.C.B/ E.C.B. /Classic
Cricket Postcards’.Thirteen colour
postcards of West Indian Test
cricketers, each signed by the player
featured. Signatures include Bravo,
Chanderpaul, Collins, Adams, Rose,
McLean, Hooper, C. Lloyd,
Ambrose, Richardson etc. Two cards
duplicated. VG - cricket £30/50

430 Pakistan. Famous
Cricketers/T.C.C.B./Classic Cricket
Postcards’. Seven colour and mono
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postcards of Pakistan Test cricketers,
each signed by the player featured.
Signatures are Zaheer, Imran Khan,
Waseem Akram, Mustaq Ahmed,
Danesh Kaneria, Shahid Alfridi and
Shoaib Akhtar.  VG - cricket £25/35

431 Yorkshire. Selection of signed trade
cards. Cornhill signed cards of
Moxon (Series C) and Gough, two
signed cards of Sidebottom and
White (Classic), Yorkshire Phoenix
signed card of Gough, C.M.S. signed
cards of Padgett and Old, three
signed ‘County Print’ Yorkshire Test
Cricketers trade cards of Sharpe, Old
and Moxon and five signed ‘County
Print’ c1992/93 trade cards of Jarvis,
Metcalfe, Robinson, R. Richardson
and Moxon. VG - cricket £25/35

432 Len Hutton. Yorkshire & England
1934-1955. Mono photograph,cut
from a postcard, of Hutton in batting
pose wearing Yorkshire cap. Nicely
signed in ink by Hutton. 2.25”x3.5”.
VG - cricket £20/30

433 Arthur Edward Fagg. Kent &
England 1932-1957. Mono real
photograph postcard of Fagg, three
quarter length, wearing Kent blazer.
Signed in ink by Fagg. B.C. Flemons
of Tonbridge. Slight wear to
signature. G - cricket £40/60

434 Len Hutton. Mono postcard of
Hutton batting. ‘Famous Cricketers’
series. Signed by Hutton in blue ink.
G - cricket £15/25

435 Geoffrey B. Legge. Kent & England
1924-1931. Signed mono real
photograph postcard of Legge,
sitting in a chair wearing striped
blazer and Kent cap. Fisk Moore
postcard. G/VG - cricket £60/90

436 Nigel David Howard. Lancashire &
England 1946-1953. Postcard sized
plain back photograph of Howard
practising with the bat during the
Hampshire v Lancashire match
played at Portsmouth June 20th
1951. Nicely signed in ink by
Howard. VG - cricket £30/50

Howard made 72 in the first innings

437 Cyril Poole. Nottinghamshire &
England 1948-1962. Mono real
photograph postcard of Poole, head
and shoulders, with name and
county printed to lower border.
Signed in ink by Poole. Sporting
Handbooks Ltd. G - cricket £20/30

438 E.R. ‘Ted’ Dexter. Sussex & England
1957-1968. Mono real photograph
postcard of Dexter, head and
shoulders, with name and county
printed to lower border. Signed in ink
by Dexter. Sporting Handbooks Ltd.
G - cricket £20/30

439 John James Warr. Middlesex &
England 1949-1960. Mono real
photograph postcard of Warr, head
and shoulders, with name and
county printed to lower border.
Signed in ink by Warr. Sporting
Handbooks Ltd. Slight smudge to
signature, good - cricket £15/25

440 Fred Ridgway. Kent & England
1946-1961. Mono real photograph
postcard of Ridgway, head and
shoulders, with name and county
printed to lower border. Signed in ink
by Ridgway. Similar to Sporting
Handbooks Ltd cards. G - cricket

£18/25

441 Ken Palmer. Somerset & England
1955-1969. Mono real photograph
postcard of Palmer, head and
shoulders, with name and county
printed to lower border. Signed in ink
by Palmer. Similar to Sporting
Handbooks Ltd cards. G - cricket

£18/25

442 Doug Insole. Essex & England 1947-
1963. Mono real photograph
postcard of Insole, half length,
wearing Essex sweater. Signed in ink
by Insole. G - cricket £25/35

443 Fred Ridgway. Kent & England
1946-1961. Mono real photograph
plainback postcard of Ridgway, three
quarter length, with name and
county printed to lower border.
Signed in ink by Ridgway. B.C.
Flemons of Tonbridge. G - cricket

£25/35

444 Jim Laker and Arthur McIntyre.
Surrey & England. Two sepia real
photograph postcards of the two
players, each signed in ink. Postcards
by F.C. Dick, Oval Bookstall.
Adhesive marks to the back of the
Laker card otherwise in good
condition - cricket £30/50

445 Richard Hutton. Yorkshire & England
1962-1974. Mono plainback real
photograph postcard of Hutton
walking from the field having batted
for Cambridge University. Signed in
ink by Hutton. VG - cricket £25/35

446 Robert Appleyard. Yorkshire &
England 1950-1958. Mono
plainback real photograph postcard
of Appleyard head and shoulders
wearing Yorkshire tie. Signed in ink
by Appleyard. VG - cricket £25/35

447 Alan Brown. Kent & England 1957-
1970. Mono real photograph
plainback postcard of Brown, half
length, with name and county
printed to lower border. Signed in ink
by Brown. Hunt of Tonbridge. G -
cricket £25/35

448 Peter B.H. May. Surrey & England
1950-1963. Mono real photograph
postcard of May, head and
shoulders, with name and county
printed to lower border. Signed in ink
by May. Valentine’s. G - cricket

£25/35

449 Arthur Milton. Gloucestershire &
England 1948-1974. Excellent mono
real photograph plain back postcard
of Milton, head and shoulders. A.
Wilkes & Son, West Bromwich.
Signed by Milton to image. VG -
cricket £30/40

450 South Africa 1947. Mono real
photograph postcard of the South
African team to England 1947.
Nicely signed in ink to verso by
seven members of the team.
Signatures are Nourse, Ovenstone,
Begbie, Lindsay, Viljoen, Fullerton,
Smith and Manager, A.S. Frames.
Postcard by W.E. Green of London.
Odd faults, good - cricket £30/40

451 Garry Sobers. Barbados
Independence postcard 1966, first
day of issue, signed to face by Garry
Sobers. VG  - cricket £15/25

452 Lee Irvine. Essex & South Africa
1968-1970. Excellent mono real
photograph plain back postcard of
Hedges, head and shoulders wearing
cricket attire. Signed to face by
Irvine. A. Wilkes & Son, West
Bromwich. VG - cricket £30/40

453 Alan Liddell. Northamptonshire
1952-1955. Excellent mono real
photograph plain back postcard of
Liddell, head and shoulders wearing
cricket attire. A. Wilkes & Son, West
Bromwich. VG - cricket £20/30

454 Austin D.G. Matthews.
Northamptonshire & England. 1927-
1936. Excellent mono real
photograph plain back postcard of
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Matthews, head and shoulders,
wearing blazer. A. Wilkes & Son,
West Bromwich. VG - cricket

£25/35

455 Arthur L. Wells. Northamptonshire.
1954-1955. Excellent mono real
photograph plain back postcard of
Wells, head and shoulders, wearing
cricket sweater. A. Wilkes & Son,
West Bromwich. Date stamped to
reverse 3rd June 1954. VG - cricket

£20/30

456 Denis W.A. Vann.
Northamptonshire. 1936-1937.
Excellent mono real photograph
postcard of Vann, half length,
wearing cricket sweater. A. Wilkes &
Son, West Bromwich. Dated 1936.
Irregular trim to left hand border, VG
- cricket £25/35

457 Haydn Sully. Northamptonshire.
1964-1969. Excellent mono real
photograph plain back postcard of
Sully, head and shoulders, wearing
cricket sweater. A. Wilkes & Son,
West Bromwich. Date stamped to
reverse 12th June 1965. VG - cricket

£20/30

458 John Edward Timms.
Northamptonshire. 1925-1949.
Excellent mono real photograph
postcard of Timms, head and
shoulders, wearing cricket sweater.
A. Wilkes & Son, West Bromwich.
Dated 1937. VG. Card slightly larger
than normal - cricket £25/35

459 Alexander William Snowden.
Northamptonshire. 1931-39.
Excellent mono real photograph
postcard of Snowden, head and
shoulders, wearing cricket sweater
and blazer. A. Wilkes & Son, West
Bromwich.  VG. Card slightly larger
than normal  - cricket £25/35

460 Norman Oldfield. Northamptonshire
& England. 1948-1954. Excellent
mono real photograph postcard of
Oldfield, head and shoulders,
wearing cricket blazer. A. Wilkes &
Son, West Bromwich. VG - cricket

£20/30

461 Lewis McGibbon. Northamptonshire
1957-1959. Excellent mono real
photograph postcard of McGibbon,
head and shoulders, wearing cricket
sweater. White border to base of
card. Series unknown. VG - cricket

£20/30

462 Dr. C.B. Clarke. Northamptonshire &
West Indies 1946-1949. Excellent
mono postcard size photograph of
Clarke, head and shoulders, wearing
cricket shirt. Taken in May 1947.
Sold with three copy photographs,
all postcard size of P.A. Wright, the
three Denton Brother and the
County Ground at Northampton
1912. Qty 4. VG - cricket £30/40

463 ‘South Africa Cricket Touring Team
1947’. Excellent mono real
photograph plain back postcard of
the team seated and standing in
rows wearing tour caps and
sweaters. A. Wilkes & Son, West
Bromwich. VG - cricket £20/30

464 Sussex C.C.C. 1953. Excellent mono
real photograph plain back postcard
of the team seated and standing in
rows wearing cricket attire with title
and players names to lower border.
A. Wilkes & Son, West Bromwich. G
- cricket £20/30

465* Wilfred Frederick Frank Price.
Middlesex & England 1926-47.
Mono real photograph plainback
postcard/photograph of Price, head
and shoulders, wearing cricket
blazer. A. Wilkes & Son, West
Bromwich. VG. Card slightly larger
than normal - cricket £25/35

466 Mike Page. Derbyshire. 1964-75.
Excellent mono real photograph
plain back postcard of Page, head
and shoulders wearing cricket attire.
Signed to the front by Page. A.
Wilkes & Son, West Bromwich. VG -
cricket £25/35

467 Australian tours to England. Original
postcards of the 1930 (Bolland),
1953, 1953 (Walkers), 1956 (three,
two different) and 1979 (World Cup,
Stamp Publicity). Plus three sepia
postcards of Hornibrook, Walker and
Oldfield from the 1930 series. One
of the 1956 postcards is signed to
verso by Benaud, Wilson and
Langley in ink. Qty 10. G - cricket

£30/50

468 C.B. Fry. Hampshire & England.
1892-1922. Excellent sepia real
photograph postcard of Fry, full
length at the crease playing a
backward defensive stroke.
Photograph by Foster of Brighton c
1905. G/VG - cricket £30/50

469 Yorkshire c1902. Real photograph
mono postcard of the Yorkshire
team, standing and seated in rows,
wearing Yorkshire caps including
Irving Washington to top left. Series
unknown. Sold with a further Dainty
postcard of the ‘Yorkshire XI’ c1908.
Odd minor faults, good - cricket

£20/30

470 Frank Stanley Jackson. Yorkshire &
England. Two mono postcards of
Jackson, in batting and bowling
pose. Wrench Series 1656 and
Hartmann 1374. Odd faults, good -
cricket £20/30

471 Yorkshire. Three postcards, the first
of Hirst, Haigh and Rhodes of
Yorkshire (Blake Lee Guest House)
1905, W.Rhodes (Warner’s Team
Series. John Walker) and colour
postcard of J. Tunnicliffe
(Valentines). Odd faults, good -
cricket £20/30

472 Yorkshire. Sepia postcard of the
Yorkshire team of 1904 with Hawke
Captain, note to back ‘Just come
from the match.... Tykes won by
230. The Champion Team’. Photo by
Durhams Ltd, Leeds. Sold with a
further further mono card of the
Yorkshire team c1905, series
unknown. Off faults, good - cricket

£20/30

473 Yorkshire. Sepia postcard of the
Yorkshire team of 1904 with Hawke
Captain, note to back ‘Just come
from the match.... Tykes won by
230. The Champion Team’. Photo by
Durhams Ltd, Leeds. Sold with a
further further mono card of the
Yorkshire team c1905, series
unknown and a Star Series card of
the Yorkshire team from the same
period. Odd faults, good. Qty 3 -
cricket £20/30

474 Yorkshire. Two sepia postcards of
Yorkshire teams c1935-1939, both
by Charles of Leeds. Sold with a
further trimmed plainback postcard
from the same period featuring
Sellers as Captain (adhesive marks to
verso) G - cricket £25/35

475 Yorkshire 1948-1971. Selection of
four mono real photograph
postcards featuring the Yorkshire
teams of 1948 (Chas P. Price of
Leeds- plainback), c1953
(unknown), 1960 (unknown
plainback) and 1971 (unknown-
plainback). G - cricket £30/40
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476 Herbert Sutcliffe. Yorkshire &
England 1919-1945. Mono real
photograph postcard of Sutcliffe,
half length, wearing M.C.C. blazer.
Nicely signed in ink by Sutcliffe. Pink
card to verso, card face a little
grubby. G - cricket £40/60

477 Yorkshire C.C.C. Mono postcard of
Scofield Haigh, George Hirst and
Wilfred Rhodes seated and standing
wearing suits in the gardens of Blake
Lee Guest House, Marsden, 21st
October 1905. Photograph by J.E.
Shaw. Odd minor blemish, otherwise
G/VG - cricket £20/30

478 Yorkshire C.C.C. Two mono
postcards featuring Schofield Haigh
in bowling pose and David Denton,
both ‘Dainty Series’. Also two other
mono postcards of the same images,
publisher unknown. Generally
G/VG. Qty 4 - cricket £30/40 

479 Yorkshire C.C.C. Two mono
postcards featuring George Hirst,
one in batting pose, the other in
bowling pose by Parkinson & roy,
Leeds. Also a mono postcard of John
Tunnicliffe, ‘Dainty Series’, and one
of Wilfred Rhodes, publisher
unknown. Generally G/VG. Qty 4 -
cricket £30/40 

480 Yorkshire C.C.C. Record opening
stand-Herbert Sutcliffe and Percy
Holmes. Yorkshire and England
1932. Mono postcard showing the
scoreboard at Leyton with the
Yorkshire record 1st wicket stand of
555 and Hutton and Holmes stood
beneath in 1932. Sutcliffe scored
313 and Holmes 224no. This is still
the record opening stand for
Yorkshire and is second in the overall
record for the first wicket. G/VG -
cricket £30/40

481 Yorkshire C.C.C. 1903. Mono real
photograph postcard of the team
seated and standing in rows in caps
and blazers. Rotary photographic
series no. 3813. Scarce. G/VG -
cricket £20/30

482 Roy Kilner, Yorkshire and England,
1911-27. Unusual and rare private
edition sepia real photograph
postcard of Kilner with his son on the
sands c1920. Publisher unknown.
Probably unique. G/VG - cricket

£30/40

483 George Herbert Hirst. Yorkshire &
England, 1891-1929. ‘G.H. Hirst’.
Mono postcard, unusually printed on
a silver background, of Hirst, full
length, in bowling pose. Publisher
unknown. G/VG. Rare in this silver
form - cricket £30/40

484 Len Hutton & Willie Watson 1953.
Excellent mono real photograph
postcard of Hutton and Watson
leaving the field having batted at
Scarborough in 1953 with crowd to
background. Walkers Studio,
Scarborough. Names handwritten to
verso. G - cricket £25/35

The photograph was probably taken
during the Players v Gentlemen on
the 5th-8th September 1953 where
Hutton made 241 and Watson 143

484a Andrew Sandham. Surrey & England
1911-1937. Signed sepia real
photograph postcard of Sandham,
head and shoulders, wearing
England blazer. Series unknown.
Adhesive mark to back otherwise in
good condition - cricket £40/60

485 John Edrich. Surrey & England,
1956-1978. Original mono real
photograph plain back postcard of a
youthful Edrich, head and shoulders
in crickets attire. Nicely signed to the
front in black ink by Edrich.
Published by F.C. Dick, Oval
Bookstall. G/VG - cricket £25/35

486 Surrey C.C.C. Five mono real
photograph postcards of Surrey
players, Strudwick, Hayward,
Holmes, Sandham and Lees. Various
series including ‘Rotophot’ and
‘Lindley’. Also a mono postcard of
Strudwick, published in Germany,
Hartmann. Qty 6. G/VG - cricket

£40/60

487 Middlesex & Surrey C.C.C. Three
mono real photograph postcards of
Middlesex players, Warner,
Bosanquet and Hendren. Sold with
two Surrey postcards, one of
Hayward and the other of Braund as
an umpire. Various series. Qty 5. G -
cricket £30/50

488 John Berry ‘Jack’ Hobbs. Surrey &
England, 1905-1934. Mono real
photograph postcard of Hobbs in
batting pose in the nets. Nicely
signed by Hobbs. The postcard was
sent to Don Bradman, by Mr E.H.
Church, at the County Ground,

Nottingham, ‘Thank you for your
kind and prompt reply. I am sorry it
happens so, for you and Jack Hobbs
could have made the match a huge
success. My best wishes to you
personally for remainder of tour’,
signed ‘E.H. Church’ and dated 7th
July, which corresponds with
Bradman playing for Australia v
Nottinghamshire at Trent Bridge on
the 1930 tour to England. Small
crease to lower left corner, otherwise
G/VG - cricket £50/80

489 ‘A New Record by (Jack) Hobbs’.
Raphael Tuck & Sons Gramophone
Record Postcards. ‘A Record Novelty
in Picture Cards’. Original
gramophone record postcard with
small disc 3.5” diameter, with centre
playing hole, attached to a postcard
featuring Hobbs to right hand side.
Complete with original Tuck
matching envelope. Series T. Rare.
VG - cricket £70/100

490 ‘A New Record by (Jack) Hobbs’.
Raphael Tuck & Sons Gramophone
Record Postcards. ‘A Record Novelty
in Picture Cards’. Original
gramophone record postcard with
small disc 3.5” diameter, with centre
playing hole, attached to a postcard
featuring Hobbs to right hand side.
Series T. Sold with a folding
advertising leaflet for the Tuck’s
Gramophone Records Postcards,
which lists the contents of Series ‘A’
to ‘Q’. Also an official typed letter on
elaborately designed Tuck’s headed
paper to a customer acknowledging
her request for a specimen of the
Hobbs record postcard. Rare. VG -
cricket £80/120

491 ‘Worcester C.C.C. County
Champions 1964’. Two signed mono
real photograph postcards of J.A.
Flavell and Don Kenyon. Paper
backing laid down to verso of cards,
some wear, generally good. Qty 2 -
cricket £20/30

492 Mohammad E.Z. Ghazali. Pakistan
1954. Mono plainback postcard of
Ghazali, wearing cricket attire and
Test cap in batting pose. G £20/30

493 ‘Ames skittled’. M.C.C. tour of
Australia 1932/33. ‘Bodyline’.
Excellent original rare ‘real
photograph’ postcard of Les Ames
being dismissed for four during the
2nd Test in Melbourne which
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Australia won by 111 runs. Produced
by the Melbourne Herald Feature
Service. The card has printed caption
and copyright stamp to reverse with
details. Postally unused and in
generally good/very good condition
- cricket £30/50

494 Northamptonshire C.C. 1909.
Excellent sepia real photograph
postcard of the Northamptonshire
team, standing and seated in rows,
the majority in blazers. Series
unknown. G  - cricket £15/25

495 Reginald Erskine ‘Tip’ Foster. Oxford
University, Worcestershire &
England, 1897-1912. Mono real
photograph postcard of Foster, full
length in batting pose. Publisher
unknown. Postally used, post
marked 4th July 1908. Minor
ageing, otherwise G - cricket£25/35

496 K.S. Ranjitsinhji and C.B. Fry. Mono
postcard of Ranjitsinhji and Fry full
length in cricket attire and blazers.
‘Lindley Series’. G/VG - cricket

£20/30

497 William Gilbert Grace.
Gloucestershire, London County &
England, 1870-1908. Mono real
photograph postcard of Grace
standing full length in cricket attire
beside H.R.H. The Prince of Wales in
suit and boater holding a walking
stick. Photograph by Ernest Brooks,
published by J. Beagles & Co,
London. G/VG - cricket £20/30

498 John M. Blackham, Australia. Rare
mono postcard of Blackham in
wicketkeeping pose. With printed
facsimile signature. G/VG - cricket

£40/60

499 Warwickshire C.C.C. 1903. Mono
photograph postcard of the team
seated and standing in rows in
cricket attire. County Cricket series.
Correspondence and players’ names
hand written to front. Postally used.
G - cricket £20/30

500 Alfred Percy ‘Tich’ Freeman. Kent,
1914-1936. Mono real photograph
postcard of Freeman, full length,
wearing Kent cap and blazer.
Published by B. & W. Fisk-Moore of
Canterbury c1926. Excellent image.
VG - cricket £25/35

501 John William Henry Tyler Douglas.
Essex, London County & England,
1901-28. Mono real photograph

postcard of a youthful Douglas, full
length, in cricket attire. Published by
Foster of Brighton. Excellent image.
G/VG - cricket £40/60

502 John Gordon Williamson.
Northamptonshire, 1958-62. Mono
real photograph postcard of
Williamson, head and shoulders, in
cricket attire. Published by Sporting
Handbooks, London. Minor
adhesive marks to verso, otherwise
G/VG - cricket £20/30

503 Bernard James Tindal Bosanquet.
Middlesex, Oxford University &
England, 1898-1919. Mono real
photograph postcard of Bosanquet,
full length, in bowling pose.
Publisher unknown. Some creasing
and adhesive marks to verso,
otherwise G - cricket £30/40

504 George Geary. Leicestershire &
England, 1912-1938. Mono real
photograph postcard of Bosanquet,
full length, in bowling pose.
Published by Nias of Brighton. Hand
written name in ink to front, minor
adhesive mark to verso, otherwise
G/VG. Nice image - cricket £30/40

505 South African tours to England
1907-1955. Selection of nine mono
postcards of touring teams including
the 1907 tour (2, Topical & Living
Picture Series), 1912 (Beagles), 1924
(Jaeger), 1929  (Jaeger), 1929
(Smith), 1935 (AWS), 1947 (R.A.)
and 1955 (unknown). Five card are
real photograph postcards - cricket

£30/40

506 England team postcards,
photographs etc. Selection including
‘The Team who brought back the
Ashes’ M.C.C. 1928/29, ‘England’s
Test Team’ 1926, England 1956 etc.
Qty 6. G  - cricket £20/30

507 West Indies tours to England 1928-
1979. Selection of seven mono
postcards and one photograph of
touring teams, the 1928 tour (2,
both B.P. Ltd, one R/P), 1933
(official), 1939 (unknown), 1950
(Scarborough, laid down to card),
1950 (photograph), 1957 (official)
and 1979 (Stamp Publicity) - cricket

£30/40

508 India. Selection of six mono and
colour postcards of Indian teams. All
India 1932 (Hills & Lacy), All India
1936 (Norvic Mill), All India 1946

(Wilkes), India 1979 (Stamp
Publicity) and two colour cards from
the 1999 World Cup, one signed by
Gavaskar. G - cricket £30/50

509 Indian tour of England 1932.
Selection of pages cut and trimmed,
taken from the original tour
brochure, and signed by sixteen
members of the touring party in ink.
Signatures are Nayudu, Patiala,
Colah, Amarsingh, Wazir Ali, Navle,
Palia, Jahngir Khan, Marshall, Nisar,
Nazir Ali (faint), Lall Singh,
Mahomed, Godambe, Naoomal and
Kapadia. G - cricket £70/100

510 ‘Signatures of the English Cricketers
in Australia 1928-29’. ‘3LO
Dominion Broadcasting Pty Ltd’
postcard showing the signatures of
the England team to face. Sold with
four other postcards of the Skegness
& District team who played G.L.
Jessop’s XI in September 1922, Star
Series postcards, one of John Gunn
(crease) and the other of Killick, Cox
and Bland of Sussex and a further
postcard of Bland of Sussex ‘I Mean
it this Time’ (Hartmann). Some
faults, generally good - cricket

£25/35

511 New Zealand. Selection of four
mono postcards, mainly real
photograph, and two photographs
of New Zealand teams. New Zealand
1931 (Angus Thomas), 1937
(unknown), 1958 (official), 1965
(postcard size photograph), 1970’s
(postcard size photograph), signed
by Richard Hadlee and 1979 (Stamp
Publicity). G - cricket £30/40

512 Cricket postcards. Selection, A.C.
MaClaren in batting pose, Photo by
E. Hawkins, series unknown. Posted
1906, Lord Dalmeny (Star Series),
‘The Winning Hit’ (Living Picture
Series) postmarked 1907 and a real
photograph postcard of a cricket
match being played in Nigeria.. Qty
4. Odd faults, generally good -
cricket £20/30

513 Arthur Frederick Augustus Lilley.
Warwickshire & England, 1894-
1911. ‘A.A. Lilley. Wicket-Keeping’.
Mono postcard on printed green
background from an original
photograph by G.W. Beldam of
Lilley, full length, in wicket keeping
pose. ‘Famous Fielders. In the Open’
series no. 6452 of six cards, first
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published by Raphael Tuck & Son in
1907. Postally unused. G/VG -
cricket £25/35

514 John Tunnicliffe. Yorkshire, 1891-
1907. ‘J. Tunnicliffe. A Clever Catch
in the Slips’. Mono postcard on
printed green background from an
original photograph by G.W. Beldam
of Tunnicliffe, full length, leaping to
take a slip catch. ‘Famous Fielders. In
the Open’ series no. 6452 of six
cards, first published by Raphael
Tuck & Son in 1907. Postally unused.
Minor wear otherwise G/VG -
cricket £25/35

515 Gilbert Laird Jessop. Gloucestershire,
Cambridge University, London
County & England, 1894-1914.
‘G.L. Jessop. Cover-Point’. Mono
postcard on printed green
background from an original
photograph by G.W. Beldam of
Jessop, full length, standing in the
field. ‘Famous Fielders. In the Open’
series no. 6452 of six cards, first
published by Raphael Tuck & Son in
1907. Postally unused. Minor wear
otherwise G/VG - cricket £25/35

516 Albert Edwin Trott. Victoria,
Middlesex, London County,
Australia & England, 1892-1910.
‘A.E. Trott’. Mono postcard on
printed green background from an
original photograph by G.W. Beldam
of Trott, full length, in bowling pose.
‘Famous Bowlers. In the Open’ series
no. 6451 of six cards, first published
by Raphael Tuck & Son in 1907.
Postally unused. G/VG - cricket

£25/35

517 Thomas George Wass.
Nottinghamshire, 1896-1920. ‘T.
Wass’. Mono postcard on printed
green background from an original
photograph by G.W. Beldam of
Wass, full length, in bowling pose.
‘Famous Bowlers. In the Open’ series
no. 6451 of six cards, first published
by Raphael Tuck & Son in 1907.
Postally unused. G/VG - cricket

£25/35

518 Arthur Fielder. Kent & England,
1900-1914. ‘A. Fielder’. Mono
postcard on printed green
background from an original
photograph by G.W. Beldam of
Fielder, full length, in bowling pose.
‘Famous Bowlers. In the Open’ series
no. 6451 of six cards, first published

by Raphael Tuck & Son in 1907.
Postally unused. G/VG - cricket

£25/35

519 George Herbert Hirst. Yorkshire &
England, 1891-1929. ‘G.H. Hirst’.
Mono postcard on printed green
background from an original
photograph by G.W. Beldam of
Hirst, full length, in bowling pose.
‘Famous Bowlers. In the Open’ series
no. 6451 of six cards, first published
by Raphael Tuck & Son in 1907.
Postally unused. Crease to top left
corner, other minor faults, otherwise
G - cricket £20/30

520 William Gilbert Grace.
Gloucestershire, London County &
England, 1870-1908. ‘Mr W.G.
Grace. Playing Back’. Mono postcard
on printed green background from
an original photograph by G.W.
Beldam of Grace, full length, in
batting pose. ‘Famous Batsmen. In
the Open’ series no. 6450 of six
cards, first published by Raphael
Tuck & Son in 1907. Postally unused.
Owner’s stamp to verso, otherwise
G/VG - cricket £25/35

521 Gilbert Laird Jessop. Gloucestershire,
Cambridge University, London
County & England, 1894-1914.
‘G.L. Jessop. A Good On Drive’.
Mono postcard on printed green
background from an original
photograph by G.W. Beldam of
Jessop, full length, in batting pose.
‘Famous Batsmen. In the Open’
series no. 6450 of six cards, first
published by Raphael Tuck & Son in
1907. Postally unused. G/VG -
cricket £25/35

522 Kumar Shri Ranjitsinhji. Cambridge
University, Sussex, London County &
England, 1893-1920. ‘Jam Saheb of
Nawanagar, (K.S. Ranjitsinhji.) The
Leg Glance’. Mono postcard on
printed green background from an
original photograph by G.W. Beldam
of Ranjitsinhji, full length, in batting
pose. ‘Famous Batsmen. In the
Open’ series no. 6450 of six cards,
first published by Raphael Tuck &
Son in 1907. Postally unused. G/VG
- cricket £25/35

523 Frank Stanley Jackson. Cambridge
University, Yorkshire & England,
1890-1907. ‘Mr F.S. Jackson.
Running Out To Drive’. Mono
postcard on printed green

background from an original
photograph by G.W. Beldam of
Jackson, full length, in batting pose.
‘Famous Batsmen. In the Open’
series no. 6450 of six cards, first
published by Raphael Tuck & Son in
1907. Postally unused. Owner’s
stamp to verso, otherwise G/VG -
cricket £25/35

524 Thomas Walter Hayward. Surrey &
England, 1893-1914. ‘T. Hayward. A
Forward Drive’. Mono postcard on
printed green background from an
original photograph by G.W. Beldam
of Hayward, full length, in batting
pose. ‘Famous Batsmen. In the
Open’ series no. 6450 of six cards,
first published by Raphael Tuck &
Son in 1907. Postally unused. G/VG
- cricket £25/35

525 Charles Burgess Fry. Oxford
University, London County,
Hampshire & England, 1892-1922.
‘Mr C.B. Fry. A Good Drive To The
Off’. Mono postcard on printed
green background from an original
photograph by G.W. Beldam of Fry,
full length, in batting pose. ‘Famous
Batsmen. In the Open’ series no.
6450 of six cards, first published by
Raphael Tuck & Son in 1907.
Postally unused. Pencil annotation to
verso ‘Bought in Llandindod Wells
July 13th 1912’. G/VG - cricket

£25/35

526 Wilfred Rhodes. Yorkshire &
England, 1898-1930. ‘W. Rhodes.’.
Mono postcard on printed green
background from an original
photograph by G.W. Beldam of
Rhodes, full length, in bowling pose.
‘Famous Bowlers. In the Open’ series
no. 6451 of six cards, first published
by Raphael Tuck & Son in 1907.
Postally unused. G/VG - cricket

£25/35

527 Joe Darling. South Australia &
Australia. 1893-1907. Mono
postcard of Darling in batting pose
wearing Australian cap. Wrench
series. No. 1393. Post marked 1903.
Also a mono postcard of Warwick
Armstrong in batting pose. Published
by T. Bolland. Generally good
condition. Qty 2 - cricket £25/35 

528 Australia 1905. Six mono postcards
each featuring a player from the
1905 touring squad to England.
Players featured are Cotter, Duff,
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Hopkins, Kelly, McLeod and
Newland. Published by T. Bolland.
Generally G/VG. Qty 6 - cricket

£60/80 

529 M.C.C. tour to Australia, 1903/04.
Sepia postcard of the Sydney Cricket
Ground of ‘A Record Crowd’ for the
first Test match played 11th-17th
December 1903. The correspondent,
writing to a school boy recollecting
the match, writes ‘... the
“gentlemen” were rather bumptious
and often forgot the “courtesy” of
good manners’. Publisher unknown.
Also, another sepia postcard of a
panoramic view of the same match
by Harding & Billing of Auckland.
Sold with two other ‘Graphic Series’
coloured postcards of the same
subject, each with general views of
Sydney to verso. G. Qty 4 - cricket

£40/60

530 Australian tour to England 1909.
Mono larger size real photograph
postcard of the touring party, seated
and standing in rows in caps and
blazers. Players featured include
Macartney, Gregory, Cotter, Noble,
Laver, Trumper, Armstrong etc. ‘Real
photographic Series’. Some minor
damage, creases and small tear  to
photograph edges otherwise in
generally good condition - cricket

£30/40

531 Australian tour of England 1921.
Mono postcard of the Australian
team 1921 with caption and players
names printed to lower border. T.
Bolland photographer. Signed by all
sixteen members of the touring
party including the Manager, Smith
to the face of the card. Signatures
nicely signed in ink include
Armstrong, Collins, Taylor,
McDonald, Pellew, Mailey, Gregory,
Mayne, Ryder, Andrews, Bardsley,
Oldfield etc. Postally unused. Rare G
- cricket £350/450

532 Ken Palmer. Somerset. Mono
postcard of Palmer, head and
shoulders, in cricket sweater. Signed
by Palmer. G - cricket £20/30

533 T. Godfrey Evans. Kent & England
1939/1967. Mono ‘real photograph’
plainback postcard of Evans three
quarter length in England blazer.
Very nicely signed in ink by Evans.
Flemons series. G - cricket £25/35

534 Len Pascoe. New South Wales &
Australia, 1947-1984. Original
mono real photograph, by Patrick
Eagar, plain back postcard of Pascoe
in bowling action. Signed to the
front in black ink by Pascoe. G/VG -
cricket £25/35

535 Greg Chappell. Queensland,
Somerset, South Australia &
Australia, 1966-1984. Original
mono real photograph, by Patrick
Eagar, plain back postcard of
Chappell batting playing a pull shot.
Signed to the front in ink by
Chappell. Signature slightly faded,
otherwise G/VG - cricket £25/35

536 Max Walker. Victoria & Australia,
1968-1982. Original mono real
photograph, by Patrick Eagar, plain
back postcard of Walker in bowling
action. Signed to the front in ink by
Walker. G/VG - cricket £25/35

537 Colin Cowdrey. Kent, Oxford
University & England, 1950-1976.
Original mono real photograph plain
back postcard of Cowdrey, head and
shoulders in cricket attire. Nicely
signed to the front in black ink by
Cowdrey. Published by J.D. Hunt,
Tonbridge. G/VG - cricket £30/40

538 Graeme Hick. Worcestershire,
Queensland, Zimbabwe & England,
1983-2008. Original mono real
photograph plain back postcard of a
youthful Hick, head and shoulders in
cricket attire. Typed title to lower
border (G.A. Hick, Zimbabwe).
Signed to the front in ink by Hick.
Publisher unknown. G/VG - cricket

£25/35

539 Graham Gooch. Essex, Western
Province & England, 1973-2000.
Original mono real photograph plain
back postcard of a youthful Gooch,
half length in cricket attire. Nicely
signed to the front in ink by Gooch.
Publisher unknown. G/VG - cricket

£25/35

540 Thomas Greenhough. Lancashire &
England, 1951-1966. Mono real
photograph postcard of
Greenhough, head and shoulders in
cricket attire. Signed to the front by
Greenhough. Sporting Handbooks,
London. Horizontal fold, otherwise
G - cricket £20/30

541 M.C.C. tour of India, 1981/2. Mono
real photograph postcard of the

M.C.C. touring party, seated and
standing in rows in blazers and
cricket attire. Signed to the reverse
by seven players. Signatures are
Emburey, Richards, Gatting, Boycott,
Cook, Taylor and Gower.
Photograph by Gopal Batt, Bombay.
G/VG - cricket £25/35

England won the six match Test
series 1-0

542 Jack Hobbs and Herbert Sutcliffe.
Mono press postcard sized
photograph of Hobbs and Sutcliffe in
later years standing in front of a
framed photograph of Hobbs in
batting pose. Signed by both Hobbs
and Sutcliffe. Minor blemishes,
otherwise G - cricket £50/80

543 No lot

544 Cricket postcards. Six ‘Wrench
Series’ mono real photograph
postcards featuring C.B. Fry, no.
1381, E.H. Killick, no. 1382, H.R.
Butt, no. 1385, A.C. Maclaren, no.
1390, A. Shrewsbury, no. 1750 and
G. Llewellyn, no. 1753. The
Shrewsbury postcard with ink
annotation to front ‘Committed
suicide’, adhesive marks to verso of
Llewellyn postcard, otherwise G/VG.
Qty 6 - cricket £40/60 

545 Essex C.C.C. Two ‘Hartmann Series’
mono real photograph postcards,
one of  of C. McGahey playing a
back foot defensive shot to leg,
series no. 1666, the other of W.
Mead standing full length in the
field, series no. 1667.G/VG - cricket

£25/35

546 Lancashire C.C.C. Two ‘Hartmann
Series’ mono real photograph
postcards, one of  of A. Ward ‘Very
Correct’ playing a back foot
defensive shot, series no. 1372, the
other of A. Mold ‘That’s a Good
One’ in bowling pose, series no.
1381. G/VG - cricket £25/35

547 Cricket postcards. Four mono real
photograph ‘Rotophot’ series
postcards of Jackson (no. 8757),
Jephson (no. 8593), Mason (no.
7419) and Ranjitsinjhi (no. 7257).
Sold with a mono Star Series
postcard of Ranjitsinjhi. Qty 5. G/VG
- cricket £30/40

548 Nottinghamshire C.C.C. postcards.
Mono real photograph ‘Wrench’
series postcard of John Gunn in
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bowling pose, no. 1691. Sold with
two mono real photograph
postcards of William Gunn, one R.
Thiele no. 7258. Printed in
Berlin.series, the other Hartmann.
Qty 3. G - cricket £25/35

549 Cricket postcards. Five ‘Wrench
Series’ mono real photograph
postcards. Players featured are
Jackson (no.1696) and Hirst (no.
1391) of Yorkshire, Ranjitsinhji (no.
1380) and Vine (no. 1383) of
Sussex, and Lilley (no. 1692) of
Warwickshire. All postally used. Qty
5. Odd faults, otherwise in generally
good condition - cricket £30/40

550 Cricket postcards. Five ‘Wrench
Series’ mono real photograph
postcards. Players featured are
Jessop (no.1688) and Board (no.
3359) of Gloucestershire, Jones (no.
1694) of Nottinghamshire, Abel (no.
1695) of Surrey and MacLaren (no.
1390) of Lancashire. The Board,
Jones and MacLaren postcards
postally used. Qty 5. Odd faults,
otherwise in generally good
condition - cricket £30/40

551 Cricket postcards. Three coloured
postcards of Australian players,
Bardsley, Cotter and Gregory.
Published by Miller & Lang, London
from photographs by T.H. Bolland of
Hanwell. Qty 3. G/VG £30/40

552 Cricket postcards. Four coloured
postcards of Hirst and Jackson of
Yorkshire, Lilley of Warwickshire and
Fry of Sussex. ‘Valentine’s Series’
from photographs by E. Hawkins,
Brighton. Qty 4. G/VG £30/40

553 Kent C.C.C. Six mono postcards of
Kent players, Burnup, Day, Fielder,
Humphreys, Hutchings and
Seymour. Published by J.F.
Mockford, Tonbridge. Qty 6. G/VG -
cricket £40/60

554 M.C.C. tour to Australia 1903/04.
Mono postcard of twelve members
of the touring party, seated and
standing in rows in caps and blazers.
Players featured include Hayward,
Warner, Lilley, Hirst, Bosanquet, Relf
etc. Published by T. Bolland. G -
cricket £30/40

555 Cricket postcards. Three sepia real
photograph postcards of Hirst and
Rhodes of Yorkshire,and Woods of
Somerset. Also a mono postcard of

Fry of Sussex. Various series
including Bolland, ‘Rival’ and
‘Rotary’. Qty 4. G - cricket £25/35

556 Cricket postcards c1900s. A
collection of comic colour cricket
postcards. Series include E.S. London
series no. 97 (3) by artist Donald
McGill, 1906, ‘The Rules of Cricket’,
Valentine Series (2), Kismet Cricket
Series no. 287 and Davidson Bros
series no. 6136. Qty 7 £25/35

557 Cricket postcards 1900s-1920s. A
collection of comic colour cricket
postcards. Series include E.S. London
series nos. 3065, 3066, 3102 and
310597 (3) by artist Donald McGill,
Davidson Bros series no. 2564, 2593
and 2616-1 by artist Tom Browne, J.
Salmon, Bamforth & Co., Motor-Art
Co. etc. Qty 13 - cricket £30/50

558 Cricket postcards c1910s-1930s. A
collection of mainly colour postcards
featuring boy cricketers, some real
photograph postcards and hand
coloured. Series include ‘National’,
E.T.W. Dennis & Sons, Rotary Photo,
Philco. Qty 9. G/VG £30/50

559 Cricket grounds c1900s. A collection
of colour, sepia and mono postcards
featuring cricket grounds. Grounds
are Scarborough, Mitcham,
Singapore, Bournville and Bath.
Edwards & Co, Guests, Jas. Colmer,
Masons etc. Qty 9. G £25/35

560 W.G. Grace. Four mono and one
colour postcards featuring Grace.
Series include Pamlin Prints,
Croydon, B. Matthews, Bradford, E.
Hawkins & Co. etc. G - cricket

£25/35

561 Cricket grounds c1900s-1920s. A
collection of coloured and mono
postcards featuring cricket grounds.
Grounds include Clifton College,
Bournville, Crystal Palace, Kew,
Leyton, Liverpool etc. Series include
Rival, Raphael Tuck, Star,
Photochrom, Valentine’s etc. Qty 12.
G - cricket £30/40

562 ‘Cricketer Series’ J.A. Pattreiouex Ltd
1928. Set of seventy five colour
cigarette  cards. G - cricket £50/70

563 ‘Cricketer 1930’, ‘Cricketers 1934’
and ‘Cricketers 1938’. John Player.
Three sets of fifty cards in good
condition - cricket £25/35

564 Ogden’s ‘Australian Test Cricketers’
1928/29. Full set of thirty six
cigarette cards. Sold with ‘Cricket
1926’. Ogden’s. Full set of fifty
cigarette cards. G £30/50

565 Ogden’s. ‘Prominent Cricketers of
1938’ cigarette cards. Set of fifty
cigarette cards. G - cricket £25/35

566 Ogdens ‘Guinea Gold’ early cricket
cigarette cards of F.S. Jackson and
W.W. Read, Base M, 1899 and R.
Abel, Lord Hawke, J.T. Hearne, G.
Jessop, K.S. Ranjitsinjhi (2), A.
Shrewsbury and S. Woods, Base I,
1901. Qty 10.   G - cricket £50/70

567 Ogdens ‘Guinea Gold’ early cricket
cigarette cards of Denton (B2),
Findlay, Jones, Taylor, Blaker,
Ranjitsinji, Sharp Huggins, Hirst
(1903) and Lockwood (189) (1903).
All New Series 1 1902 with the
exception of the last two cards. Qty
10.   G - cricket £15/25

568 Ogdens ‘Tabs’ early cricket cigarette
cards. Twenty six cards from
‘General Interest Series B’ 1901, four
cards from ‘General Interest Series D’
1902, one card from  ‘General
Interest Series F’ 1902 plus further
card of J.R. Mason. Plus three cards
of Briggs, Stoddart and Steele from
‘Our Leading Cricketers’ series 1901.
Qty 35. Odd faults, generally good
condition - cricket £30/50

569 ‘Cricketers’ 1912. F.&J. Smith.
Twenty eight real photograph
cigarette cards from a set of fifty
cards. Rare. G/VG - cricket £50/80

570 South Africa 1931. ‘Springbok
Rugby & Cricket Teams 1931’. The
United Tobacco Co Ltd, Cape Town.
Seven cards of South African
cricketers from the rare set of forty
seven cigarette cards of South
African rugby and cricket players.
Sold with sixteen rare cards from
‘The South African Cricket Touring
Team. British Isles 1929’. The cards
with facsimile printed autographs. G

£50/80

571 Wills ‘Cricketers’ 1901. Seventeen
cards, mainly with vignette, from a
full set of fifty cigarette cards. Cards
are 4, 5, 9, 13, 19, 21, 25, 26, 32,
33, 35, 36, 40, 41, 43, 44 and 45.
Odd minor faults to odd card
otherwise in good condition. Rare -
cricket £100/150
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572 Wills’s ‘Cricketers’ cigarette cards.
1908 (Large ‘s’). Twenty five cards
from the set of fifty. Sold with
twenty two cards from the other
1908 (Small ‘s’) set of fifty cards. G -
cricket £40/60

573 Wills ‘Cricketers’ 1928. 1st and 2nd
series. Full set of fifty cards for each
set. G - cricket £20/30

574 ‘Victoria Cricket Association 100
years 1895-1995. Set of one
hundred mono collectors cards
featuring Victorian cricketers. The
cards were produced by Futera in
1996 and are limited to 1000 sets. In
original blue binder with certificate
of authentication. This being
840/1000. VG £20/30

575 ‘Famous Test Match Cricketers’.
Amalgamated Press of London
1926. Twenty five cards from the set
of thirty two trade cards inscribed
‘Champion’ and ‘Triumph’. G -
cricket £30/50

576 ‘Boys’ Magazine. ‘ZAT cards’ 1933.
Set of twelve standard size trade
cards featuring members of the
England ‘Bodyline’ team. Players
include Jardine, Larwood, Allen,
Sutcliffe, Hammond, Bowes, Voce
etc. VG - cricket £30/50

577 ‘Boys’ Magazine. ‘ZAT cards’ 1933.
Set of eleven medium size trade
cards featuring members of the
England ‘Bodyline’ team. Players
include Jardine, Larwood, Verity,
Allen, Sutcliffe, Hammond, Paynter,
Voce etc. VG - cricket £30/50

578 Chums ‘Cricketers’ real photograph
trade cards 1923. Set of 23, last
three unnumbered. G - cricket

£30/40

579 ‘Famous Cricketers’. Boys Realm.
1922. Set of fifteen real photograph
trade cards. G - cricket £25/35

580 ‘Favourite Cricketers Series’.
Presented with ‘Young Britain’
magazine 1922. Set of thirty real
photograph trade cards on fifteen
twin player cards. G - cricket£25/35

581 ‘Favourite Cricketers Series’.
Presented with ‘Young Britain’
magazine 1922. Set of thirty real
photograph trade cards. G - cricket

£25/35

582 ‘Famous Cricketers including the
South African Test Team’. Sunripe

Cigarettes. R.&J. Hill 1923. Thirty six
cigarette cards from the set of fifty
large cards in good condition.
Lacking numbers 6, 22-25, 27, 28,
35, 37, 40-43 and 49. Rarer cards -
cricket £30/50

583 ‘Caricatures of Famous Cricketers ‘.
Sunripe Cigarettes. R.&J. Hill 1926.
Full set of fifty standard cards in
good condition - cricket £30/50

584 ‘Caricatures of Famous Cricketers ‘.
Sunripe Cigarettes. R.&J. Hill 1926.
Full set of fifty large cards in good
condition - cricket £20/30

585 ‘Cricketers’. Cohen Weenan 1926.
Full set of twenty five cards in good
condition. Rarer set - cricket£50/80

586 ‘The World of Sport’. African
Tobacco (SA) 1939. Collection of
twelve cards featuring cricketers
from the set. G - cricket £20/30

587 Surrey. Godfrey Phillips real
photograph cabinet card size trade
cards of Hobbs, Hitch, Fender and
Strudwick. Each 4”x6”. Qty 4. VG -
cricket £40/60

588 Sussex. Godfrey Phillips real
photograph cabinet card size trade
cards of A.E.R.Gilligan, A.H.H.
Gilligan and Tate. Each 4”x6”. Qty
3. VG - cricket £30/50

589 Hendren and Hardinge. Godfrey
Phillips real photograph cabinet card
size trade cards of Hendren of
Middlesex and Hardinge of Kent.
Each 4”x6”. Qty 2. VG - cricket

£20/30

590 ‘Cricket, Tennis & Golf Celebrities’
Ardath 1935. Full set of fifty
cigarette cards. Sold with Players
‘Cricketers’ 1930 and 1934. Full sets
of fifty cards, odd faults, good. Plus
a set of sixteen County Print cards
‘The England Cricket Team 1990/91.

£20/30

591 Framed cricket cigarette cards. Three
frames containing full sets of Will’s
‘Cricketers 1928’, Players ‘Cricketers
1934’ and Players ‘Cricketers
Caricatures by RIP’ 1926. All three
attractively mounted, framed and
glazed. G £30/40

592 Wills’s ‘Cricketers’ cigarette cards.
1908 (small ‘s’). Full set of fifty
cards. Odd card to improve
otherwise in good condition.
Mounted, framed and glazed with

glass to both sides. Rare - cricket 
£60/90

593 Cricket cigarette cards. ‘An Album of
Cricketers’, John Player & Sons
1938. Full sets of fifty cards in
original album. Odd faults,
otherwise G - cricket £15/25

594 Collection of larger real photograph
cigarette cards including J. Millhoff
‘Famous Test Cricketers’ 1928 (14),
W.D. & H.O. Wills ‘British Sporting
Personalities’ 1937 (10) and Sunripe
(Hill) ‘Famous Cricketers including
the South Africa Team’ 1925 (5).
Varying condition, generally G -
cricket £20/30

595 England tour to Australia 1936/37.
‘Test Match Favourites’. Original
paper wallet with printed dates and
venues for the Test series. Presented
with ‘The Triumph’ comic published
by Amalgamated Press in Australia,
containing ten original sepia ‘Real
Photogravure’ postcards of players.
Cards are Bradman, Brown,
Chipperfield, Darling and
Fleetwood-Smith of Australia,
Duckworth, Fishlock, Leyland,
Robins and Worthington of England.
The postcards in good, very good
condition. The wallet with some
tears and loss, and pencil
annotations - cricket £60/80

596 Kinsella. Full set of six colour
postcards depicting boy cricketers by
E.P. Kinsella c1906. Each card with
boy cricketer in different position
and title to lower border. Published
by Langsdorff & Co. Series no. 675.
Odd faults otherwise in good
condition - cricket £30/40

THE SIR LEONARD HUTTON CRICKET
COLLECTION. Part 5

597 Yorkshire County C.C. 1934. Mono
postcard size real photograph of the
team, standing and seated in rows,
in front of the pavilion, wearing
blazers and featuring Hutton to back
row, right. Photo by Charles of
Leeds. VG  - cricket £25/35

598 Len Hutton, aged about 8, batting
on the beach at Blackpool, circa
1924. Reproduction mono
photograph with type written detail
on paper to verso ‘Another glimpse
from the Hutton family album shows
the young master presenting the full
blade of the bat in an immaculate
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forward defensive stroke....’. Sister in
law Elsie is wicket-keeper!. 8”x10”.
G - cricket £25/35

599 Len Hutton. ‘Honorary Degree’.
Original mono photograph of Len
Hutton with Harold Wilson, Lady
Mayor of Bradford, Joan Lightband
and others wearing ceremonial robes
at the University of Bradford on the
2nd July 1982. 8.25”x6.25”. G -
cricket £15/25

600 H.R.H. Prince Phillip. Original
telegram sent by Prince Phillip to
John Harding, Manager of the
National Sporting Club on the 23rd
February 1956 regarding the Dinner
in honour of Hutton being held at
the Cafe Royal on the 28th February
1956. ‘5.30 Buckingham Palace. I
am delighted to hear that you are
having a Dinner in honour of Len
Hutton. I send him my best wishes
for a happy evening and I hope he
will be able to enjoy looking back on
a unique cricketing career for many
years to come = Philip’. Presumably
the telegram was read out at the
Dinner. Vertical fold, minor wear and
staining otherwise in good condition
- cricket £80/120

601 Len Hutton ‘Winner of the Gibson
Cup’. Mono real photograph
postcard of Hutton, half length,
wearing suit and tie holding the
Gibson Cup which he won in 1936.
‘Yorkshire Evening News’ stamped
to verso. G - cricket £25/35

The Gibson Cup, a golf competition
for Yorkshire Cricketers, was held at
Ilkley Golf Club in 1936 and for the
first time was played over 36 holes.
Hutton beat second placed Frank
Dennis, his future brother-in-law, by
ten shots

602 Leonard Hutton, Ashes Test, Lord’s
1953. Excellent original mono press
photograph of Len Hutton shaking
hands with the Queen during the
second Test match v Australia played
at Lord’s, 25th-30th June 1953. The
photograph laid down to official
photographers card mount. The
photograph by Sport & General
Press Agency Ltd of Fleet Street. The
photograph measures 6”x4” and
overall 10”x8”. G/VG - cricket

£30/50

603 ‘Dinner to Len Hutton and his Test
Team. Savoy Hotel. October 30th

1953’. Unique original pen and ink
caricature/ cartoon artwork used as
the menu cover for the celebratory
Dinner given by Claude R. Harper at
the Savoy Hotel on the 30th
October 1953, highlighted with
some colour, by artist Tom Webster.
The cartoon shows Len Hutton with
the Ashes Urn? on his head pointing
at the team with the wording and
illustration ‘In the cloak-room is the
cap that did not drop on Len’s
stumps- It has, of course, a gilt-
edged peg and right down in the
basement is the half-crown that lost
every Toss’. The cartoon, signed by
Webster and dated 1953, measures
14”x18”. Excellent and iconic
image. Minor age toning and wear
to edges otherwise in good
condition - cricket £300/500

During the final Test at the Oval,
Hutton survived an early scare when
a bouncer from Ray Lindwall nearly
knocked his cap onto his wickets,
Hutton went on to score 82. In the
five Tests played in the 1953 series,
Hutton lost every toss of the coin

604 ‘Recollections of Yorkshire Cricket’.
Original four page handwritten
manuscript recalling Yorkshire
players and matches. Hutton talks of
the Yorkshire team being ‘a powerful
side backed up by a number of good
reserves who were good enough
from most county sides’, ‘Bill Bowes
was the man responsible more than
any other for this success particulary
during the first half of the thirties.
Later he reduced his pace, but still
remained, until the outbreak of war,
the finest new ball bowler in
England’. He talks of playing a
match for Yorkshire v Derbyshire at
Chesterfield, where it was
discovered after two overs ‘that the
pitch was 24 yards long, the only
time a first class match has been
started and ended after two
overs’.... Bowes opened the bowling
and bowled a maiden over, Frank
Smailes the other opening bowler
bowled six long hops, five of which
went for four runs’.... this illustrated
the difference between the two
bowler’. Hutton rates Lindwall and
Bowes the most intelligent bowlers
he faced or played with... ‘we were
never the same team with Bowes
and Verity were away... ‘One reserve
bowler whom little is talked about

today was Sandy Jaques, you could
not see a better fast bowlers action
than his. Unfortunately his legs
would not stand six days a week
cricket’. Hutton then goes onto
describe playing cricket with his
grandsons aged five and eight in the
garden. ‘Oliver the five year old was
batting and hit the ball a firm blow
into the bushes, whilst his elder
brother and I searched for the ball,
Oliver ran between the wickets with
great speed calling out 21, 22, 23’....
‘until he reached 30 when we found
the ball’. ‘Whilst I was recovering on
the garden seat a little later... he said
‘Grandpa when you made 364 did
you hit the ball onto the roof’...’I
was at a loss for a reply’.  Excellent
cricket content. Date and purpose
unknown. G - cricket £100/150

605 ‘100 Years of England v Australia
Test Cricket’. Original one page
typewritten manuscript possibly
written to coincide with the
Centenary Test at Lord’s. Hutton
opens with ‘100 Years of fighting for
the Ashes, and it still survives, strong
and healthy after many rumblings
and minor tremors, the glorious
uncertainty of the game marches on
to its double century’. He goes onto
talk of his admiration for Australia on
her success, he talks of difficulties he
encountered with the climate and
environment ‘The English plays
different to the Australian and vice
versa due to the conditions in which
we learn the game’. ‘To pull and cut
is a dangerous stroke for the
Englishman in Australia, the
Australian batsman in England has
no such problems’, ‘I would certainly
say that I prefer to bat on an English
Test wicket than I would on what I
heard asa boy ‘a shirt fronted’
Australian pitch’, He talks of
knowing and playing with many of
the games legends ‘To see Bradman
at close quarters was a revelation to
me, his pull shot was a model of
perfection, the Don was the perfect
run making machine’. He talks of
Grace, Peel, Hirst and Rhodes
blazing the trail ‘George said to me
as a 15 or 16 year old... don’t get
like Victor Trumper’.... (he) was so
superstitious that he made his life a
misery!’. He concludes by
mentioning the contribution of
M.C.C. (Lord’s) ‘We here in England
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have been fortunate through the
decades of having the M.C.C. at the
helm, their wisdom I am sure has
done much to further the game....’.
Excellent cricket content. G - cricket 

£120/160

606 ‘Playing conditions’. Original one
page handwritten manuscript, on
J.H. Fenner & Co Ltd headed paper,
seemingly part of an article about
the playing conditions in England
and Australia’ . He talks of playing
Larwood and Voce at Trent Bridge
etc.  ‘In England it is more
complicated. The difference in
playing conditions in the two
countries are considerable’ I think
playing on our own best wickets is
easier than the equivalent in
Australia’... the ball moves more in
England, but on our Test wickets
only occasionally do we find very
much movement off the pitch.
Selecting a team to play overseas....
is most complicated, I would go for
youth in the batting and strength in
the bowling to withstand the
concrete like pitches encountered...
‘I could never understand why
Larwood played so little against
Australia in England and Bill Voce
never played. As a very young player
I faced them two at Trent Bridge, it
was a frightening experience. In
those days I did not wear a thigh
pad, early in my innings. Bill Voce hit
me on my left thigh and in dark, wet
wintery weather, I can still feel it
today. Larwood and Voce, Lindwall
and Miller I would have liked all four
in my side’. Excellent cricket content.
Date and purpose unknown. G -
cricket £100/150

607 ‘Post War Cricket’. Three page
typewritten manuscript, probably
written sometime in early 1950 as
there are references to the
forthcoming West Indies series.
Hutton talks of the post war state of
Yorkshire, England and Australia
cricket. ‘For the past four years I
have been fortunate enough to
travel some 115,000 miles in search
of cricket. To leave the shores of
England with your cricket bag bound
for distant lands gives you a feeling
of unbounded happiness, only to be
exceeded when the shores of our
green and pleasant land came to
sight, after months of sunshine and
baked wickets’. He talks of being

very fortunate to being born in
Yorkshire and observes the effect of
the war on Yorkshire cricket, struggle
to rebuild the county eleven, 1949
saw the ‘old Yorkshire spirit’ return...
the tide has turned. He then looks at
the current Australia team with the
1950/51 tour of Australia coming
up, with the Australian team on top
since the war and puts it down to
their ‘spirit and enthusiasm in which
they play. Their keenness is
amazing...’. ‘Let us take a leaf out of
their book, if we can recapture that
spirit of the Larwood and Jardine
era, then our cricket will be back
second to none’. He talks of Brian
Close, Frank Lowson and Fred
Trueman having that spirit. Hutton
then turns to the West Indies series,
‘The conditions here in England are
very different to the West Indies.
Our light is inferior to theirs, the
result is the ball comes much slower
through the air here than overseas.
This will reduce the pace of their fast
bowlers slightly, and fast bowlers
they will bring..’.  Purpose unknown.
Excellent cricket content. Some wear
to edges, good - cricket £140/180

608 ‘J.C. Laker’. Seven page handwritten
manuscript commenting on the
career of Jim Laker, probably written
after Laker’s death on the 23rd April
1986. Written on ‘Cornhill Test
Series’ paper. Hutton talks of Laker
learning his cricket in Bradford and
as a middle order batsman receiving
an invitation to the Yorkshire nets
before the war. ‘...possessed in his
right arm the skill that was to render
the finest batsman in the world to
the level of enthusiastic amateur’.
He talks of Laker slipping through
‘the very tight net of Yorkshire
C.C.C.’ ‘In 1948 a very prominent
member of Y.C.C.C. committee,
asked me if Laker was happy with
Surrey, I was asked if I could find out
in a very discreet sort of way’. Laker
was happy much to the committee
members displeasure. ‘What was the
secret of Laker’s success, he had the
action coupled with the ability to
spin and flight the ball. He possessed
accuracy which great bowlers must
have, his close to the wicket fielders
were as safe as it is possible to be...’,
his casual manner was misleading,
he was nervous very often when
staring a Test match, but when he
had overcome his emotional

problems was a pleasure to play with
and to captain’. Hutton talks of the 8
wickets for 2 runs in the Test trial, his
19 wickets against the Australians in
the Old Trafford Test in 1956 and his
bowling at the Oval to win the Ashes
in 1953. ‘I along with many other
will miss Jim, but we will forever
remember his great skill and
companionship’. Excellent cricket
content. G - cricket £100/150

609 ‘W.J. Edrich’. Five page handwritten
manuscript commenting on the
career of Bill Edrich, probably written
after Edrich died on the 24th April
1986. Written on ‘Cornhill Test
Series’ paper. Hutton talks of
meeting and playing with Edrich
over fifty years ago, both playing in
their first Test matches together v
the Australian’s in the first Test of
1938 at Trent Bridge. Hutton and
Compton making centuries, but
Edrich with little success. ‘in his 9th
Test which was against South Africa
in Durban in what became known as
the timeless Test (1938/39), Bill
made 200 which not only gave great
joy to himself but to the rest of the
team. Bill opened the batting and
the bowling for England, he was a
fast bowler....so fast that he broke
my finger at Lords in 1938, the only
fracture which I sustained on the
cricket field’. I am unable to think of
anyone who loved cricket and life
more than W.J. Edrich’. Hutton talks
of his War time service career in the
R.A.F., ‘his partnerships with Denis
Compton for several years after the
war gave immense pleasure to
cricket lovers throughout England, I
doubt if any two batsman have quite
dominated an English season as they
did in 1947...’. Although of short
statue, Edrich played those great
Australian fast bowler, Lindwall and
Miller better than any other batsman
of my time, his courage and sense of
humour was of a very high order’.
‘This has been a sad week for me,
not only have two very great
cricketers gone, but two friends
whom I spent many happy hours...’
Both received some harsh treatment
at the hands of selectors, I am
pleased to say that these days we do
seem to have selectors with more
understanding of the problems of
representative cricket’. Excellent
cricket content. G £100/150
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610 ‘Pre-War’. Four page handwritten
manuscript for a speech possibly to
an audience of Umpires. With
mentions of tours to the West Indies
(Yorkshire 1936) and South Africa
(M.C.C. 1938/39) and his early life
as a cricketer. Hutton talks of
‘finding umpires from Sunday school
cricket to Test cricket doing their job
correctly and to the best of their
ability...’ he also points out ‘I have
known mistakes be made, they will
continue to be made as long as this
great game of ours is played’. ‘I have
known the great Don Bradman
make mistakes and all the other
great players, I myself I feel have
made more mistakes than anyone
else...’. He then talks of ‘the happiest
days were those I spent as a boy at
Pudsey’ joining the team, practising
Monday to Friday evenings... ‘we
used to bat until we ere out... I well
remember one week, I took strike on
the Monday evening and I was still
batting on the Friday, so I did not
find the strain of batting 2.5 days at
the Oval in 1938 too great’. He talks
of his first match with the second
eleven at Saltaire in 1928 at the age
of twelve. Probably written just after
Hutton’s return from South Africa in
1939 and a good example of
Hutton’s pre-war handwriting.
Excellent cricket content £100/150

611 ‘Opening the Innings and Batting in
general’. Four page typewritten
manuscript regarding batting,
writing I believe to a younger
audience. Hutton talks of the
fascination opening the innings held
for him, from being a small boy ‘A
new venture is being started as you
walk out with your partner, a new
pitch awaits you and of course a new
ball so deadly in the hands of a good
opening bowler’. He talks of the
mental preparation before walking
out to bat. checking your kit in in
order, adequate protection against
the hard new ball, gain information
about the two opening bowlers. He
talks of Hobbs and Sutcliffe and the
variations of bowlers such as Bob
Appleyard and Learie Constantine,
‘It is your job to take the sting out of
the opening bowlers and prepare the
way for the lower order batsman
who perhaps do not play so correctly
as you’. He then talks of the grip on
the bat and stance at the crease.

Hutton then talks of his preparation
prior to opening the innings for
England against Australia ‘Arriving at
the ground we prepare to have a
short knock in the nets, this is to
loosen up and accustom to the
light...’ we pause to inspect the
wicket... we try to determine what
pace it might be..’ ‘The crowds are
keyed up, the bowlers are keen to
start the fray... even the umpires will
be keyed up to 100% concentration
and we the opening batsman will
have a strange feeling of fear, a
slight ache... which has come from
nowhere, the result perhaps of the
great ovation we have just received’.
He then goes onto say that after the
first ball, all the fears and aches
disappear and tapping the ground
on the block hole ‘Instils a quiet
supreme confidence’. He talks of the
distracting silence as the bowler
comes in to bowl the first ball and
goes through all aspects of the early
stages of the innings. Running the
short single, backing up, metal note
of the field placings etc. He finishes
the piece by discussing net practise,
hitting the ball late and in the middle
of the bat’. Date and purpose
unknown. Excellent cricket content.
The back of the manuscript appears
to have been signed by Hutton in
pencil. G - cricket £100/150

612 Leonard Hutton, Yorkshire &
England 1934-1955. M.C.C. wool
touring sweater worn by Hutton
during his England playing career.
The sleeveless sweater, by Jaeger,
with M.C.C. colours to neck and
waist. ‘L. Hutton’ handwritten in
black ink to attached neck label.
G/VG - cricket £140/180

613 Leonard Hutton, Yorkshire &
England 1934-1955. M.C.C. silk
players tie, by Simpson of Piccadilly,
worn by Hutton during his England
playing career. The touring tie in
M.C.C. colour of red, yellow and
navy blue. Minor wear and some
damage to edge of tie otherwise in
good condition - cricket £50/70

CRICKET BOOKS

614 ‘The Immortals’. The Book of New
Zealand Test Players’. Paul Verdon.
Auckland 2006. Limited edition 379
of 665 copies, signed by the author
and by ‘every living former and
present Test player able to complete

the exercise’. One hundred and
seventy signatures to dedicated
decade pages. Signatures include W.
Hadlee, Kerr, Tindall, Rabone, Reid,
Snedden, Alabaster, Blair, Dempster,
MacGibbon, Meale, Cameron,
Congdon, D. Hadlee, Howarth,
Pollard, G. Turner, Vivian, L.Cairns,
Chatfield, Edgar, R. Hadlee, Parker, J.
Wright, C. Cairns, Greatbatch, M.
Crowe, Morrison, Rutherford, Astle,
Fleming, Larsen, Nash, Parore,
Spearman, Vettori, Oram etc. In slip
case. VG - cricket £100/150

615 ‘Great Cricketers-The Age of Grace
& Trumper’. Compiled by George
Beldam, jnr. 2000. Rare presentation
copy of the special deluxe limited
edition, bound in blue leather with
gilt to all edges. There were only
eight presentation copies produced,
numbered I to VII, which were
presented to members of the Beldam
family and the publishers. This is
number VII. This edition has an
additional photograph of the
compiler, the late George Beldam,
photograph of G.W. Beldam to front
cover and is signed by Graham
Gooch, Ted Dexter, Charles Fry, Lord
Colin Cowdrey, Tony Lewis, David
Gower and Lia Beldam. The book
was sold as a limited edition of 548
copies, with numbers 1-48 special
limited edition copies. Short listed for
the Cricket Society Book of the Year
in 2000. Mint condition in blue slip
case - cricket £250/350

616 ‘Arlott & Ackroyd : A celebration of
cricket, wine, poetry and place’.
With a commentary by David
Rayvern Allen. Published in 2002 by
Christopher Saunders. Leather
bound limited edition number 203 of
295 books produced, signed by
Norman Ackroyd and David Rayvern
Allen to limited label to inside front
board. In addition, this edition also
signed to title page by Norman
Ackroyd, David Rayvern Allen,
designed Martin Swatton and
publisher Christopher Saunders. Plus
small 8pp booklet ‘Brearley on
Arlott’ printed with the speech that
Mike Brearley gave at the Fine Art
Society on the occasion of the
launch of ‘Arlott & Ackroyd on the
10th July 2002. Rare with the
additional signatures and booklet.
VG - cricket £250/350
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John Arlott was the best loved
cricket commentator of the 20th
century, but he was also a renowned
collector and lover of books, wine,
poetry and prints. Norman Ackroyd
(RA) is Britain’s best known etcher.
He is also a lover of wine and poetry
and an enthusiastic cricketer. This
book matches eleven of Ackroyd’s
etchings with appropriate pieces of
Arlott’s prose and poetry. It has a
commentary by David Rayvern
Allen, old friend of Norman Ackroyd
and Arlott’s acclaimed biographer. In
the pocket at the front is a signed
and numbered etching of Arlott by
Ackroyd, together with an unsigned
reproduction of the same etching

617 ‘The Wisden Book of Cricket
Memorabilia’. Marcus Williams &
Gordon Phillips. Oxford 1990. Blue
and black quarter leather limited
edition, limited to 100 copies,
numbered and signed by the authors
Phillips and Williams, this being
no.19. In slip case. VG £40/60

618 ‘Imperial Cricket’. P.F. Warner.
London 1912. Large ‘Limited Edition
de Luxe’  issue of 100 copies, this
being no. 99. Original full vellum
covers, all edges gilt. Signed to the
title page ‘Pelham F. Warner’.
Contains a loose hand written insert
inscribed ‘This book belonged to
Edward Roper, an old boy of this
school, who died April 26th 1921,
and is presented to the Present and
Future members of the School by his
nephew G.A. Roper who hopes that
the boys will follow in his uncle’s
footsteps in everything they do and
“Play the Game”.’. Crease to limited
page, some staining and minor wear
to covers and page edges, minor
foxing to some internal pages,
otherwise in very good condition.
Rare - cricket £300/400

Edward Roper, Lancashire &
Yorkshire, 1876-1893, was a pupil
at Clifton College and for many
years involved in the organisation of
cricket in the Liverpool area. He
died of appendicitis in 1921

619 ‘Lady Bradman. Obituary by E.W.
Swanton. Author’s Manuscript
1997’. An original hand written
manuscript, comprising five pages in
Swanton’s own hand including
significant alterations, corrections
and additions. VG - cricket£70/100

620 ‘The Padwick ‘Bibliography’- its
Genesis’. Irving Rosenwater. Printed
for private circulation, Newnham on
Severn 2002. Limited edition
number 75 of which 65 copies were
available for sale, this being number
58, signed by the author. Excellent
condition - cricket £40/60

621 ‘H.T. Waghorn- A Singular Portrait’.
Irving Rosenwater. Newnham,
Newnham on Severn 2005. Limited
edition number 31 of 125 numbered
copies produced, of which 115 are
for sale, signed by Rosenwater.
Excellent condition - cricket £40/60

This is a complete set of Somerset
C.C.C. Yearbooks from 1890 to
1913, no publication of the
Yearbook in the gap years, being
1906-08, 1914-1919. A.D. Taylor
stated in 1906 that a complete set,
ie from 1891-1906, is ‘difficult to
procure’.

622 Somerset County Cricket Club 1890.
Exceptionally rare First edition of the
yearbook. Original decorative
wrappers. Alex Hammett, Taunton
1891. Crease to front wrapper to
lower right hand corner, very slight
rusting to staples, slight corner loss
to top corner of front wrapper
otherwise in very good condition -
cricket £300/500

623 Somerset County Cricket Club 1890
and 1891. Rare Second edition of
the yearbook incorporating the 1st
issue. Original decorative boards.
Alex Hammett, Taunton 1891. Some
minor age toning to boards
otherwise in very good condition -
cricket £300/500

The first issue in board covers, often
mistakenly referred to as the first
edition

624 Sussex County Cricket Annual 1938.
Original decorative wrappers.Minor
age toning otherwise in good
condition £30/40

625 Somerset County Cricket Club Year
Book 1892-93. Third Edition.
Compiled by Tom H. Knight (County
Scorer). Alex Hammett, Taunton
1892. Original decorative boards.
Some minor wear, with small loss, to
top left hand corner of front board,
light foxing otherwise in good
condition. Ex Woodhouse collection
with photocopied copy of ‘Anthony

Woodhouse- A Tribute’ by
Rosenwater included. Scarce -
cricket £180/250

626 Somerset County Cricket Club Year
Book 1893-94. Fourth Edition.
Compiled by Tom H. Knight (County
Scorer). Alex Hammett, Taunton
1893. Original decorative boards.
Very minor soiling to boards
otherwise in very good+ condition.
Scarce - cricket £250/350

627 Somerset County Cricket Club Year
Book 1894-95. Fifth Edition.
Compiled by Tom H. Knight (County
Scorer). Alex Hammett, Taunton
1895. Original decorative boards.
Very minor soiling and wear to
boards and spine otherwise in very
good condition. Ex Woodhouse
collection with photocopied copy of
‘Anthony Woodhouse- A Tribute’ by
Rosenwater included. Scarce -
cricket £250/300

628 Somerset County Cricket Club Year
Book 1895-96. 6th Edition.
Compiled by W.T. Webb. Hammett
& Co, Taunton 1896. Original
decorative boards. Minor wear to
boards otherwise in very good
condition. Ex Woodhouse collection
with photocopied copy of ‘Anthony
Woodhouse- A Tribute’ by
Rosenwater included. Scarce -
cricket £250/300

629 Somerset County Cricket Club Year
Book 1896-97. 7th Edition.
Compiled by W.T. Webb. Hammett
& Co, Taunton 1897. Original
decorative boards. Some soiling to
boards otherwise in very good
condition. Scarce - cricket£230/260

630 Somerset County Cricket Club Year
Book 1897-88. 8th Edition.
Compiled by W.T. Webb. Hammett
& Co, Taunton 1898. Original
decorative boards. Tear to front
corner board near to spine, tear
continues to various degrees to all
internal pages, and further smaller
tear to some rear pages otherwise in
generally very good condition.
Scarce - cricket £150/200

631 Somerset County Cricket Club Year
Book 1898-99. 9th Edition.
Compiled by W.T. Webb. Hammett
& Co, Taunton 1899. Original
decorative boards. Minor scuffs to
front board otherwise in very good
condition. Scarce - cricket£200/250
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632 Somerset County Cricket Club Year
Book 1899-1900. 10th Edition.
Compiled by G.S.
McAulay.Hammett & Co, Taunton
1899. Original decorative boards.
Minor soiling to boards otherwise in
very good+ condition. Scarce -
cricket £230/260

633 Somerset County Cricket Club Year
Book 1900-01. Compiled by G.S.
McAulay.Hammett & Co, Taunton
1900. Original decorative boards.
Some wear and wrinkling to boards
otherwise in good/very good
condition. Ex Woodhouse collection
with photocopied copy of ‘Anthony
Woodhouse- A Tribute’ by
Rosenwater included. Scarce -
cricket £200/250

634 Somerset County Cricket Club Year
Book 1901-02. Compiled by G.S.
McAulay.Hammett & Co, Taunton
1901. Original decorative boards.
Minor soiling to boards, old tape
marks to rear board, minor wear to
spine otherwise a good copy. Scarce
- cricket £200/250

635 Somerset County Cricket Club Year
Book 1902-03. Compiled by G.S.
McAulay.Hammett & Co, Taunton
1902. Original decorative boards.
Some wear to front board at top, old
tape to entire length of spine paper,
tape reinforcement to front internal
hinge otherwise a good copy.
Signature of W.B. Winckworth, a
Guarantor of Somerset County
Cricket Club at the time, to top
border of front board. Scarce -
cricket £120/160

636 Somerset County Cricket Club Year
Book 1903-04. Compiled by G.S.
McAulay.Hammett & Co, Taunton
1904. Original decorative boards.
Boards a little worn and age toned
with slight bumping to corners
otherwise in good+ condition. Scarce
- cricket £140/180

637 Somerset County Cricket Club Year
Book 1904-05. Compiled by G.S.
McAulay. E.S. & A. Robinson Ltd,
Taunton 1905. Original decorative
boards. Boards slightly soiled
otherwise in very good condition.
Scarce - cricket £150/200

638 Somerset County Cricket Club Year
Book 1905-06. Compiled by G.S.
McAulay. E.S. & A. Robinson Ltd,
Taunton 1906. Original decorative

boards. Boards soiled, with slight
wear otherwise in good/very good
condition. Scarce - cricket£150/200

639 Somerset County Cricket Club Year
Book 1909-10. Compiled by G.S.
McAulay. Hamment & Co, Taunton
1910. Original decorative boards.
Odd minor faults otherwise in very
good condition. Scarce £150/200

640 Somerset County Cricket Club Year
Book 1910-11. Compiled by G.S.
McAulay. Hamment & Co, Taunton
1911. Original decorative boards.
Very fine condition. Ex-Goldman
collection. Scarce - cricket£150/200

641 Somerset County Cricket Club Year
Book 1911-12. Hamment & Co,
Taunton 1912. Original decorative
boards. Minor wear to boards
otherwise in very good condition.
Scarce - cricket £150/200

642 Somerset County Cricket Club Year
Book 1912-13. Hamment & Co,
Taunton 1913. Original decorative
boards. Generally in very fine
condition. Ex Woodhouse collection
with photocopied copy of ‘Anthony
Woodhouse- A Tribute’ by
Rosenwater included. Scarce -
cricket £150/200

643 Somerset County Cricket Club Year
Book 1913-14. Hamment & Co,
Taunton 1913. Original decorative
boards. Odd minor faults otherwise
in very good condition. Scarce -
cricket £120/160

644 ‘Old Somersetshire cricketing days.
A Record of some matches played at
Wells, Shepton Mallet, Glastonbury,
Yeovil, Chewton Mendip, &c., from
the years 1853 to 1865’. William J.
Tate. London 1895. Original
decorative binding. Broken internal
hinges, some pages uncut. Good
condition. A rare book £250/350

645 ‘Seymour Clark of Somerset. An
Appreciation’. Irving Rosenwater.
Printed for private circulation,
London, April 1995. Limited edition
number 41 of only fifty numbered
copies produced, signed by the
author. Excellent condition £70/100

646 ‘Arthur Wellard 1902-1980.
(Somerset, England and Gaieties).
Harold Pinter. Privately published by
the author 1981 11 pages,
frontispiece team portrait of Gaities
C.C. including Wellard, original

stiffened card wrappers, 8vo. This
copy is accompanied by a ‘Harold
Pinter’ postcard written on two sides
and dated April 6th 2002 from Pinter
to Barry Phillips. Thank you for your
very nice letter. I enjoyed reading
your book. Thanks also fro the
Warner letter!. In answer to your
question my ‘Arthur Wellard’ is very
scarce. Only about six on my
shelves. All the best. Sincerely Harold
Pinter’. Very minor spotting to front
wrapper otherwise in very good
condition. A rare booklet£700/1000

A delightful short piece about
Arthur Wellard, a Somerset legend.
Wellard, in his seventies played for
Pinter’s wandering team, The
Gaieties. Pinter died in 2008

647 Somerset Stragglers Cricket Club
Handbook 1929. Official handbook
for the club, signed to top border of
front wrapper by A.E.S. Rippon
(Somerset 1913-1937). Minor wear
to spine otherwise in good/very
good condition £30/50

The Somerset Stragglers Cricket
Club are a wandering cricket club
founded in 1900, over the years the
club has attracted many first class
cricketers to play for them

648 Somerset Stragglers Cricket Club
Handbook 1931. Official handbook
for the club. Minor wear to wrappers
and spine otherwise in good/very
good condition. Complete with
subscription flyer for 1931 sent out
by the club £25/35

649 Somerset Stragglers Cricket Club
Handbook 1932. Official handbook
for the club. Front wrapper neatly
detached otherwise in good/very
good condition. Complete with
subscription flyer for 1932 sent out
by the club £20/30

650 Somerset Stragglers Cricket Club
Handbook 1934. Official handbook
for the club. Minor soiling to
wrappers otherwise in good/very
good condition £25/35

651 Somerset Stragglers Cricket Club
Handbook 1935. Official handbook
for the club. Old tape repair to head
of spine, affecting front and rear
wrapper border, minor soiling to
wrappers otherwise in good/very
good condition £25/35
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652 Somerset Stragglers Cricket Club
Handbook 1936. Official handbook
for the club. Some soiling and wear
to wrappers otherwise in good/very
good condition £25/35

653 Somerset Stragglers Cricket Club
Handbook 1937. Official handbook
for the club. Minor soiling to
wrappers otherwise in good/very
good condition £25/35

654 Somerset Stragglers Cricket Club
Handbook 1938. Official handbook
for the club, signed to front wrapper
by A.E.S. Rippon (Somerset 1913-
1937). Minor soiling to wrappers
otherwise in good/very good
condition £30/40

655 Somerset Stragglers Cricket Club
Handbook 1939. Official handbook
for the club. Minor soiling/wear to
wrappers otherwise in good/very
good condition £25/35

656 Somerset Stragglers Cricket Club
Handbooks for 1955, 1957, 1958 &
1959. Official handbooks for the
club. The first three editions in very
good condition, the 1959 edition
with staining to wrappers and minor
fold otherwise in good condition.
Qty 4 £40/60

657 Somerset Stragglers Cricket Club
Handbooks for 1961 & 1962.
Official handbooks for the club.
Good/very good condition. Qty 2

£20/30

658 Somerset Stragglers Cricket Club
Handbooks for 1970, 1973, 1975 &
1976. Official handbooks for the
club. Good/very good condition.
Qty 4 £30/50

659 Somerset Stragglers Cricket Club
Handbooks for 1979, 1980 & 1983.
Official handbooks for the club.
Good condition. Qty 3 £20/30

The handbook changed covers to a
plain green card in 1979

660 Somerset Stragglers Cricket Club
Handbooks for 1984, 1985, 1986,
1987, 1988 & 1989. Official
handbooks for the club. Good/very
good condition. Qty 6 £25/35

The handbook reverted back to its
decorative covers from 1983

661 Somerset Stragglers Cricket Club
Handbooks for 1990, 1995, 1996,
1997, 1998, 1999 & Centenary

Edition 2000. Official handbooks for
the club. Good/very good condition.
Qty 7 £25/35

The handbook reverted back to
plain coloured card in this period.
The Centenary Edition using some
colours from previous earlier
editions

662 Somerset Stragglers Cricket Club
Handbook 1936, 1937 & 1939.
Official handbooks for the club. The
1936 edition with detached wrapper,
the 1937 edition good and the 1939
edition with some faults otherwise in
generally good condition £30/50

Formerly belonged to A.C.G. Luther
(Sussex 1908). With name to two of
the copies

663 ‘Presenting Indian Cricket’. B.
Sarbadhikary. 1946. Presentation
copy to Doctor Purwan from cricket
historian C.I.S. Wallace and dated
21st March 1967. G £20/30

664 ‘A Chronicle of Cricket amongst
Parsees, and the struggle: Polo
versus Cricket’. Shapoorjee Sorabjee.
Privately printed. Bombay c1898.
Original printed wrappers. Loosely
tipped in to blue cloth boards with
titles in gilt to spine. EX-J.W.
Goldman collection. A very good
copy. Rare £300/400

665 ‘Stray Thoughts on Indian Cricket’.
J.M. Framjee Patel. Bombay 1905.
Decorative blue boards. Handwritten
presentation inscription from the
author to M.E. Pavri, one of India’s
genuine fast bowlers who also
captained the Parsees (as did Patel).
He played one game for Middlesex,
dated 1906 on label. Bookplate of
M.E. Pavri to inside rear board. Odd
faults to boards, minor foxing to
page edges otherwise in good
condition with titles bright£150/250

666 ‘A Complete History of Test Cricket
in Ceylon. Europeans v Ceylonese
1887-1927’. S.P. Foenander.
Colombo 1929. Original green
wrappers. Bound in blue cloth
boards with title in gilt to spine. VG

£140/180

‘Sonny’ Foenander (b. 1893) was a
popular and well-known identity in
the early history of cricket in
Ceylon. A friend of Neville Cardus,
he was Sporting Editor of the Ceylon
Observer

667 ‘Babes of Cricket to World
Champion. A History of Pakistan
Cricket 1947-1996’. Lt. Col. Shuja
Ud-Din Butt with Salim Parvez.
Karachi 1996. Signed to title page by
Butt and Parvez. Some splitting to
internal spine. G £20/30

668 James Lillywhite’s Cricketers Annual
1881 to 1890. Some wear and
staining to boards, odd edition with
breaking to internal hinges, odd
faults to boards and annotation to
some internal pages otherwise in
good condition. Qty 10 - cricket

£250/350

669 James Lillywhite’s Cricketers Annual
1893. Minor staining to boards and
page block edge otherwise in good
condition - cricket £25/35

670 ‘The Cricketers Manual by “BAT”.
Charles Box. London 1851. Fifth
edition. Original decorative cloth,
gilt to page block edges. Bookplate
of J.W. Goldman. G - cricket 

£70/100

671 ‘The Cricketers Guyed for 1886’. W.
Sapte Jnr. London 1885. Original
decorative wrappers, some wear
with loss to spine otherwise in
good+ condition - cricket £25/35

672 ‘Old Cricket and Cricketers’ with a
preface by C.W. Alcock. H.H.
Montgomery. London 1890.
Original decorative wrappers. Wear
with loss to spine paper, some age
toning to wrappers overall good
condition £25/35

673 ‘An Australian Cricketer on Tour’.
Frank Laver. London & Bombay
1905. Original publishers red cloth.
‘This edition is issued for circulation
in India and the colonies only’
printed to second end paper. Some
wear and age toning to spine paper,
some foxing. G - cricket £50/80

674 ‘Cricket Scores, Notes, &c. From
1730-1773. Written as reported in
the different newspapers....’.
Compiled by H.T. Waghorn. London
1899. Original red decorative
boards. VG £40/60

675 ‘Scores and Analyses 1864-1881. A
Collection’. Compiled by J.B. Payne
Published in 1904 by the author, this
book contains the full scores of 60
matches not found in Wisden.
Original green cloth, a fine copy.
Limited to 100 copies only.
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Presentation copy inscribed to front
end paper ‘Presented to Mr H. Luff
by the Compiler, 13th June 1904’. -
cricket £120/160

Mr. Henry (Harry) Luff was the
proprietor of Wisden’s Cricketers’
Almanack and of the firm of Messrs
John Wisden of 8 Cranbourn Street
1884-1910. He died on July 18th
1910

676 ‘Cricket Form at a Glance and The
Australians in England 1878-1902’.
Home Gordon. London 1902.
Original red boards with titles.
Presentation copy inscribed to front
end paper ‘To Colonel Bates with the
warmest regards of his sincere
friend. Home Gordon, May 15th
1902’. Odd faults, good £70/100

677 ‘The English Game of Cricket:
Comprising a Digest of its Origin,
Character, History and Progress....’.
Charles Box. London 1877. Original
decorative blue cloth with titles in
gilt, all edges gilt. Some wear to
boards and spine paper and slight
breaking to front internal hinges
otherwise in good condition 

£100/150

678 ‘Statistics of New Zealand Cricket
and Roll of Honour’. Compiled by
J.F. Peake for the New Zealand
Cricket Council. Christchurch 1924.
Original stiffened board wrappers.
Good/very good condition £40/50

679 ‘New Zealand Cricket 1914-1933’.
Vol II. T.W. Reese. Auckland 1936.
Original dustwrapper in good/very
good condition. Sold with ‘Great
Days in New Zealand Cricket’. R.T.
Brittenden. Again, in good/very
good condition dustwrapper.£30/50

680 ‘The M.C.C. Tour of Argentina
1912’. Compiled by James
McGough. Printed and published by
The British Printery, Buenos Aires.
Original wrappers. Post tour
brochure with 24 pages. Old tape
marks to spine, splitting to spine
edge, chipping to page edges of
front wrapper with small loss to top
right hand corner otherwise in good
condition. Rare - cricket £250/350

681 ‘Scores and Annals of the West Kent
Cricket Club 1812-1896’. P.
Norman. 1897. Gilt to top edge.
Original covers a little soiled
otherwise in good condition. Sold

with ‘Bat v Ball. The book of
Individual Cricket Records 1864-
1900’. J.H. Lester. London 1900.
Original pictorial covers, front
wrapper detached, wear, ‘The
Handbook of Cricket’. Edmund
Routledge. 1862, 2nd edition.
Original pictorial boards. Routledge’s
Sixpenny Handbook series, ‘Annals
of Cricket’. W.W. Read. London
1896. Original pictorial covers, front
wrapper becoming detached, wear,
‘Jerks in from Short Leg’. R.A.
Fitzgerald (Quid). London 1866, ‘A
Correct Account of all the Cricket
Matches which have been played by
the Marylebone Club and all other
Principal Matches from the year
1786 to 1822 inclusive. Henry
Bentley 1823’. Published by Roger
Heavens. Cambridge 1997. Limited
edition facsimile reprint, ‘Hedley
Verity’. Sam Davis 1952 etc. Sold
with four large boxes of eighty three
general cricket books plus brochures
including a good selection of A.C.S.
Publications. G  - cricket £40/60

682 Arthur Haygarth’s Cricket Scores &
Biographies from 1746 to 1826. Vol
I. London 1862. Original publisher’s
cloth. Published by Frederick
Lillywhite. Some soiling and fading
to boards otherwise in good+
condition £50/70

683 Arthur Haygarth’s Cricket Scores &
Biographies from 1827 to 1840. Vol
II and from 1841 to 1848. Vol III.
London 1862 & 1863. Published by
Frederick Lillywhite. Vol II lacking
boards and spine paper otherwise
appears complete and Vol III with
original boards but lacking spine
paper, boards detached, appears
complete. Viewing essential, not
subject to return  £30/40 

684 Arthur Haygarth’s Cricket Scores &
Biographies from 1855 to 1875. Vol
V. London 1876. Original publisher’s
red cloth. Titled ‘M.C.C.’ to front
board. Lacking spine paper, boards
detached, some ink staining to front
page edges otherwise in good
condition £25/35

685 Arthur Haygarth’s Cricket Scores &
Biographies from 1855 to 1875. Vol
VI. London 1876. Original
publisher’s red cloth, gilt. Titled
‘M.C.C.’ to front board. Lacking
spine paper, boards almost detached
otherwise in good condition £25/35

686 Arthur Haygarth’s Cricket Scores &
Biographies from 1855 to 1875. Vol
VII. London 1877. Original
publisher’s red cloth, gilt. Titled
‘M.C.C.’ to front board. Torn spine
paper and breaking spine, boards
becoming detached otherwise in
good condition £25/35

687 Arthur Haygarth’s Cricket Scores &
Biographies from 1855 to 1875. Vol
VIII. London 1877. Original
publisher’s red cloth, gilt. Titled
‘M.C.C.’ to front board. Torn spine
paper and breaking spine, boards
becoming detached, rear board
detached otherwise in good
condition £25/35

688 Arthur Haygarth’s Cricket Scores &
Biographies from 1855 to 1875. Vol
IX. London 1877. Original
publisher’s red cloth, gilt. Titled
‘M.C.C.’ to front board. Torn front
end paper, odd faults, some pages
uncut at head otherwise in good
condition £40/60

689 Arthur Haygarth’s Cricket Scores &
Biographies from 1855 to 1875. Vol
X. London 1878. Original publisher’s
red cloth, gilt. Titled ‘M.C.C.’ to
front board. Breaking to internal
hinges, tear to spine paper otherwise
in good condition £30/40

690 Arthur Haygarth’s Cricket Scores &
Biographies from 1871-1873. Vol
XII. London 1879. Original
publisher’s red cloth, gilt. Titled
‘M.C.C.’ to front board. Heavy wear
and staining to boards and spine
paper, some damp staining internally
otherwise in good condition £30/40

691 Arthur Haygarth’s Cricket Scores &
Biographies’. Biographies and
Biographical Index. Vol XV. London
1925. Original publisher’s red cloth,
gilt. Titled ‘M.C.C.’ to front board.
Front end paper cleanly detached,
odd faults otherwise in good
condition £30/50

692 ‘Frederick Lillywhite’s Cricket Scores
And Biographies Of Celebrated
Cricketers. Volumes I-XIV.
Cambridge 1998-2003. Limited
editions of 500 numbered copies.
Reprints of four original volumes Vol
IV, XIII, XIV and XVI. Good/very
good condition - cricket £80/120

693 Cricket: A Weekly Record of the
Game. Volume II. February to
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December 1883. London 1883.
Illustrated. Bound in green boards,
boards detached and lacking spine
paper. First page and last section,
October to December detached.
Some wear to page edges at front
and rear otherwise contents good -
cricket £30/40

694 Cricket: A Weekly Record of the
Game. Volume IV. January to
December 1885. London 1885.
Illustrated. Bound in green boards,
Missing Numbers 85, 85 and 105,
title page and index otherwise in
good condition. Sold with Volumes
VI and VIII, both with parts of pages
cut from the book. Qty 3 £40/60

695 Cricket: A Weekly Record of the
Game. Volume IV. January to
December 1885. London 1885.
Illustrated. Bound in blue boards,
Missing Numbers 80-82 otherwise in
good condition - cricket £40/60

696 F.W. Lillywhite ‘Lillywhite’s
Illustrated Hand-book of Cricket
containing Portraits of Pilch, Box,
A.Mynn, C.Taylor, Lillywhite,
Cobbett, Langdon, Kynaston. Also,
The Laws of Cricket, and other
useful information. Edited by
Cantab. London 1844. Original
publishers boards with gilt titles. Two
editions were published, both dated
1844. Each edition could be
obtained with either one, four or
eight engravings of the eight
cricketers which had been published
by Mason in 1841. This copy has no
engravings, so at least one has been
removed. However it does have the
scarce slip tipped in recording
M.C.C’s amendment to rules XII and
XIII that occurred after the book was
first issued. It is also signed to the
front end paper by G.W. King,
Cambridge University & Sussex
1843-1864, who was Secretary of
Sussex for several years, resigning in
1880 and author of the rare book on
Brighton C.C., with some pencil
notes and amendments to the front
end papers and text possibly by
King. The signature dated ‘Trinity
June 12th 1844’. Loss to spine,
contents loose otherwise in good
condition £250/350

697 ‘The Australian Cricketers’ Tour
through Australia, New Zealand, and
Great Britain’ containing a full racy
account of the matches, dinners,

excursions &c in which they have
been engaged. by Argus (P.E.
Reynolds) 1878. 8vo. Seven
preliminary and one end
advertisement leaf, the former with
wood-engraved portraits of D.
Gregory, F. Spofforth and C.
Bannerman. Lacking original purple
printed wrappers. Expert repairs to
eight internal pages, mainly title and
first few advertising pages. The last
advertising page and final text leaf
(p93/94 in facsimile otherwise
complete with text pages in very
good condition for its age. In blue
book box with title in gilt to edge. A
very scarce item - cricket

£1000/1500

Rare account of the first tour of
England. Belief in the natural
superiority of English cricket was
shattered by Australia’s nine wicket
win at Lord’s over an M.C.C. club
team which included W.G. Grace.
‘The tour was ... a tremendous
success, and it established in
England a healthy respect for
Australian cricket, especially in
bowling, fielding and wicket-
keeping, where Blackham made a
big reputation. The only discord
arose from the ‘removal’ of
Midwinter and the claim that Grace
and others were paid for their
services ... The real pity is that there
was no Test match’ (Moyes, p. 175).
It is from Reynolds specifically that
we know the Australians wore blue
and white caps and scarves, and
looked ‘uncommonly well’ (see
Moyes p. 171). Padwick 4968

A copy of this book with original
wrappers although rear wrapper
with laminated repairs sold for
£16,000 (hammer) in the Guy Curry
Cricket Library sale of 2006

698 M.C.C. tour of India & Ceylon
1933/34. ‘Official Souvenir
Programme of the M.C.C. Calcutta
Visit 1933-1934. Issued by the
Bengal and Assam Cricket
Association. The programme 128pp
contains pen pictures and
biographies, scorechart,
photographs, articles etc. Loosely
tipped in to blue cloth boards with
titles in gilt to spine. Minor repairs to
front  and rear wrappers, small
photograph laid down to page 105
otherwise in good condition A

contemporary reproduced copy of
the Dinner menu with guest list of
3rd January 1934 accompanies the
programme. Douglas Jardine was
Captain of the M.C.C. team. Rare -
cricket £70/100

699 ‘Incogniti C.C. Scores and Averages’
1911-1920 plus the rarer ‘An
Account of American Tour 1913’ by
Incogniti C.C. Phillip Collins and
Michael Falcon Beckenham 1914.
Bound together as one, with original
wrappers. There were no issues for
1916-1919. VG - cricket £80/120

700 ‘A Review of the Hastings & St.
Leonards Cricket Festival from 1887
to 1903’. Alfred D. Taylor. Hastings
1903. Reproduction red decorative
wrappers. Light vertical fold and
foxing to internal pages, otherwise G
- cricket £100/150

701 The Playfair Cricket Annual.
Complete run from 1948 (first
issue)-1962, large issue, plus 1963-
2000 including 1999 World Cup
edition, 2002 (2 copies), 2003 and
2007. Qty 57. Varied condition,
generally good condition £30/50

702 ‘Famous Cricketers & Cricket
Grounds’. C.W. Alcock. London
1895. Rebound in brown boards.
Complete with original wrappers,
title page and index. Good condition
- cricket £30/50

703 ‘Famous Cricketers & Cricket
Grounds’. C.W. Alcock. London
1895. Original decorative boards
with gilt titles. Spine rebound.
Complete with original title page
and index, lacking original covers.
Each photographic plate has a
printed number to the top corner.
Good condition - cricket £30/50

704 ‘The Datasport Book of Wartime
Cricket 1940-45’. G.B Andrews.
1990. Excellent guide to wartime
cricket. Signed by the author. Now
out of print. G/VG - cricket £15/25

705 ‘The Datasport Book of Wartime
Cricket 1940-45’. G.B Andrews.
1990. Excellent guide to wartime
cricket. Signed by the author. Now
out of print. G/VG - cricket £15/25

706 ‘Catalogue of Cricket Literature’.
J.W. McKenzie. 1972. John
McKenzie’s first cricket book
catalogue. G £15/25
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707 Yorkshire C.C.C. Annuals. 1932,
1939, 1940 and 1947. Qty 4.
Generally good/very good condition
- cricket £30/40

708 ‘The Autocrat of the Cricket Field
and The Old Crocks. Being a record
of the proceedings of the Rambling
Wandering C.C.’. Arthur Stephen
Gardiner. Original green boards with
gilt titles. London 1917. Photograph
plate detached, some foxing and
browning throughout book,
breaking to front internal hinges
otherwise in good condition£20/30

709 ‘The Larwood Story’. Harold
Larwood & Kevin Perkins. Sydney
1982. Paperback edition. Nicely
signed to title page by Larwood. G -
cricket £40/60

710 ‘The Fight for the Ashes 1932/33’.
Jack Hobbs. London 1933. Signed
and dedicated to front end page by
Hobbs. ‘To my old friend Jack Mears.
With all good wishes from The
Author, June 10th 1933’. Light
fading to spine paper,  otherwise in
good condition. Bodyline- cricket

£50/70

711 ‘Sportascrapiana. Cricket and
Shooting, Pedestrian, Equestrian,
Rifle and Pistol Doings, Lion Hunting
and Deer Stalking. With hitherto
unpublished anecdotes of the
Nineteenth century, from George IV,
to the sweep’. Edited by ‘CAW’, C.A.
Wheeler. London 1867. First edition.
Original green pictorial cloth with
decorated gilt title to front board
and spine paper. Some wear to head
and base of spine paper, some
sections of the internal pages
becoming loose otherwise in good
condition. £30/50

712 ‘Defending The Ashes’. P.G.H.
Fender. London 1921. Original
green boards. Some light fading to
spine paper otherwise in good
condition - cricket £60/80

713 Cricket Books. ‘Cricket Form at a
Glance and The Australians in
England 1878-1902’. Home Gordon.
London 1902 and ‘Cricket Form at a
Glance 1901-1923’. Home Gordon.
London 1924. Sold with four other
cricket books etc, Norfolk C.C.C.
Annual Report for 1954, ‘Annals of
the Free Foresters 1856-1894’.
W.K.R. Bedford and W.E.W. Collins.
Edinburgh and London 1895,

‘History of Cambridge University
Cricket Club 1820-1901’. W.J. Ford.
London 1902. Original decorative
cloth and ‘Gentlemen v Players
1806-1949’. London 1950. Qty 6.
Some faults, generally good
condition £30/50

714 ‘Great Batsmen. Their Methods at a
Glance’. G.W. Beldham and C.B. Fry.
London 1905. 1st edition. Original
pictorial boards. Gilt to top edge.
Handwritten inscription to front end
paper. Some wear to board
extremities otherwise in good
condition - cricket £70/100   

715 Frank Woolley. Flicker books. ‘Pull to
Leg and Forcing shot, off the Back
Foot, to the Off’ and ‘Square Cut
and Walking Shot’. Published by
Flicker Productions of London. Light
wear to covers otherwise in
good/very good condition - cricket

£70/100

716 ‘A Single Wicket Index to Frederick
Lillywhite’s Cricket Scores and
Biographies of Celebrated Cricketers
from 1746 to 1840’, Volume Three.
Roger Heavens, Cambridge 1995.
VG - cricket £20/30

717 Middlesex. Selection of twelve
books, mainly biographical. Includes
‘Big Cricket’ Patsy Hendren 1934
(faults to wrappers), ‘Denis
Compton. A Cricket Sketch’. E.W.
Swanton, ‘What Now?. The
Autobiography’. Phil Tufnell 1999,
signed copy etc. Odd faults, good -
cricket £15/25

718 J.M. Barrie. Collection of seven
books by Barrie or about Barrie, the
majority with references to cricket.
Titles include ‘Portrait of Barrie’.
Cynthia Asquith 1954, ‘The Story of
J.M.B. Sir John Barrie’. Denis Mackail
1941, ‘M’Connachie and J.M.B.’
Speeches by J.M. Barrie 1938, ‘The
Greenwood Hat’. J.M. Barrie 1937,
‘Peter Pan and Cricket’. David
Rayvern Allen 1988 etc. G - cricket

£20/30

719 Signed cricket books. Twelve cricket
books and brochures, all signed by
their author or subject. Includes
‘India’s tour of Australia 1985/86’,
signed by Pervez Qaiser, three
modern books signed by Frank
Tyson, ‘The West Indian Tour of
England 1906’. Gerry
Wolstenholme, limited edition

signed by the author etc. Other
signatures include Baloch, Roberts,
Pollard, Derriman etc. Sold with a
box of general cricket books. G -
cricket £20/30

720 Playfair Cricket Annual 1963-2005,
lacking the 2004 edition. Sold with
sixteen duplicate copies. Odd faults,
good condition. Qty 58 £25/35

721 Christopher Helm County Cricket
Histories Series. Thirteen official
histories of various counties plus
fifteen further cricket histories, CD’s
etc. Includes Durham C.C.C. Past,
Present and Future. Jack Bannister
1993, signed. VG £15/25

722 ‘Frederick Lillywhite’s Cricket Scores
And Biographies Of Celebrated
Cricketers. Volumes I-X. Cambridge
1996-2001. Limited editions of 500
numbered copies, these are various
numbers. Reprints of the original
first ten volumes covering the period
1746-1875. Published by Roger
Heavens. Hardback. Very good
condition. Qty 10 £50/80

723 ‘Frederick Lillywhite’s Cricket Scores
And Biographies Of Celebrated
Cricketers. Volumes I & II.
Cambridge 1996 & 1997 plus the
two Index. Limited editions of 500
numbered copies, these are different
numbers. Reprints of the original
first ten volumes covering the period
1746-1875. Published by Roger
Heavens. Hardback. Very good
condition. Qty 2 - cricket £15/25

724 ‘First-Class Cricket. A Complete
Record’. 1931-1939. A full run of
the series compiled and edited by
Jim Ledbetter in very good
condition. Sold with a box of thirty
four cricket books, 1950’s to date,
many with very good dustwrappers,
biographies, tour books etc, some
formerly from the Judge Wakley
collection and a small selection of
tour brochures, tickets press and
media guides etc. G £25/35

725 ‘The Cricketers’ Who’s Who’ Edited
by Iain Sproat. London 1993.
Comprehensively signed to pen
pictures by over 320 players and
umpires. Signatures include Habib,
Ambrose, Atherton, I.Bishop,
Botham, Broad, Caddick, Cairns,
Cork, Dilley, Donald, Foster, Fraser,
French, Gatting, Giddins, Gooch,
Gower, Gough, Hick, Hooper,
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Hussain, Dean Jones, Lamb, M.
Marshall, Moody, Mustaq Ahmed,
Pringle, Randall, Ramprakash, R.
Richardson, Salim Malik, Stewart,
Such, Tendulkar, Vaughan, C. Walsh,
W. Younis, Wasim Akram, M.
Waugh, Bird, Balderstone, V. Holder,
Wight, Willey etc. Plus a few signed
on labels laid down to front end
papers. Some wear to covers
otherwise in good condition - cricket

£60/90

The following items are from the
cricket collection of Stanley Allen
M.B.E. who was Secretary of Sussex
C.C.C. from 1976-1980. He died in
January 2014 at the age of 95 years.
His Wisden collection is being sold
on Sunday, 22nd June 2014

726 ‘Sussex Cricket’. A.E.R. Gilligan.
London 1933. Original decorative
boards. Signed and dedicated in ink
to front end paper ‘To my old friend
Stanley Allen from Arthur E.R.
Gilligan, November 10th 1971’.
Light fading and minor foxing to
spine and borders of boards. Sold
with ‘A Complete record of Sussex
County Cricket 1728 to 1957.
George Washer 1957. G £30/50

727 Sussex cricket 1953 to 1956.
Autograph book covering the period
containing various signed album
pages, postcards, original
photographs etc covering matches at
Eastbourne, Hastings etc. The
photographs include ‘candid’ images
of the 1953/1956 Australians
including Bill Johnson, Rutherford,
Crawford, Langley etc, images of the
Pakistanis 1954 and South Africans
1955,  etc, postcards of the 1953
Sussex and Australian teams, Keith
Miller, Neil Harvey (Australians
1953), Australians 1956, Denis
Compton & Bill Edrich (‘portrait
models in Madame Tusard’s
Exhibition in London), signatures
include Hampshire 1955 (12 sigs),
the South and the North of England
1953 (14), Umpires, Frank Chester
and Pothercary, Col Stevens XI v
Cambridge University 1955,
Worcestershire 1955 (11),
Warwickshire 1955 (11), Sussex
1955 (7 including ‘Norfolk’),
Gloucestershire 1955 (6), South
Africans 1955 (7), Commonwealth
XI 1955 (7), George Cox Benefit
1951 (9), Australia 1956 (8) etc. The

album breaking up but still in good
condition. G - cricket £60/90

728 ‘The Australian Cricket Team 1926’.
British Australasian Ltd. London
1926. Pre tour 96pp brochure. Sold
with official tour brochures for
Australia 1930, All India 1946 and
West Indies 1950. Qty 4. G £25/35

729 ‘Kissing the Rod. The Story of the
Tests of 1934’. P.G. Fender. London
1934. Sold with ‘Anglo Australian
Cricket 1862-1926’. Percy Cross
Standing. 1926 with tatty original
dustwrapper, ‘England versus
Australia 1877-1934’. E.L. Roberts
and a poor copy of ‘W.G. Grace. A
Biography’. W.M. Brownlee 1887. G
- cricket £25/35

730 ‘Tin Hut Times’ Editions for May
1934, October 1935 & October
1938. The ‘Tin Hut Times was a
newsletter produced by students at
Brighton College from 1934
onwards with news and information
about the College including all
sports, cricket, rugby, tennis,
swimming etc. The tin huts refer to
some of the accommodation at the
college. The colour covers feature a
wicket keeper stumping a batsman.
Sold with ‘A History of Brighton
College’. Compiled by G.P. Bustow
and M.B. Whittaker 1957. G -
cricket £30/50

731 Cricket ties. Good selection of forty
five cricket ties, many and varied
Sussex ties including ‘Life’ member,
member, 1972 Centenary, Gillette
Cup 1978, earlier members tie
(Hawkes of Savile Row) etc. Includes
Australia Centenary 1977, Cornhill
1985, ‘50 Grounds’, benefits,
M.C.C. ‘City’ ties etc. Some
duplication £30/50

CRICKET CAPS, BLAZERS & ATTIRE 

732 Sidney George Barnes. New South
Wales & Australia 1936-1953.
Australian dark green cloth test cap
worn by Barnes during the famous
series against England in 1948. The
cap, by Farmers of Sydney,
embroidered with the Australia
emblem and below ‘1948’. His name
handwritten in ink to the inside of
the cap ‘S.G. Barnes’. The cap in
good condition with no faults noted.
A very rare cap from a iconic Test
series. A signed letter of provenance
accompanies the cap (details of

which are printed below) - cricket
£8000/12000

The cap was given to Alec Bedser by
Sid Barnes at the end of the 5th Test
played at the Oval in 1948, he in
turn gave it to the vendor who was
fifteen at the time, his father was a
good friend of Bedser, together with
the autographs of most of the
members of the 1948 teams to add
to his collection of cricket
memorabilia. Various Australian
Test cricket caps have been sold by
auction houses over the years but
only the 1948 touring caps of Don
Bradman and Arthur Morris have
been sold through public auction.
The Bradman cap making $425,000
in 2003 and the Morris cap $40,000
in 2005 (source: The Baggy Green.
M Fahey & M. Coward 2008). Plus
this cap which was previously sold
by Mullocks Auctioneers.

Sid Barnes played in thirteen Tests
for Australia and scored 1072 runs
at an average of 63.05 with a top
score of 234 against England at
Sydney 1946, Bradman also scored
234 in the match and Barnes
commented ‘It would’nt be right for
someone to make more runs than Sir
Donald Bradman’. Barnes was
regarded as one of Australia’s finest
batsmen in the period immediately
following the Second World War.
On the resumption of Test cricket
after the war, he was picked as the
opening partner to Arthur Morris.
Barnes was a key member of
Bradman’s Invincibles, the 1948
Australian team that toured England
without losing a single match.
Barnes and Morris shared century
opening partnerships at Lord’s and
The Oval, where their 117 run stand
dwarfed the 52 all out made by the
entire England team.[63] In addition
to his century at Lord’s, Barnes made
three other scores over 60 in the
series. When fielding, Barnes
stationed himself as close to the bat
as possible at either forward short-
leg or point. The report of the tour in
the 1949 edition of Wisden
Cricketers’ Almanack, stated that
Barnes’s fielding was as important a
factor as his batting in The
Invincibles’ success: 

‘Probably a number of batsmen
were sufficiently affected by his
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close attendance to cause them to
lose concentration on the bowler
running up, but equally important
was the fact that the knowledge of
his presence influenced opponents
to avoid strokes in that direction.
The Barnes demeanour in the field
illustrated the general purpose-
fulness of the Australians’

Len Hutton was quoted as saying
‘Mr Barnes stood so close... I could
hear his breathing.... due to the
efficiency of Lindwall.... Barnes was
as safe as a row of houses in this
silly short leg position’. However, he
received criticism for this approach
and it resulted in him missing the
fourth Test at Leeds through injury.
In England’s first innings of the third
Test, he was hit in the ribs and had
to be carried from the pitch by four
policemen. The following day, he
collapsed while practising in the
nets, and when he went in to bat at
number six, he collapsed again and
had to retire hurt. After this, he was
taken to hospital where he spent 10
days before rejoining the tour for
the Derbyshire match that followed
the fourth Test. Barnes thus played
in four of the five Tests, missing the
fourth Test through injury. He scored
329 runs in the Tests, averaging
82.25. In all first-class matches on
the tour, he amassed 1354 runs,
averaging 56.41. 

733 Kenneth Ernest Palmer. Somerset &
England 1955-1969. Somerset navy
blue county 1st XI cricket cap with
county emblem to front. Cap by
Foster of London. The cap was given
to Ken Higgs by Ken Palmer. Sold
with letter of authentication from
Higgs on Lancashire C.C.C. headed
paper. VG £80/120

734 Neil Alan Malllender. Somerset &
England 1987-1994. Somerset navy
blue county 1st XI cricket cap with
county emblem to front. Cap by
Dege of Savile Row. The cap was
given to Nick Cook by Mallender for
his Benefit in 1995. Sold with letter
of authentication from Cook on
1995 Benefit Year headed paper. G

£80/120

735 Andrew Hayhurst. Somerset 1990-
1996. Somerset navy blue county
1st XI cricket cap with county
emblem to front. Cap by Dege of
Savile Row. The cap was previously

sold by Knights in 2000. G£80/120

736 Warren Hegg. Lancashire & England
1986-2005. Lancashire navy blue
cloth 2nd XI cricket cap. The cap
with Lancashire 2nd XI emblem of a
red rose bud. Cap by Fosters of
London. Hegg’s initials to inner label
of cap. The cap was previously sold
at the Hegg Benefit auction 1990,
with card of provenance. Very good
condition - cricket £40/60

737 Warren Hegg. Lancashire & England
1986-2005. Lancashire navy blue
cloth 1st XI cricket cap. The cap with
Lancashire emblem of a red rose.
Cap by Fosters of London. Hegg’s
nickname ‘Chucky’ (Hegg) to inside
of cap. The cap was previously sold
at the C.M.S. auction 2010, with
letter of provenance plus receipt of
purchase. The cap has what appears
to be a replacement panel where the
badge is placed. G - cricket £50/80

738 Paul Johnson. Nottinghamshire
1981-2002. Nottinghamshire navy
blue cloth 1st XI cap worn by
Johnson during his Nottinghamshire
playing career. The cap with
embroidered Nottinghamshire
emblem to front. ‘P. Johnson’
handwritten to inside label. Two tiny
holes to back of cap otherwise in
good condition. Sold with signed
note of provenance - cricket£60/90

739 George Duckworth. Lancashire &
England 1923-1938. Framed display
containing George Duckworth’s
official M.C.C. blazer pocket for the
1930-1931 tour. The pocket with
beautifully embroidered image of St
George & the Dragon, with ‘1930-
South Africa-1931’ title in scroll
below. The top of the pocket with
trimming in M.C.C. colours, some
soiling otherwise in good condition.
The mount contains a short note
from Duckworth’s daughter
confirming that the item belonged to
her father. Rare. G - cricket£70/100

740 William H.R. Andrews. Somerset
1930-1947. Selection of a long
sleeved cricket sweater, by Jaeger,
with blue dragon of Somerset
emblem to chest plus a pair of
Andrews cricket trousers. The items
were given to Somerset cricket
collector Barry Phillips for some work
he did for Bill Andrew’s widow
collating her husband’s cricket

scrapbooks and ephemera. Sold with
a photograph of Andrew’s, wearing
the clothing, coaching boys cricket.
Sold with note of provenance to this
effect. G £40/60

741 William H.R. Andrews. Somerset
1930-1947. Somerset first XI
sleeveless sweater worn by Andrew’s
during his playing career. The
sweater, by Paine of Godalming,
with trimming in Somerset colours to
neck and waist has a few moth holes
to lower front of the sweater
otherwise in good condition. The
sweater was given to Barry Phillips
for some work he did for Bill
Andrew’s widow collating her
husband’s cricket scrapbooks and
ephemera. Sold with note of
provenance to this effect. G £40/60

Barry Phillips also wrote Arthur
Wellard’s biography

742 Roland Lefebvre. Somerset,
Glamorgan & Holland. M.C.C.
sleeveless sweater, by Simpson of
Piccadilly’ worn by Lefebvre whilst
playing for M.C.C. The sweater has
M.C.C. emblem to centre of sweater.
‘R.F.’ to label. Previously sold by
Knights. G - cricket £40/60

743 Steve Waugh. New South Wales &
Australia 1984-2004. Australian long
sleeved Test sweater with
embroidered Australian emblem to
chest and trimming to neck, waist
and cuffs in Australian colours of
gold and green. Sweater by ‘Silver
Fleece’. Name ‘S. Waugh’
handwritten to label. Very good
condition - cricket £250/350

744 Peter Willey. Northamptonshire and
England 1966-1983. Official
England Test shirt worn by Willey
whilst playing for England. The shirt,
by Kent & Curwen, with single lion
emblem to chest and Willeys
nickname and initials to collar. The
shirt was donated and sold at David
Capel’s Benefit auction held in 1994
and the shirt is sold with note of
authentication. G - cricket £30/40

745 Chris Broad. Gloucestershire,
Nottinghamshire and England 1979-
1992.Nottinghamshire white 1st XI
long sleeve shirt worn by Broad
during his career, with county
emblem and ‘Ansells’ sponsor’s logo
to chest, with a note of authenticity
signed by Broad. G - cricket £25/35
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746 Gordon Parsons. Leicestershire
1979-1997. Leicestershire white 1st
XI long sleeve shirt worn by Parsons
during his playing career, with
county ‘Fox’ emblem to chest, with a
note of authenticity signed by
Parsons. G - cricket £20/30

747 Chris Lewis. Nottinghamshire and
England. Nottinghamshire AXA
Sunday League cricket shirt worn by
Lewis in 1995. The shirt with
‘Nottinghamshire’, club emblem and
sponsors logo ‘Worthington Bitter’
to front and ‘Lewis’ to back. Name
handwritten to inside label. G -
cricket £20/30

748 Steve Rhodes. England white cricket
shirt with England emblem and
‘Tetley’ sponsors logo worn by
Rhodes. Signed to chest by Rhodes.
G/VG - cricket £25/35

749 Michael Atherton. England white
cricket shirt with England emblem
and 'Tetley' sponsors logo worn by
Atherton, the first match in which he
captained England,for the Fifth Test
v Australia at Edgbaston, 5th-9th
August 1993. Signed to chest by
Atherton 'Birmingham 1993'. G/VG
- cricket £80/120

This match was the first in which
Atherton played as Captain of
England after Graham Gooch had
stood down. Australia beat England
by eight wickets

750 Devon Malcolm. England blue
sleeveless sweater worn by Malcolm
with ‘World Series’ emblem and
‘Tetley’ sponsors logo to front,
‘Malcolm’ to back. Some moth
damage, otherwise generally G -
cricket £20/30

751 Mike Gatting 1993. Middlesex pale
blue long sleeve Sunday League shirt
worn by Gatting, with ‘Middlesex’ to
chest, county emblem to front and
‘Lucozade’ sponsors logo to front
and collar, ‘Gatting’ and ‘Axa Equity
& Law League’ to back. G/VG -
cricket £20/30

Axa took over the sponsorship of the
Sunday League in 1993, incorpo-
rating changes including coloured
team clothing, white ball and black
sightscreen

752 Angus Fraser 1993. Middlesex pale
blue long sleeve Sunday League shirt
worn by Fraser, with ‘Middlesex’ to

chest, county emblem to front and
‘Lucozade’ sponsors logo to front
and collar, ‘Fraser’ and ‘Axa Equity &
Law League’ to back. G/VG - cricket

£20/30

753 Graham Hick 1993. Worcestershire
green and white long sleeve Sunday
League shirt worn by Hick, with
‘Worcestershire’ to chest, county
emblem to front and ‘MEB’ sponsors
logo to front and collar, ‘Hick’ and
‘Axa Equity & Law League’ to back.
Signed to chest by Hick. G/VG -
cricket £25/35

754 Imran Khan, Pakistan, World Cup
1992. Pakistan replica green short
sleeve shirt, with ‘Pakistan’ to chest,
‘Benson and Hedges World Cup
1992’ emblem and ‘I.S.C.’ sponsors
logo to front, ‘Imran’. Signed to
chest by Imran. G - cricket £30/50

Pakistan won the World Cup in
1992, Imran being the winning
Captain

755 England v South Africa 1994.
England player’s short sleeve shirt,
with England emblem and ‘Tetley
Bitter’ sponsors logo to chest and
collar. Signed to the front by all
eleven England players who took
part in the Third Test v South Africa
at The Oval, 18th-21st August
1994. Signatures are Atherton
(Captain), Gough, Stewart, Gooch,
Hick, Rhodes, Crawley, De Freitas,
Thorpe, Benjamin and Malcolm. G -
cricket £30/40

England beat South Africa by eight
wickets

756 England v South Africa c1993/94.
England player’s short sleeve shirt,
with England emblem and ‘Tetley
Bitter’ sponsors logo to chest and
sleeve. Signed to the front by sixteen
England players from the 1993/94
seasons. Signatures include Stewart,
Atherton, Smith, Hussain, Gooch,
Hick, Malcolm, Lewis, Watkin,
Igglesden etc . Mounted. G - cricket

£30/40

757 Dermot Reeve. World Cup 1992.
Light blue ‘Kookaburra’ batting pad
worn by Reeve during the
tournament signed to the face by
fourteen members of the England
squad. Signatures include Gooch
(Captain), Lamb, Tufnell, Smith,
Fairbrother, Stewart, Reeve, Lewis

etc. Name inscribed to reverse
‘WORM’ (nickname). Minor wear to
some signatures, otherwise G -
cricket £30/40

758 Graham Gooch. Essex & England,
1973-2000. Pair of ‘Stuart Sturridge’
batting pads owned and worn by
Gooch, each signed to the front by
Gooch. G - cricket £30/50

Originally sold by Knights in the
1995 Graham Gooch Benefit
auction

759 Alec Stewart. Surrey & England,
1981-2003. Pair of ‘Kookaburra’
wicket keeping pads owned and
worn by Stewart during the 1998
series v South Africa and the Ashes
Tour 1998/99. Both pads signed to
the front ‘Alec Stewart, S. Africa &
Ashes ‘98’. Sold with a mono
photograph of Stewart, full length,
in action wearing the same pads.
G/VG - cricket £80/120

CRICKET CERAMICS & METALWARE

760 Edwin James Tyler. Somerset &
England 1890-1907. Small pewter
cup with strap handle presented to
Tyler for taking eight wickets for
Somerset v Middlesex. He took 5-64
in the first Middlesex innings and 3-
43 in the second innings. The cup is
engraved ‘E.J. Tyler. Somerset v
Middlesex, 21st & 22nd August
1890. Somerset 107 & 127 (234),
Middlesex 108 & 126 (234) from
P.P.E.’ The match was tied. The cup
stands approx 3.75” tall. Some wear
and scratching to surface otherwise
in good condition. A rare early
memento from an exciting pre first
class Somerset match - cricket

£100/150

For Somerset, Challen made 49,
Hewett 34 and Roe 33. For
Middlesex, Hearne took 8-55 in the
first innings and Webbe made 43
and 57. Somerset joined the County
Championship in 1891, so this was
classed as a non first class match

761 ‘I’m Here For The Ashes’ 1926. Rare
and unusual dish, early 20th century,
with centre inscription in green
lettering with monogram ‘GR’ and
Kings crown above. The centre and
rim with colourful flower and floral
decoration. ‘Losol Ware. Keeling &
Co Ltd, Burslem’  backstamp in 
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green. 5.5” diameter. Good
condition - cricket £50/70

Losol Ware was produced between
1912-1936. The dish was made to
commemorate the Australian tour of
England in 1926

762 Staffordshire cricket jug. Victorian
Staffordshire jug with strap handle,
transfer printed in green, with two
different cricket scenes of village
cricket matches in progress with
tented pavilion’s and trees to
background. Floral decoration to
outer and inner rim and to handle.
Approx 7” tall. Odd minor faults
otherwise in good condition

£200/300

763 Victorian Cricket Jug. A 19th
Century Staffordshire jug with
transfer printed decoration to either
side of a cricket match, with tents
and church to the background, hand
coloured in yellow, green and
burgundy with an oak leaf design to
both inner and outer rim, the handle
with crossed bats, stumps and balls.
6” tall. Some repairs to handle
otherwise in good condition

£180/250

764 Herbert Sutcliffe, Yorkshire &
England 1919-1945. W. Ellis
Moorcroft of Bramley commemo-
rative transfer printed mug for
‘Herbert Sutcliffe World Record
Maker, 4 Centuries in 5 Test
Matches’ with vignette of Sutcliffe in
batting pose. With Pudsey
Corporation crest and his England v
Australia Test records for 1924-1926
to the other side. Stamp to base. Gilt
lustre to rim and handle. Approx 4”
high. Lustre worn, otherwise G/VG -
cricket £250/350

765 Hedley Verity. Yorkshire & England,
1930-39. W. Ellis of Bramley
commemorative mug for ‘Hedley
Verity, England’s Famous Spin
Bowler’ with vignette of Verity in
bowling pose. Verity’s Test records to
reverse. Stamps to base. Gilt lustre to
rim and handle. Approx 4” high.
Some wear to lustre, otherwise
G/VG - cricket £250/350

766 Australia tour of England 1926. An
oval colour Thorne’s Super Extra
Creme Toffee tin ‘A Souvenir of the
Australian’s Visit in 1926. With
named pictures of the Australian
team to the sides and portrait of the

Oval cricket ground to lid. 5.5”.
Minor wear otherwise in good
condition - cricket £60/80

767 Cricket bag. Large crested china
cricket bag with colour emblem for
‘Tankerton On Sea’. Florentine
China ware. Approx 4.25” long. G

£30/50

768 Cricket bag. Large crested china
cricket bag with colour emblem for
‘Epsom’. Coronet China ware.
Approx 4.25” long. G £30/50

769 Cricket bag. Large crested china
cricket bag with colour emblem for
‘Maidenhead’. Florentine China
ware. Approx 4.25” long. G£30/50

770 Cricket bag. Large crested china
cricket bag with colour emblem for
‘Ely Priory’. Coronet China ware.
Approx 4.25” long. G £30/50

771 Cricket bag. Large crested china
cricket bag with colour emblem for
‘Stirling’. Atlas Heraldic China ware.
Approx 4.25” long. G £30/50

772 Cricket bag. Large crested china
cricket bag with colour emblem for
‘Great Yarmouth’. Dainty China
ware. Approx 4.25” long. G£30/50

773 Cricket bag. Large crested china
cricket bag with colour emblem for
‘Brampton’. Lockinvar China ware.
Approx 4.25” long. G £30/50

774 Cricket bag. Large crested china
cricket bag with colour emblem for
‘Hanley’. ‘W’ China ware. Approx
4.25” long. Some soiling to base,
good £30/40

775 Cricket bag. Large crested china
cricket bag with colour emblem for
‘Birmingham’. Approx 4.5” long.
Hairline crack near base otherwise in
good condition £20/30

776 ‘M.C.C. Bicentenary Match. Lords
Cricket Ground. August 20-25th
1987’. Two 75cl bottle of M.C.C.
Bicentenary Brut Reserve
champagne with decorative M.C.C.
label to bottle. Produced by M.C.C.
to commemorate the Bicentenary.
The champagne shipped and bottled
for Greens Ltd of Royal Exchange,
London. G £30/50

777 Bramhall Lane Cricket Ground.
Attractive cricket green glass beer
bottle with stopper c1880/90’s with
‘E. Donoghue- Wines & Spirits

Merchants. Division Street and
Bramhall Lane Cricket Ground’. 8.5”
tall. G £40/60

778 Gunn & Moore advertising panel
c1920s. Excellent original colour
enamel metal panel, titled ‘The
English Eleven 1885’. The panel
features colour vignettes of the
captain W.G. Grace to the centre,
surrounded by slightly smaller
vignettes of the teams superimposed
on Gunn and Moore bats with
cricket scenes and local attractions in
the background. Players’ names are
listed to lower border with
advertising slogan ‘For Over 50
Years, leading players, the world
over, have used Gunn & Moore’s
‘Autograph’ Bats’. The free standing
panel with fold out flap to reverse
measures 8.25”x10.5”. The panel
with rust spots to edges - cricket

£100/150

779 Australian tour of England 1926.
Cotton table cloth, with floral design
border, signed by sixteen members
of the touring party and then hand
embroidered in various coloured
thread. Signatures include Collins,
Taylor, Ryder, Richardson, Bardsley,
Collins, Grimmett, Ponsford,
Woodfull, Mailey etc. Minor
foxing/rusting marks otherwise in
good+ condition. unusual - cricket

£150/250

780 Cricketing charm. Silver metal cricket
charm, with loop suspension for
attaching to bracelet. The charm
with ball and bat leaning against
stumps. Initials stamp/seal to end.
Appears to have had repair to join
where bat meets the stumps. G

£30/50

781 Trinity College, Cambridge cufflinks.
The gold metal cufflinks with light
blue and red enamel with image of a
lion in red. Ryder & Amies of
Cambridge. In presentation box. VG
- cricket £20/30

782 Ian Botham, Len Hutton, Freddie
Trueman and ‘The Hampshire
Cricketer’. Four Royal Doulton
ceramic caricature toby jugs. Each
limited edition, three standing
approx 4.25” high and the other
5.5”. All with certificate of authenti-
cation. G - cricket £60/80

783 Cricket pipe. Early clay pipe with
cricketer in batting pose and bat, ball
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& stumps motifs and floral
decoration to sides of bowl. 5” long.
Good condition £25/35

784 ‘The Lord Taverners E.C.B. Trophy.
First Class County Championship’.
Large gold plated trophy/cup on
wooden base, being a replica of the
County Championship Trophy. Silver
rim to wooden base with ‘engraving
‘Cricinfo Championship. The
CrickInfo Championship’ and to
back years of all of Yorkshire County
Championship winnings seasons up
to 2001. The trophy stands 11” tall.
‘E.P.N.S.’ hall mark to trophy. In
original presentation box. G/VG -
cricket £50/80

785 Warwickshire C.C.C. Two modern
dishes in blue glass with scallop
edges, each with a bear and ragged
staff motif to centre surrounded by
floral borders. One transfer printed
in gold, the other in white. Each
approx 7” in diameter. Sold with a
plate produced to commemorate
Warwickshire’s winning of the
County Championship in 1994, with
printed results and county badges
for all matches played. 11” diameter.
G/VG. Qty 3 - cricket £20/30

786 Dennis Leslie Amiss. Warwickshire &
England, 1960-87. Cut glass
decanter produced to celebrate
Amiss’ ‘Century of Centuries’
completed against Lancashire at
Edgbaston, 29th July 1986. The
issue was limited to one hundred,
each individually numbered and
engraved to mark each century. This
is number thirty, ‘174 England v
West Indies Port of Spain 1974’. VG
- cricket £30/50

787 Australia v England 1979-80.
Australian boomerang signed by
seventeen members of the England
touring party. Signatures in ink
include Brearley (Captain), Larkins,
Boycott, Gooch, Randall, Taylor,
Underwood, Bedser (Manager) etc.
Approx 19” long. Generally good
condition - cricket £50/70

788 Australia v England 1990/91.
Australian boomerang signed by
thirteen Australian players.
Signatures in ink include Jones,
Lawson, S. Waugh, M. Waugh,
Hookes, Healey, Rackemann etc.
Approx 19” long. G - cricket£50/70 

789 England v Australia 1981, The
Prudential Trophy. A silver convex
medal presented to Test Umpire
Barrie Meyer. The medal with relief
of cricket ball seam to centre and
title to outer edge. Hallmarked. In
original presentation case. G - cricket

£80/120

790 England v New Zealand 1973. Silver
metal replica of The Prudential
Trophy presented to England
Captain Ray Illingworth after
England’s 2-0 Test series victory over
New Zealand. The cylindrical trophy
stands 5.5” tall, with cricket bat
decoration and wording below. VG

£60/80

CRICKET SCORECARDS,
PROGRAMMES, MAGAZINES ETC

791 Indian tour to England brochures.
Official brochures for All India 1936,
All India 1946 (two, different colour
wrappers), 1952 (2, Playfair and
Simpson) and 1959. G/VG - cricket 

£25/35

792 South Africa tour to England
brochures. Official brochures for
tours of 1935, 1947, 1951, 1955
and 1960. Sold with a South African
tour brochure for the M.C.C. tout of
South Africa 1956/57. G/VG- cricket

£20/30

793 Pakistan tour to England brochures.
Official brochures for the Pakistan
tours of 1954 and 1962. Sold with
further tour brochures for the West
Indies tours of England in 1950 and
1957, New Zealand tours of England
in 1937, 1949 and 1958 and
Australian tours to England in 1948,
1953 and 1961. G/VG  - cricket

£30/40

794 Australian tour of England 1948.
Selection including official scorecards
for four of the Test matches at
Lord’s, Trent Bridge, Old Trafford
and Headingley, tour matches,
Australia v Leveson Gowers XI,
Middlesex and Yorkshire, Pirate
programmes and scorecards (2,
Leeds etc) and ‘Souvenir of
Australia’s 1948 Test Team. Britannia
Press. Odd faults, good - cricket

£30/50 

795 Tours to England. Souvenir ‘pirate’
tour programmes covering Australia
1975, published by Starkey of
Hammersmith, West Indies 1976,
publisher unknown, Prudential Cup

1979, Australia 1980, Australia 1981
(2 copies, one with Botham to cover
and the other Brearley, one signed
by Terry Alderman) and Australia
1985, all published by J & D
Enterprises, Clapham. G. Qty 7 -
cricket £20/30

796 Cricketer Quarterly. Summer 1973
to Autumn 1994. Almost complete
run, eighty two editions. Very good
condition. Sold with Playfair Cricket
Annual 1949, 1951-1965 & 2000,
odd faults otherwise in good
condition and three further annuals
in poor condition £30/50

797 M.C.C. tour of Australia 1946/47.
‘Souvenir of English Cricket Matches
played at Brisbane, Queensland
1946. With the Compliments of
Queensland Publications’. Bound
booklet with gilt titles containing the
loosely tipped in official programmes
for the first Test, England v Australia,
played on the 29th-5th December
1946 and the England v Queensland
tour match played on the 22nd-26th
November 1946. Ex Bill Voce
collection. G/VG - cricket £60/80

798 M.C.C. tour of Australia 1936/37.
Official souvenir programme for the
M.C.C. tour of Australia 1936/37.
Issued by the N.S.W. Cricket
Association. Attractive pictorial
covers. With team detail, itinerary,
player profile, pen pictures to inside
pages. Odd faults to wrappers
otherwise in good condition - cricket

£30/50

799 Australia 1938. Official ‘Australian XI
English Tour 1938’ souvenir
brochure for the tour issued by
‘Orient Line R.M.S. Orontes 20,000
tons’. The brochure lists the
members of the touring party, list of
fixtures and biographies with pen
picture of each of the members of
the touring Australian team. Light
wear to cover otherwise in good
condition - cricket £40/60

800 M.C.C. tour of Australia 1946/47.
Official souvenir programme for the
‘M.C.C. Team Australian Tour 1946-
47’. Issued by the New South Wales
Cricket Association. With itinerary,
pen pictures etc. Original decorative
covers. Name and address written to
title page. Some wear to covers, new
staples attached otherwise in good
condition - cricket £20/30
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801 M.C.C. tour of Australia 1911/12.
‘Souvenir Scoring Card’. Souvenir
programme for the 4th Test,
Australia v England, played at
Melbourne on the 9th to 13th
February 1912. 48pp booklet with
original decorative wrappers
containing scorecards and player
profiles of both teams. Published by
Alfred Wood, Melbourne. Some
minor staining and ageing to
wrappers and some rusting to
staples, vertical fold to front cover.
Ink annotations to covers including
franked postage stamp and address
to back cover, otherwise in good
condition. Sold with a 4pp souvenir
score card of the same match
featuring a photograph of the
M.C.C. team to front. Rare - cricket

£150/250

802 Australian tour of England 1926.
Official scorecards for the tour
matches played by the Australian
team v Leicestershire May 1926 and
v Surrey July 1926. Odd minor
faults, good - cricket £25/35

803 Jack Hobbs ‘Record’. Somerset v
Surrey 1925. Official scorecard from
the match where Hobbs made his
126th and 127th centuries equalling
and breaking W.G. Grace’s record of
number of centuries scored. Hobb’s
made 101 in the first and 100no in
the second. Pencil annotation.
Mounted, good  - cricket £30/50

804 England v Australia 1893. Original
early scorecard for the 2nd Test
match played at The Oval on the
14th-16th August 1893. The
scorecard with printed and neat
handwritten detail. Advert for F.H.
Ayres to verso. Two small holes to
top border of scorecard otherwise in
good/very good condition. A rare
scorecard - cricket £70/100

England won by an innings and 43
runs. For England, Jackson made
103, Stoddart 83 and W.G. Grace 68
and Lockwood and Brigg took 18
wickets between them in the match.
For Australia, Trott made 92,
Bannerman 55 and Giffen 53 in
Australia’s 2nd innings having been
all out for 91 in the first innings.
Giffen took 7-128 in England’s only
innings

805 Australian tour of England 1934.
Official scorecard for the tour match

played by the Australian team v
Nottinghamshire in August 1934.
Neat pencil annotation. The match
was drawn, Voce took 8-66 in
Australia’s first innings. Sold with an
officials scorecard for the fourth Test
match, England v Australia, played
at Leeds 1938. Australia won by five
wickets, Bradman 103, O’Reilly 10
wickets in the match. G - cricket 

£25/35

806 Surrey v Australians 1956. Official
scorecard for the tour match played
at the Oval on 16th May 1956. Jim
Laker took all ten Australian wickets
in the first innings and finished with
figures of 46 overs, 18 maidens, ten
wickets for 88. In the second innings
he took 2-42. Printed scores. Signed
in ink by the Surrey team including
Laker, Surridge, Bedser, Lock, Clark,
Constable, Loader, Swetman, May,
Barrington etc. Some fading to
signatures but all legible - cricket

£60/90

807 W. Stutt-Cavell’s XII v XVIII of
Twickenham 1908. Official scorecard
for the match played on
Twickenham Green on the 21st
September 1908 in aid of the St
John’s Hospital. The W. Stutt-
Cavell’s XII featured W.G. Grace as
Captain, batting at number five
(score unknown) and taking six
wickets in the match, Frank Tarrant
also played for the side. Part printed
detail. Some foxing and wear to
corners otherwise in good condition.
Unusual - cricket £30/40

808 Indian ‘War-Time’ scorecards.
Official scorecard for All India XI v
Australian Services XI, Madras, 7th-
10th December 1945, handwritten
detail, Hassett 143, Miller 2, Pepper
87, Amarnath 113, Modi 78,
Combined Universities v Australian
Services XI, Poona, 15th & 16th
November 1945, Hassett 95, Pepper
50 and ‘The Cricket Championship
of India for the Ranji Trophy
1944/45, the Final played in
Bombay between Holkar and
Bombay commencing on the 4th of
March (to be played to a finish),
Mustaq Ali 109 & 130, Denis
Compton 249no, Merchant 278,
Modi 98 & 151, Cooper 104. In a
high scoring match, Bombay won by
374 runs, a total of 2078 runs were
scored in this infamous no-time-limit

match in which Compton allegedly
was offered a large financial
incentive to score a lot of runs for
Holkar. Some wear, folds otherwise
in good condition. Rare. Qty 3 -
cricket £70/100

809 North of England v Australians 1896.
Original and early scorecard for the
tour match played at Old Trafford,
Manchester on the 2nd-4th July
1896. Fully completed typewritten
scores. Printed by W.Whitham & Son
of Sheffield. Small loss to lower right
hand corner, crease to top left hand
corner otherwise in good/very good
condition. Rare - cricket £50/80

Australia won the match by 42 runs
with Gregory 71, Darling 44 and
Iredale 40 top scoring for the
Australians. Trumble took 10
wickets in the match. For the North
of England, Lilley top scored with
61, Pougher 39. Briggs took nine
wickets in the match

810 Jack Hobbs ‘Record’. Somerset v
Surrey 1925. Official signed silk
scorecard from the match where
Hobbs made his 126th and 127th
centuries equalling and breaking
W.G. Grace’s record of number of
centuries scored. Hobb’s made 101
in the first and 100no in the second.
The scorecard has been signed in ink
by Hobbs. 6”x10”. Slight ink
bleeding to the signature, otherwise
VG - cricket £150/250

811 England v Australia 1964. Official
Test match scorecard for the 4th Test
held at Old Trafford 23rd-28th July
1964. Horizontal fold and minor
ageing, otherwise G - cricket£25/35

The Test match was drawn with
Simpson scoring 311no in
Australia’s first innings of 656-8 dec,
and Barrington scoring 256 and
Dexter 174 in England’s reply of 611 

812 Lancashire (Champion County) v
Rest of England 1928. Official
scorecard for the match played at
the Kennington Oval on the 14th-
18th September 1928. Horizontal
fold, otherwise G/VG - cricket

£20/30

The Rest won by an innings and 91
runs. For Lancashire, Hallows top-
scored with 96 in their first innings
of 296. For The Rest, Hobbs made
150 and Sutcliffe 139 in an opening
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stand of 212 out of a total of 603-8
dec

813 England v Australia ‘Hutton 364’
1938. Official scorecard for the fifth
Test match played at the Kennington
Oval on the 20th-24th September
1938. Printed and hand written
annotations. Horizontal folds,
otherwise G - cricket £30/40

In the ‘Timeless’ Test, England won
by an innings and 579 runs. Len
Hutton made the world record score
of 364 out of England’s total of 903-
7 dec

814 England v Australia ‘Botham/Willis’
1981. Official complete scorecard
for the ‘famous’ third Test match,
England v Australia, Headingley
1981. Ian Botham and Bob Willis’s
match. England followed on 227
runs behind and were soon 135-7 in
their second innings. Botham and
Dilley then put together a stand of
117. Botham finished up with 149no
and Dilley 56. Australia needed 130
to win. Australia at 56-2 seemed
favourites to win the game, however
Willis with 8-43 won the game for
England by 18 runs. VG - cricket 

£30/40

815 England v Australia ‘100th Test
Match’ 1921. Original silk scorecard
produced to commemorate the
100th Test match between the two
teams. The first Test (100th Test) of
the 1921 season was held at Trent
Bridge, Nottingham on 28th-31st
May 1921. Australia won the Test
within two days, beating England by
ten wickets. For Australia, McDonald
and Gregory took 16 wickets in the
match, Bardsley made 66 and Carter
33. For England, Knight top scored
with 38, Woolley 34, Woolley took
three wickets. Loosely attached at
top edge to folding mount - cricket

£100/150

816 M.C.C. v Rest of the World XI
Bicentenary Match 1987. Complete
official scorecard for the match,
nicely signed by Graham Gooch who
scored 117 in the M.C.C’s first
innings. G £15/25

817 England v Australia, 2005. Complete
official scorecard for the fifth Test
played at the Brit Oval, 8th-12th
September 2005. Signed by Kevin
Pietersen who scored 158 in
England’s second innings. G/VG -

cricket £30/50

818 England v South Africa 1994. Official
scorecard for the 3rd Test where
Devon Malcolm took 9-57 in the
South African second innings. Signed
by Malcolm to scorecard and
inscribed ‘Your History Pal !’.
Mounted, framed and glazed.
Overall 13”x17”. G £25/35

819 England v Australia 1944 to 1964.
Official scorecards for two charity
matches played by an England XI v
Royal Australian Air Force at Lord’s
on 7th August 1944 and 19th May
1945. Also scorecards from the 1948
(5 plus one duplicate), 1953 (5),
1956 (5 plus one duplicate), 1961
(5) and 1964 (4) tours. Also a
scorecard for Surrey v Australians
from May 1956 at Kennington Oval.
Some with hand written
annotations. Generally G. Qty 27 -
cricket £60/80

820 England v West Indies 1984. Full set
of complete official scorecards for
the five match Test series. VG -
cricket £15/25

West Indies won the series 5-0 ‘The
Blackwash’

821 ‘Big match scorecards’. Five official
completed scorecards each featuring
a significant performance.
Scorecards are Worcestershire v
Somerset 1988, Hick scored 405no,
England v Sri Lanka at The Oval
1998, Muralitharan took sixteen
wickets,  Essex v Surrey 1983, Surrey
were bowled out for fourteen runs in
their first innings, Warwickshire v
Durham 1994, Lara’s record score of
501no and Sussex v Leicestershire
2003, Goodwin’s score of 335no.
VG - cricket £15/25

822 Lancashire C.C.C. 1934/56. Official
scorecards for county and tour
matches played home and away.
Home scorecards include v Notts,
July 1934, v Australians, 1938, v
Middlesex, June 1953 etc. Away
scorecards include v Yorkshire, June
1946, v Middlesex, August 1947, v
Surrey, August 1954 etc. Sold with
three other scorecards from the
period for England v South Africa,
1947 and M.C.C. v West Indies,
May 1950. Some with hand written
annotations. Some faults, generally
fair to good condition. Qty 11 -
cricket £25/35

823 The Cricketer Quarterly. Complete
run from Summer 1973 (first edition)
to Spring 1995. Nicely bound in
green boards. Qty 11. Excellent
condition - cricket £80/120

824 Cricket magazines. A run of ‘Cricket
‘72’ to ‘Cricket ‘80’ magazines
published by the Test and County
Cricket Board. Sold with two
‘Prudential Cup’ official guides from
1975 and 1979. Qty 11. G - cricket

£20/30

825 ‘50 Years of Indian Test Cricket
1932-82’. Large format calendar
published by the Vazir Sultan
Tobacco Company, Hyderabad. The
calendar features a portrait of an
Indian cricket great for each month.
Players featured include Merchant,
Gavaskar, Manjrekar, Hazare,
Umrigar, Mankad, Engineer etc.
Bookplate for A.E. Winder to inside
cover, and compliment slip from
Vasant Raiji, author and first class
cricketer. Overall 11.5”x20”.
Horizontal fold otherwise G/VG. An
unusual and scarce item - cricket

£40/60

826 Brian Lara. Radial score chart of
Brian Lara’s world record Test Innings
of 375 for West Indies v England
1994 by Bill Frindall. Limited edition
123/375. Personally signed by Bill
Frindall. Mounted, overall size
12”x15”. VG - cricket £30/50

827 Northamptonshire v Kent 1992. Four
‘Last Day County Championship
Game’ first day covers, each signed
by six players. Twenty four
signatures including Bailey, Capel,
Warren, Taylor, Loye, Cook, Burns,
Fleming, Ellison, Marsh, Hooper,
Ward etc. The Northamptonshire &
Kent teams. G - cricket £20/30

828 Don Bradman. ‘Team of the Century’
first day cover, Sydney 2000
featuring Captain Don Bradman,
signed by Bradman in thicker pen in
later years. Mounted with
photographic image of Bradman. VG
- cricket £30/50

829 England ‘Prudential World Cup
1979’. Official first day cover, with
Lord’s Final handstamp, signed by
the England squad. Thirteen
signatures including Willis, Boycott,
Brearley, Taylor, Gower, Gooch, Old,
Botham, Randall etc. G - cricket

£25/35
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England played the West Indies in
the Final at Lord’s. West Indies
winning by 92 runs, Viv Richards
making 138 no

830 Cricket ephemera. Selection
including five first day covers
including M.C.C. to St. Lucia 1968,
various signatures including Fred
Root, H.G. Baldwin (Surrey), E.
Bedser, D.Compton etc on
pieces/pages £15/25

831 ‘100 Years of English County
Cricket’. Official file containing
eighteen first day covers from each
County and date stamped 1973.
Plus eighteen postcards of the
County teams. Sold with England v
Australia ‘Centenary Test’ 1977.
‘The Test Cricket Centenary 1877-
1977’. Official commemorative
limited edition silver medal on first
day cover in folder. Produced by the
Australian Cricket Board. VG£25/35

832 Cricket beer mats. Red file
containing over sixty cricket themed
beer mats. Good selection, some
older ones, Fremlins etc. G  £25/35

833 The Cricketer Magazine. Bound
volume VII, 1926. All issues (May-
Sept) plus Spring and Autumn
Annuals)  in original publishers
binding. Nick to top border of front
board. G - cricket £25/35

834 Cricket Memorabilia Society
magazines. Numbers 1-100
inclusive, plus associated booklets
and Directories. G £20/30

835 Benefit/Testimonial Brochures
1960/2000’s. Collection of over
seventy five brochures, sixteen
signed. Signed brochures include
P.Parker, C. Waller, K. Pont, M.
Hendrick, K. McEwan (2), G. Barlow,
C. Johnson, B. Hardie, D. Hughes, F.
Hayes etc. Odd duplication. Good
selection - cricket £30/40

836 Bill Frindall Archive.
Benefit/Testimonial Brochures and
other brochures 1950/1990’s.
Selection of twelve brochures
formerly the property of Frindall,
odd ones signed and dedicated.
Brochures include Amiss 1975 (s),
Denness 1974 (s), Downton 1990
(s), Abberley 1984, David Brown
1973, Alec Bedser 1953, Jimmy
Binks 1967 etc. Good selection. With
note of provenance - cricket£20/30

836a Cricket ephemera. Two boxes of
ephemera including Annuals
1930/50’s, brochures, books,
M.C.C. membership cards
1960’s/2000’s, 78rpm record, signed
items etc. Good Australian interest.
Some non cricket items included.
Plus two boxes of cricket books and
brochures. Good selection £30/50

CRICKET PRINTS & PAINTINGS

837 ‘Hillyer’, Kent & All England 1835-
1853. Large original coloured
lithograph ‘Sketches at Lord’s No 3’
published by John Corbet Anderson
and R. Dark, Lord’s Ground on 17th
July 1850. 11”x13.5”. Slight age
toning, creasing and minor damage
to print extremities otherwise in
good condition. A nice image-
cricket £100/150

838 ‘Alfred Diver’ Cambridgeshire & All
England 1857-1866. Large original
colour lithograph by John Corbet
Anderson, published by Lillywhite &
Wisden on 13th July 1858 and
printed by Stannard & Dixon. The
lithograph measures approx
11.75”x17.5”. Odd minor tears to
lower border of lithograph not
affecting image. G - cricket

£100/150

839 ‘Back Play’ No. 6. Large original
colour lithograph by John Corbet
Anderson published by Lillywhite on
1st May 1860 and printed by
Stannard & Dixon. The lithograph
measures approx 9.25”x12.5”. Loss
to lower right hand corner not
affecting image and to a lesser
extent to top right hand corner,
some age toning/soiling to outer
borders, minor tear to lower border
of lithograph. G - cricket £50/70

840 ‘Hillyer’ William Richard. Kent, All
England & M.C.C. ground staff.
Original lithograph ‘Sketches at
Lord’s No. 3’ published by John
Corbet Anderson and F. Lillywhite on
1st March 1852. Overall
7.5”x9.75”. Minor staining to left
hand edge otherwise in good
condition - cricket £70/100

841 ‘Alfred Mynn Esq’. Kent & All
England XI. Original lithograph
‘Sketches at Lord’s No. 5’ published
by John Corbet Anderson and
Frederick Lillywhite on 1st March
1852. 7.5”x10.5”. Very minor wear
to edges and minor foxing otherwise
in good condition - cricket £70/100

842 ‘William Clarke. Slow Bowler of
Nottingham. Secretary to the All
England Eleven’. ‘Sketches at Lord’s
No. 5’. Original lithograph published
by John Corbet Anderson and F.
Lillywhite on May 1st 1852. The
lithograph, measuring approx
7”x9.5”, has been laid down to
board, some wear with loss to edge
of right hand border and has some
darkening to image otherwise in
generally good condition - cricket

£50/70

843 Arthur Mailey, New South Wales &
Australia 1912-1930. Original pen
and ink caricature portrait, on album
page, of Victor York Richardson,
South Australia & Australia 1918-
1938, head and shoulders by Mailey.
The portrait has been initialled
‘A.M.’ in ink by Mailey and also
signed by the subject, Richardson in
ink. The ink signature of X.C.
Balaskas, Test cricketer from South
Africa 1934-1939 to verso. The page
measures approx 4.5”x6.5”.
Excellent image. Very good
condition - cricket £500/700

Victor Richardson captained the
Australian team in five Tests v South
Africa and was vice Captain on the
1930 Australian tour of England in
1930 and the Bodyline series in
Australia 1932/33. Richardson
played in nineteen Tests for
Australia averaging 23.5 with a
highest Test score of 138 v England
at Melbourne in 1924/25 during
which he hooked Harold Larwood
for six. He was a grandfather to
three future Australian Test
cricketers, Ian Chappell, Greg
Chappell (who both also captained
Australia ) and Trevor Chappell

844 Arthur Mailey, New South Wales &
Australia 1912-1930. Original pen
and ink caricature portrait, on album
page, of Alan Falconer Kippax, New
South Wales & Australia 1918-1936,
profile pose by Mailey. The portrait
has been initialled ‘A.M.’ in ink by
Mailey and also signed by the
subject, Kippax in ink. A further
excellent head and shoulders
caricature portrait of George Robey,
who was an English comedian,
singer and actor in musical theatre,
known as one of the greatest music
hall performers of the late 19th and
early 20th centuries and played a
few games for M.C.C., to verso. The
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caricature signed to bottom right
hand corner by Robey. The page
measures approx 4.5”x6.5”.
Excellent image. Very good
condition - cricket £500/700

Alan Kippax played in twenty two
Tests for Australia averaging 36.12
with a highest Test score of 146. ‘He
was an impeccably correct and
elegant batsman, with an upright,
easy stance at the wicket; like his
schoolboy idol Victor Trumper, he
rolled his sleeves between wrist and
elbow and excelled with the late
cut. His omission from the 1926
team to tour England caused great
controversy at the time, especially
as he hit a brilliant 271 not out
against Victoria on the eve of
selection. His best cricket was saved
for the 1930 tour of England when
he came second to Bradman in the
batting averages with 1451 runs at
an average of 58.04. His Test career
was curtailed by the controversial
Bodyline tactics employed by
England on their 1932–33 tour of
Australia,  Kippax wrote a book
denouncing the tactics after the
series concluded

845 Arthur Mailey, New South Wales &
Australia 1912-1930. Original pen
and ink caricature portrait, on album
page, depicts a gentleman,
seemingly down on his luck, seated
on a box in a full length pose,
holding out a cup in one hand as he
appeals for coins, by Mailey. The
portrait has been initialled ‘A.M.’ in
ink by Mailey. The page measures
approx 4.5”x6.5”. Excellent image.
Very good condition - cricket

£200/300

846 W.G. Grace. Excellent large and
impressive portrait print of W.G.
Grace, sitting wearing cricket attire
and M.C.C. cap, wearing batting
pads and holding a cricket bat. The
print published by J.W. Arrowsmith,
Bristol, February 11th 1890. The
print bears a pencil signature to
lower right hand border, not
believed to be in the hand of W.G.
Grace. Mounted, framed & glazed,
overall approx 30”x40”. Some
minor faults to image otherwise in
good condition - cricket £70/100

847* M.C.C. tour of Australia 1932/33
‘Bodyline’ Excellent large mono
proof on photographic paper taken
from the original pen and ink
caricature/ cartoon artwork by artist
Samuel Wells for an Australian
newspaper of the M.C.C. team
including Captain Douglas Jardine.
The cartoon features a splendid
heraldic image of Jardine, drawn as a
lion, wearing Harlequin cap and
batting pads and trademark
neckerchief holding his bat in the air
in shield, surrounded by cameos of
the rest of the touring party. Each
player is featured in a different
poses, Tate is made out to be a large
giant of a bowler, Hammond, full of
runs/scores, a smiley Mitchell,
Larwood bounding in etc. Also
featured R.M.V. Robins ‘Selected but
unable to go’. The cartoon, undated,
measures 10.5”x14.5”. An excellent
image. Some wear to extremities
otherwise in good condition - cricket

£70/100

848 ‘England v Australia Test Cricket
1932-33 Series’. ‘Bodyline’. Large
advertising poster for Stuart, Walker
& Co, Butchers’ Requisites Suppliers
of Sydney. The poster features a
small picture of the 1862 England
team to Australia, with a larger
montage of the 1932-3 England
touring party below, surrounded by
vignette portraits of prominent
English and Australian cricket
personalities. Below is a calendar for
1933 with tour dates to either side.
Framed and glazed overall 18”x24”.
A fine and scarce item. Light creases,
otherwise VG - cricket £500/700

849* Victoria v Queensland 1953/54.
Excellent large original pen and ink
caricature/ cartoon artwork
highlighted with colour by artist
Samuel Wells for the Age newspaper
covering the State match played at
the M.C.G. in December 1953, after
the close of play on day two with
Victoria having made 377 runs and
Queensland closing on 227/8. The
cartoon features on the fact that the
weather was very hot, ‘After, Vic
bowlers were taken home in
buckets’ (of sweat). The major
centre image is of three Queensland
players, Burge, McLaughlin and
Grout with the Manager, Shaw,
depicted as a kangaroo, two
crocodiles and an emu respectively,

‘This is how the “new” Q’land
cricketers looked in the tropical heat
at the MCG. Sat’. Other players
featured include Mackay who scored
86 in four hours for Queensland,
MacDonald, Tovey and Bratchford
who scored ducks, and Johnston ‘the
heat spirited a coconut palm on top
of Bill Johnston’s naked napper’.
Victoria won by 254 runs. The
cartoon signed by Wells, undated,
measures 11.5”x18”. Excellent
image. G - cricket £60/90

850* ‘Looking on the Wicket Side’.
Australia v South Africa 1963/64.
Excellent large original pen and ink
caricature/ cartoon artwork
highlighted in colour by artist
Samuel Wells for the Age newspaper
covering the tour. The cartoon
features ‘Table Mountain’ as ‘S. Afs
continue to pile up their victories &
reputations in Aust.’. Also refers to
the controversial recall of Meckiff to
the Test team and the success of
Western Australia’s Derek Chadwick
who scored two centuries in his first
Sheffield Shield games. The major
part of the artwork features tennis
player, John Newcombe ‘Worth
crowing over- beat Denis Ralston
U.S. for the S.A. singles title’. The
cartoon signed by Wells, undated,
measures 14.5”x21”. Excellent
image. G - cricket £80/120

Ian Meckiff’s first class career was
dogged by a dubious bowling
action. On his recall for the first Test
against South Africa at Brisbane in
November 1963, he was no-balled
four times for throwing in his one
and only over of the match

851* Australia v West Indies 1951.
Excellent large original pen and ink
caricature/ cartoon artwork
highlighted in colour by artist
Samuel Wells for the Age newspaper
on the eve of the Third Test at
Adelaide, 22nd-25th December
1951. The cartoon features two
Christmas stockings hanging on a set
up stumps, the smaller West Indies
stocking with a note attached
‘Please Santa I wanta win!’. West
Indies players are also seen in a
wheelchair, on crutches and being
carried on a stretcher ‘According to
reports West Indies have so many
injured- will they have to go on like
this?’. References are also made to
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State matches, Colin McDonald
having scored 207 for Victoria v New
South Wales, and the return of
Iverson for Victoria v Queensland
‘Hooray, the spin-ster’s back’. The
cartoon signed by Wells, undated,
measures 14.5”x21”. Excellent
image. G - cricket £60/90

West Indies won the third Test by six
wickets

852* ‘Kidstakes’. Excellent large original
pen and ink caricature/ cartoon
artwork highlighted in colour by
artist Samuel Wells for the Herald
newspaper. The cartoon features a
man dressed in shorts and cap,
bowler hat atop, holding a toffee
apple at the M.C.C./ Lord’s cricket
ground ticket booth ‘One child
please!’. The caption below reads
‘Cricket rises do not include
additional charges for children’. The
cartoon signed by Wells, dated 17th
October 1946, measures 11”x27”.
Excellent image. G - cricket 

£150/250

853* ‘Ducks and D-Rakes’. Australia tour
to England 1956. Excellent large
original pen and ink caricature/
cartoon artwork highlighted in
colour by artist Samuel Wells for the
Age newspaper on the eve of the
second Test at Lord’s, 21st-26th June
1956. ‘It’s on again & Aussie
listeners are at their listening posts’.
Two views of Melbourne houses are
shown, ‘Nightime Melb. B.C. (Before
Cricket) 1956’, with all windows in
darkness, and ‘A.D. (After Dark)
1956- “When the lights come on
again” (2nd Test)‘, with all windows
lit up. The cartoon bemoans the high
number of drawn matches on the
tour ‘Another drawn game- at Kent-
the 10th of Tour’. The major part of
the cartoon shows a kangaroo and a
lion attempting to throw ‘Old man
draw’ off a cricket wicket ‘We hope
this Test won’t fizzle out into yet
another of those unsatisfactory no
decisions’. The cartoon signed by
Wells, dated 21st June 1956,
measures 11.5”x18”. Excellent
image. G - cricket £100/150

854* M.C.C. tour to Australia 1950/51.
Excellent large original pen and ink
caricature/ cartoon artwork
highlighted in colour by artist
Samuel Wells for the Age newspaper
following the fourth Ashes Test at

Adelaide, 2nd-8th February 1951.
The cartoon features players who
performed well in the match. ‘Melb
Nat’l Gallery has bought a valuable
Rembrandt- more old & new
masters’. Three framed portraits of
players are shown, ‘Veteran Morris
206’, ‘“Boy” Burke 101no’ and
‘156no another old master, Len’
(Hutton). Other features of the
match include ‘Curator Stan Williams
and his everlasting wicket’, ‘Miller
and his 99’, ‘Jack and Sam for their
catches’. Denis Compton is also
shown being licked by a ‘Bad luck’
dog, which is holding a sheet of
paper showing Compton’s poor run
of batting form, having scored only
31 runs in his six Test innings to date.
The cartoon signed by Wells,
undated, measures 11.5”x18”.
Excellent image. G - cricket 

£100/150

Australia beat England by 274 runs

855* M.C.C. tour to Australia 1965/66.
Excellent large original pen and ink
caricature/ cartoon artwork by artist
Samuel Wells for the Age newspaper
prior to the first Ashes Test at
Brisbane, 10th-15th December
1965. The cartoon shows a
bedraggled lion ‘From Rags- MCC
defeated by Vic.’ and England
Captain, M.J.K. Smith being driven
by a smiling lion in a Rolls Royce ‘To
riches, M.C.C. win over N.S.W.’ in
which ‘M.C.C. won by 9 wickets-
mainly due to Mike’s 5 catches, 1
run out & 1 catch 1st innings. 7 all
told. Worth its weight in gold’. The
cartoon also records the two new
caps for Australia, Doug ‘Dungog’
Walters and Peter Allan. Also
features Davis Cup tennis, including
the debut of Cottrill to the team. The
cartoon signed by Wells, undated,
measures 14.5”x21”. Excellent
image. G - cricket £100/150

The first Ashes Test ended in a draw

856* M.C.C. tour to Australia 1950/51.
Excellent large original pen and ink
caricature/ cartoon artwork
highlighted in colour by artist
Samuel Wells for the Age newspaper
prior to the fifth Ashes Test at
Melbourne, 23rd-28th February
1951 ‘New Test Today’. The cartoon
reports on achievements, ‘New
Deeds’, in the previous tour match
against Victoria in which Hutton

scored 128, ‘1st MCC bat to get
1000 runs this season’, ‘Bailey’s first
century vs Vic., 107no’, Hassett’s
‘232 (7th Double Century) all my
own work’, Iverson 5/32 v Western
Australia and Miller 122 v South
Australia. Also ‘New Blood’, Graeme
Hole’s selection for his first
Australian cap. ‘New Effort- will be
made by M.C.C. to win “The Deoch
& Doris”‘ of a British Lion
celebrating with a bottle of beer. The
cartoon also expresses concern
about the weather for the Test being
‘Unsettled- not very promising’. The
cartoon signed by Wells, undated,
measures 11.5”x18”. Excellent
image. G - cricket £100/150

England won the fifth Test by eight
wickets

857* ‘Took it “Lion” Down’. M.C.C. tour
to Australia 1958/59. Excellent large
original pen and ink caricature/
cartoon artwork highlighted in
colour by artist Samuel Wells for the
Age newspaper with Australia poised
to win the fifth Ashes Test at
Melbourne, 13th-18th February
1959. ‘30 wanted to win- weather &
Statham permitting!’. The cartoon
shows the Australian ‘proud
selectors’, including Bradman,
viewing an art gallery of ‘Aust’n new
years honors’ featuring ‘The Wizz-
ard of Aus. Sir Neil Harvey’ who
scored 167 in Australia’s first innings,
‘David(son) & Goliath, Sir Alan
Davidson’ who took nine wickets in
the match, and ‘Out by the scruff of
the “Neck-iff”- Sir Ian Meckiff’ who
took 6/38 to dismiss England for just
87 runs in their second innings. The
cartoon also shows Statham and
‘Seven little Australians- that wicket
fellow Statham grabbed 7 of ‘em for
57!’ and ‘Messrs Dexter &
Mortimore watching Harvey at
“play”, hence the gloomy looks, ay
baa goom’. The cartoon signed by
Wells, undated, measures
11.5”x18”. Excellent image. G -
cricket £100/150

Australia reached their target of 39
runs on the fifth day to win by eight
wickets

858* ‘The “Mission” - aries Fry again’.
M.C.C. tour to Australia 1958/59.
Excellent large original pen and ink
caricature/ cartoon artwork by artist
Samuel Wells for the Age newspaper
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prior to the start of the third Ashes
Test at Sydney, 9th-15th February
1959. The top half of the cartoon
features the Australian players,
Benaud, Meckiff, Harvey and
Davidson, dressed in Aboriginal
costume with a kangaroo holding a
spear and boomerang, standing
behind a cauldron labelled ‘3rd Test’
as England Captain, Mayand
Trueman approach. Sydney Harbour
Bridge in the background. ‘“On the
Beach” may end “On the Rocks” if
M.C.C.aren’t successful at their third
try starting today’. The lower half
features ‘“New” Test Men’,
Australian’s Keith Slater and Les
Favell, and ‘The Babe in (& behind)
the Wood’, wicketkeeper ‘Lofty’
Swetman for England. Fred Trueman
is depicted as a bull dog ‘Beware of
the (Bull) dog he’s off the chain’. The
cartoon signed by Wells, undated,
measures 11.5”x18”. Excellent
image. G - cricket £100/150

The match was drawn

859* M.C.C. tour to Australia 1965/66.
Excellent large original pen and ink
caricature/ cartoon artwork by artist
Samuel Wells for the Age newspaper
prior to the start of the fifth and final
Ashes Test at Melbourne, 11th-16th
February 1966. The cartoon is titled
‘Last (Will-to-Win) and Test-ament!
2 up & 1 to go!!’.  The top half
features the two Captains, Smith
and Simpson riding on an Australian-
shaped kangaroo, with Smith
attempting to steal the Ashes urn
from Simpson’s pocket, ‘’ware
pickpockets Bob’. The lower half
depicts the match umpires, Egar and
Rowan, as Sherlock Holmes and Dr
Watson, ‘Another big case
concluded successfully my dear
“Holmes”. Yes, quite my dear
“Watson”‘. Also featured are Barry
Knight who was selected for the
match following his innings of 94 in
the previous match against New
South Wales, and Eric Russell who
scored 101no in the same game. The
cartoon signed by Wells, undated,
measures 14”x21”. Excellent image.
G - cricket £100/150

Going in to the final Test, the series
was evenly poised at 1-1. The match
was drawn with Barrington scoring
115 in England’s first innings, for
Australia, Cowper scored 307 and

Lawry 108. Australia retained the
Ashes

860* M.C.C. tour to Australia 1954/55.
Excellent large original pen and ink
caricature/ cartoon artwork
highlighted in colour by artist
Samuel Wells for the Age newspaper
following the first Ashes Test at
Brisbane, 26th November to 1st
December 1954. The top part of the
cartoon celebrates Ian Johnson’s
debut as Captain of Australia with an
emphatic win over England by an
innings and 154 runs. A kangaroo is
standing holding open its very large
pouch, inside which is a lion, ‘Plenty
of Room for More’. Johnson is
shown celebrating, holding a baby
with a head in the form of a cricket
ball and a bail for a nose, ‘Wetting
the baby’s head’. The majority of the
cartoon relates to tennis, with
Australian tennis players ‘Xmas
“Window Shopping” at Kooyong’.
The shop window display is made up
of four foreign players, Moss, U.S.A.,
Krishnan, India, Barrett and Becker,
Britain. The cartoon signed by Wells,
undated, measures 11.5”x18”.
Excellent image. G - cricket 

£100/150

861 West Indies 1995. Large colour print
of the West Indies touring team to
England 1995, featuring the
seventeen playing members and
three management officials in
cameo, incorporated in one print.
Signed by each individual player to
print below their image including
Lara, Hall, Chanderpaul, Richardson,
Hooper, Roberts, Adams, etc.
Twenty signatures in total. Limited
edition of 100 signed prints.
Produced by 1995 sponsors Sandals
Caribbean Resorts. Print from
originals by Darren Woolley - cricket

£60/80

862 West Indies 1995. Large colour print
of the West Indies touring team to
England 1995, featuring the
seventeen playing members and
three management officials in
cameo, incorporated in one print.
Print from originals by Darren
Woolley. Lithograph print with
facsimile printed signatures of the
team. Sold with large official West
Indies team poster depicting the
West Indies team photograph with
facsimile printed signatures of the

team to lower border. Both produced
by 1995 sponsors Sandals Caribbean
Resorts - cricket  £20/30

863 ‘Test Players’. Series set of twelve
large colour educational posters
featuring images of Test players. The
players are Atherton, Ambrose,
Richardson, Waqar Younis, Stewart,
Hick, Lamb/Garner, Gooch,
Malcolm, Hussain, Thorpe and
Caddick. Sold with four similar size
posters featuring the England
‘Ashes’ stars of 2010/2011. Some
good images. All 28”x20”. Produced
by Sports Spectrum. VG - cricket

£30/40

864 ‘Test Players’. Series set of ten large
colour educational posters featuring
images of Test players. The
players/teams are Glichrist, Gough
(x2), G. Jones, S. Jones & Harmison,
B. Lee, Tendulkar, C. Read, ‘England
‘Fast Bowlers’ and ‘Women’s
Cricket’. Some good images. All
28”x20”. Produced by Sports
Spectrum. VG £30/40

865 ‘Test Players’. Series set of fifteen
large colour educational posters
featuring images of Test players. The
players/teams include Flintoff,
Pieterson, Anderson, Butcher,
Trescothick, Vaughan, Warne,
Shoaib Akhtar, Brian Lara etc. Some
good images. All 28”x20”. Produced
by Sports Spectrum. VG - cricket

£30/40

866 Kent. Selection of mono caricature
prints of Kent players by artist
D.Waugh, each signed by the
player/s featured. Signatures are
Tavare, Ealham, Underwood, Knott,
Dilley, Asif Iqbal and Woolmer. Sold
with a further Waugh print entitled
‘Kent’s Test Five’ signed by Tavare,
Underwood, Knott, Dilley and
Woolmer. Qty 8. All 8”x11.5”. VG -
cricket £25/35

867 ‘The New Batsman’. Roy Perry.
Reproduction ‘textured’ print from
an original oil painting of a classic
English village cricket scene. Nicely
presented in modern frame. Overall
11.5”x15”. G - cricket £10/20

868 Andrew ‘Freddie’ Flintoff. Colour
copy photograph of Andrew Flintoff,
head and shoulders in Lancashire
shirt, holding a raised bat and a ball.
NIcely signed by Flintoff to
photograph. Attractive mounted and
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framed display. Photograph
measures 10”x8”, overall 16”x14”.
G/VG - cricket £30/40

869 ‘Famous Cricketers Jubilee Souvenir
1878-1928’. Large colour poster
published by Plumridge Ltd.
Manufacturing Confectioners. Barry
Parade, Brisbane. Image of the
English Cricket Team of 1928/29 to
centre with cameo images of famous
English and Australian cricketers to
sides with printed fixtures and
calendar to lower half. Printed on
paper in two halves. Framed and
glazed. Overall 18”x23” £80/120

870 England’s first tour to South Africa
1888/89. ‘The Illustrated Sporting
and Dramatic News’. Single page of
the weekly magazine for 18th
December 1888. With pictures of
the England XI, the ship on which
they sailed, The Garth Castle, Sir
Donald Currie proposing the health
of the players, A.C. Swain
responding, the ship’s Captain
Jefferies ‘at home’, Viscount
Oxenbridge and Major Warton,
Manager. Framed and glazed,
overall 13”x17”. G/VG - cricket

£20/30

871 ‘Abbeydale Park, Sheffield’. C.R.
Cooper, 1987. Limited edition colour
print of the ground. Signed in pencil
to lower border by the Yorkshire
team. Thirteen signatures including
Tendulkar, Gough, Moxon, White
etc. Limited edition 38/250. Also
signed by the artist. Published by
David Drabble Sports Promotions,
Sheffield. Mounted, framed and
glazed. 34”x22” overall. VG -
cricket £30/50

872 Don Bradman. Small printed cartoon
of Bradman batting, signed by
Bradman. Mounted. G - cricket

£25/35

873 Dennis Lillee. Australia. ‘Artist at
Work I & II’. Pair of mono limited
edition prints of Lillee in bowling
pose, three bowling positions to one
print and three to the other by David
Byrne. Signed by Lillee and the artist
to both prints. Limited edition
125/250 and 132/250. 15.5”x12”.
G  - cricket £25/35

874 Don Bradman & Australia. Two
excellent reproduction colour posters
from the 1930’s. One features the
Bodyline series ‘Come to Australia

for the Test Matches’ and the other
features Don Bradman ‘Don
Bradman recommends our Elasta
Straps!’. Both measure approx
20”x30”. VG - cricket £25/35

CRICKET BATS & EQUIPMENT

875 West Indies 1950’s. Gradidge ‘Len
Hutton’ full size cricket bat signed to
back by many cricketers including
Weekes, Valentine, Ramadhin,
Walcott, Headley, Martindale, J.
Reid, P. Umrigar, Mankad, C.J.
Barnett etc. These signatures in good
condition. Also signed by members
of the Lancashire team of 1954, but
these are faded. Further faded
signatures to face of bat £25/35

876 Counties 1925. Gunn & Moore ‘The
Autograph’ cricket bat signed to face
and verso by twenty County and
Minor County teams. Teams are
Leicestershire, Glamorgan, Kent,
Lancashire, Lincolnshire, Surrey,
Norfolk, Nottinghamshire (twice),
Gloucestershire, Hampshire,
Worcestershire, Yorkshire, Essex,
Sussex, Derbyshire, Bedfordshire,
Northamptonshire, Leicestershire
2nd XI and Rutland. Two hundred
and twenty eight signatures
including Fowke, Geary, King, Clay,
Cornwallis, Freeman, Seymour,
Makepeace, McDonald, Fender,
Hitch, Jardine, Hobbs, Carr, Gunn,
Voce, Wheat, Staples, Dipper,
Calthorpe, Quaife, Tennyson, Mead,
Sutcliffe, Lupton, Rhodes, Kilner,
Waddington, Douglas, Perrin,
Jackson, Gilligan, Tate, Cornford etc.
Some spidering and some fading to
certain signatures, overall in good
condition - cricket £150/250

877 Leicestershire 1993. Hunts County
Autograph bat signed to face by the
Leicestershire squad. Sixteen
signatures include Briers, Whittaker,
Boon, Mullalley, Benjamin, Wells,
Nixon, Parsons etc. G - cricket

£25/35

878 England tour to West Indies,
1980/81. Nicholls, Sussex
‘Melbourne International Exhibition’
cricket bat signed by all sixteen
players from the 1980/1 series.
Signatures include Botham
(Captain), Willis, Boycott, Gower,
Dilley, Gooch, Emburey, Miller,
Willey, Gower, Gatting etc. G/VG -
cricket £60/80

879 England tour of Australia 1978/79.
Slazenger full size cricket bat signed
to face by the England (seventeen
signatures) and Australian (18)
teams. Thirty five signatures
including Brearley, Willis, Boycott,
Randall, Gooch, Gower, Tolchard,
Botham, Yallop, Carlson, Hogg,
Yardley, Wood, Border, K. Hughes,
Darling etc. To reverse are the
signatures of the South Australian,
New South Wales, Victoria,
Queensland and Western Australian
State teams of the period. Fifty
signatures including Hilditch, Border,
Lawson, Inverarity, Marsh,
Alderman, Yallop, Whatmore,
Darling, Sleep etc. Some minor
fading to face otherwise in good
condition. Previously the property of
Roger Tolchard, Leicestershire &
England - cricket £80/120

880 England tour of West Indies
1985/86. Duncan Fearnley full size
cricket bat signed to face by the
England (sixteen signatures, lacking
Gooch) and West Indies (13) teams.
Twenty nine signatures including
Gower, Gatting, Botham, French,
Lamb, Foster, Downton, Richards,
Dujon, Holding, Haynes, Gomes,
Marshall, Garner etc. G/VG £60/90

881 Australia tour of England 1989.
Duncan Fearnley ‘Supreme’ full size
cricket bat signed to face by twelve
England and fourteen Australian
players, possibly from the second
Test played at Lord’s, 22nd-27th
June 1989. Twenty six signatures
including Gower, Gatting, Gatting,
Broad, Gooch, Russell, Barnett,
Border, Marsh, S. Waugh, Taylor,
Hughes etc. G/VG - cricket£80/120

882 Australia tour to England 1993. Full
size cricket bat signed by all twenty
one members of the touring party to
England 1993. Printed heading to
top of the bat and each player has
signed by his name on the neat
printed label running down the
length of the bat blade. Signatures
include Border, Taylor, Boon, M.
Hughes, Warne, McDermott, S.
Waugh, Slater, Hayden, M. Waugh
etc. Odd faults otherwise in good
condition - cricket £80/120

883 South Africa 1994. Duncan Fearnley
full size cricket bat signed by twelve
England players and South African
(19) touring team in England 1994.
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Thirty one signatures including
Atherton, Stewart, Gooch, Hick,
Salisbury, White, Wessels, Cronje,
Cullinan, Donald, Rhodes, Kirsten
etc. G/VG £50/70

884 South Africa to tour England 1994.
Full size cricket bat signed by all
seventeen members of the touring
party to England 1994. Printed
heading to top of the bat and each
player has signed by his name on the
neat printed label running down the
length of the bat blade. Signatures
include Wessels (Captain), Cronje,
Cullinan, Donald, G. Kirsten, P.
Kirsten, Rhodes, Procter (Coach) etc.
Odd faults otherwise in good
condition - cricket £40/60

885 Don Bradman. William Sykes Ltd.
London & Horbury ‘Don Bradman
N.S.W. and Australian XI’ autograph
harrow size cricket bat. The bat has
been used with tape reinforcement
to toe and is in fair condition - cricket

£30/40

886 England v Australia, 200th Test
match, Lords 1968. Miniature
‘Warsop’ cricket bat signed in ink to
face by seventeen members of the
Australian touring party and by
twelve members of the England
team to verso. Signatures include
Lawry, Walters, Chappell, Gleeson,
Connolly, Hawke, Freeman,
Cowdrey, Barrington, Underwood,
Snow, Milburn, Knott etc. Minor
blemishes to face, otherwise G -
cricket £80/120

887 England v Rest of the World 1970.
Miniature ‘Warsop’ cricket bat
signed in ink to face by twelve
members of the England team and
by eleven members of the Rest of
the World team to verso. Signatures
include Illingworth, Edrich, Snow,
Luckhurst, Knott, Denness, Sobers,
Barlow, Gibbs, Kanhai, Lloyd,
Richards, Intikhab Alam etc. G/VG -
cricket £60/90

888 England v Australia 1972. Miniature
‘Warsop’ cricket bat signed in ink to
face by all seventeen members of
the Australian touring party and by
twelve members of the England
team to verso. Signatures include I.
Chappell, G. Chappell, Stackpole,
Inverarity, Massie, Marsh, Lillee,
Gleeson, Illingworth, Edrich,
Boycott, Luckhurst, Arnold, Knott,

Snow etc. G/VG - cricket £60/90

889 Stuart Surridge ‘Ultimate’ match
worn right hand batting glove.
Signed by Graham Gooch. G -
cricket £20/30

890 Dennis Lillee and Jeff Thomson,
Australia. ‘Craig McDermott’ cricket
ball signed in black ink by Lillee and
Thomson. G - cricket £30/40

891 England 2003. Miniature cricket bat
signed by eleven England players
from 2003. Signatures include
Hussain, Stewart, Flintoff, Butcher,
Trescothick, Giles, Vaughan etc.
England emblem badly smudged,
the signatures in good condition.
Sold with a Slazenger ‘V500’
miniature bat signed by twelve
members of the Australian ‘A’ tour
squad, 1995. Signatures include
Gilchrist, Ponting, Kasprowicz. G -
cricket £25/35

END OF DAY ONE
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Cricket, Football & Sporting Memorabilia Auction
21st and 22nd June 2014

COMMISSION SHEET

Please bid on my behalf at the above sale for the following lots (overleaf) up to prices specified. 

I have read and agree to comply with the Notices and Conditions of Sale. 

I am aware that there is a buyer’s premium of 19% (plus V.A.T. at 20%) on all lots.

PLEASE NOTE:  We no longer accept commission bids by fax. 

Please post this sheet (in good time), send us your commission bids by email or give us a call.

Name:  … … … … … … … … … … … … … … … … … … … … … … … … … … … … … … …

Address:  … … … … … … … … … … … … … … … … … … … … … … … … … … … … … …

 … … … … … … … … … … … … … … … … … … … … … … … … … … … … … … … … …

 … … … … … … … … … … … … … … … … … … … … … … … … … … … … … … … … …

Telephone:  … … … … … … … … … … … … … … … … … … … … … … … … … … … … …

Signature:  … … … … … … … … … … … … … … … … … … … … … … … … … … … … …

Date:  … … … … … … … … … … … … … … … … … … … … … … … … … … … … … … …

All commission bids to be received no later than 6pm on the day prior to the 
auction of the lots you are bidding on. 

Please post this sheet to: 
Knight’s Sporting Limited, Cuckoo Cottage, Town Green, Alby, Norwich  NR11 7PR
Office: 01263 768488     Mobile: 07885 515333

knights
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